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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to use a cross-match between WISE, 2MASS and SDSS
to identify a large sample of M dwarfs. Through the careful characterisation and
quality control of these M dwarfs I aim to identify rare systems (i.e. unresolved UCD
companions, young M dwarfs, late M dwarfs and M dwarfs with common proper motion
companions).
Locating ultracool companions to M dwarfs is important for constraining low-mass
formation models, the measurement of substellar dynamical masses and radii, and for
testing ultracool evolutionary models. This is done by using an optimised method for
identifying M dwarfs which may have unresolved ultracool companions. To do this I
construct a catalogue of 440 694 M dwarf candidates, from WISE, 2MASS and SDSS,
based on optical- and near-infrared colours and reduced proper motion. With strict
reddening, photometric and quality constraints I isolate a sub-sample of 36 898 M
dwarfs and search for possible mid-infrared M dwarf + ultracool dwarf candidates by
comparing M dwarfs which have similar optical/near-infrared colours (chosen for their
sensitivity to effective temperature and metallicity). I present 1 082 M dwarf + ultra-
cool dwarf candidates for follow-up. Using simulated ultracool dwarf companions to
M dwarfs, I estimate that the occurrence of unresolved ultracool companions amongst
my M dwarf + ultracool dwarf candidates should be at least four times the average for
my full M dwarf catalogue. I discuss yields of candidates based on my simulations.
The possible contamination and bias from misidentified M dwarfs is then discussed,
from chance alignments with other M dwarfs and UCDs, from chance alignments with
giant stars, from chance alignments with galaxies, and from blended systems (via visual
inspection). I then use optical spectra from LAMOST to spectral type a subset of my
M dwarf + ultracool dwarf candidates. These candidates need confirming as true M
dwarf + ultracool dwarf systems thus I present a new method I developed to use
low resolution near-infrared spectra which relies on two colour similar objects (one an
excess candidate, one not) having very similar spectra. A spectral difference of these
two colour similar objects should leave the signature of a UCD in the residual of their
differences, which I look for using the difference in two spectral bands designed to
identify UCD spectral features.
I then present the methods used to identify other rare systems from my full M
dwarf catalogue. Young M dwarfs were identified by measuring equivalent widths of
Hα from the LAMOST spectra, and by measuring rotation periods from Kepler 2 light
curves. I identify late M dwarfs photometrically (using reduced proper motion and
colour cuts) and spectroscopically (using the LAMOST spectra with spectral indices
from the literature). Also I present common proper motion analysis aimed at finding
Tycho-2 primaries for my M dwarfs and look for physically separated M dwarf + M
dwarf pairs (internally within my full M dwarf catalogue).
iv
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Chapter 1: Introduction
M dwarfs are the very low mass end of the stellar sequence and thus, unlike the Sun, are
so cool they glow red and emit most of their flux in the red optical and near infrared.
As the lowest mass stars their properties overlap with the substellar regime of brown
dwarfs and giant planets with their cool nature leading to a variety of complex physics.
This thesis deals with the characterisation of these M dwarf with the intent to identify
rare systems using some of the extremely large data sets currently available. In this
chapter I will briefly introduce the concepts of ultracool dwarfs, the substellar regime of
brown dwarfs and giant planets, and then introduce the key characteristics which define
M dwarfs. One of the main aims of the thesis is the search for ultracool companions to
M dwarfs and as such I summarise the work done previously in this rather uncertain
field. I introduce the large catalogues I use, defining their basic properties especially
those important for this work.
1.1 Ultracool dwarfs
1.1.1 Brown dwarfs and giant planets
The definition of what precisely defines a brown dwarf and what defines a planet is
still disputed. The two main arguments rely on formation mechanisms (Padoan &
Nordlund, 2004; Bonnell et al., 2007; Whitworth et al., 2007; Hennebelle & Chabrier,
2008) and the mass limits at which Hydrogen (stellar-brown dwarf separation) and
Deuterium (IAU definition of the brown dwarf-planet separation) can undergo ther-
monuclear fusion (Burrows et al. 1997, Chabrier & Baraffe 2000, Burrows et al. 2001,
Spiegel et al. 2011).
Although first predicted in 1963 (Kumar, 1963; Hayashi & Nakano, 1963) it took
until 1995 for the detection of the first confirmed brown dwarfs, Gl 229B, (Nakajima
et al., 1995) and Teide 1 (Zapatero-Osorio et al., 1996), and the very same day an
announcement was made, the first exoplanet, 51 Peg b, had been discovered (Mayor &
Queloz, 1995).
It soon became clear new spectral types were needed to categorise their proper-
ties in line with stellar populations; the “L” dwarfs (Mart´ın et al., 1997; Kirkpatrick
et al., 1999) and the “T” dwarfs (Burgasser et al., 1999; Kirkpatrick et al., 1999).
In Kirkpatrick et al. (1999) they suggest the L dwarfs sequence represented effective
temperatures ranging from ∼2000 K down to ∼1500 K with the coolest T dwarfs cur-
rently known having temperatures as low as 500 K (Burningham et al., 2008; Delorme
et al., 2008; Leggett et al., 2009; Lucas et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011). The discovery
of seven ultracool brown dwarfs by Cushing et al. (2011) which were much fainter and
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had colours and spectra which suggested a deviation from the T dwarfs led to the use
of another spectral type, the “Y” dwarfs, as discussed by Kirkpatrick et al. (2012).
With the discovery of “Y” dwarfs with estimated temperatures in the range of 250 -
500 K (e.g. Luhman, 2014), brown dwarfs now truly cover the full range of masses and
temperatures between very low mass stars and planets.
Due to their low masses and low central temperatures, brown dwarfs never reach
the temperature needed to sustain thermonuclear burning of Hydrogen (Kumar, 1963;
Hayashi & Nakano, 1963) and are thus classed as substellar-mass objects, and are
supported by electron degeneracy. As such brown dwarfs bridge the gap between the
mass range of planets and stars (and can overlap in effective temperature, Teff ). Brown
dwarfs, by definition, have masses below the Hydrogen burning mass limit, ∼0.075 to
0.080 M or ∼80 to 90 Jupiter masses, MJup (Baraffe et al., 2002). Some studies define
the lower limit of brown dwarfs as those massive enough (∼ 11-16 MJup depending on
metallicity, Spiegel et al. 2011) to achieve the burning of Deuterium (Basri et al., 2000).
An alternative way to split different types of substellar object is by their formation
mechanism (e.g. Ma & Ge 2014).
The formation of brown dwarfs is discussed by Luhman (2012), and several meth-
ods are proposed (Bonnell et al., 2007; Whitworth et al., 2007). Formation can be
attributed to:
1. Fragmentation of massive collapsing cores1
2. Ejection of smaller fragments from massive cores1
3. Interruption of accretion by photoionising-radiation-stripping1
4. Ejection of low-mass companions from gravitational fragmentation of circumstel-
lar discs1
5. Turbulent compression and fragmentation of gas in molecular clouds1
These methods have some common ground (as well as some crucial differences) with
models of planetary formation, which consist of two main formation mechanisms. The
first is disc instability (Boss, 1997) where planets are formed by gravitational instability
in planetary discs. The other method is core-accretion where planets form on a metallic
core built from grains in the disc (Pollack et al., 1996; Ida & Lin, 2004; Alibert et al.,
2005).
A debate still exists on what to call a brown dwarf and what to call a planet,
and whether mass or formation mechanisms should be used for classification. However
as stated by Luhman (2012) the Deuterium burning limit has little impact on the
structure or evolution (Chabrier et al., 2007) and so cool brown dwarfs and warm-hot
1For further details see Luhman (2012) Section 3.1 and references there in.
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giant exoplanets are observationally, if not physically, very similar. Figure 1.1 shows
this point, giant planets and brown dwarfs can be taken observationally as very similar
objects. Ultracool dwarfs (UCDs) are objects later in spectral type than ∼M7. UCDs
include some old stars, and to a large extent brown dwarfs and warm-hot gaseous
exoplanets. For the rest of this thesis I refer generically to UCDs as a practicality since
my work is principally observational and involves assessing observational characteristics
which are dictated mainly by Teff .
As of June 2015 there are 2,085 confirmed and 562 candidate UCDs known (Csiz-
madia et al., 2015), and there are at least an additional 998 (Skrzypek et al. 2016
present 998 new photometrically selected UCDs).
1.1.2 Complexities in UCD spectra
By virtue of their low-temperatures, UCD spectra are typified by the influence of
combinations of complex molecular opacities, Figure 1.2a gives some insight into these
sub-stellar chemical factories.
In addition to this, the condensation of species into clouds (dust) further complicate
the situation (Burrows et al., 2001). Figure 1.2b shows examples of spectra for M, L,
T dwarfs and Jupiter respectively, the differences are dominated by the absorption
of different species at different temperatures across spectral type. Figure 1.3 shows
a comparison between UCDs and M dwarfs both in terms of absolute flux (i.e. at the
same distance) and relative flux (i.e. compared to the flux at 0.825µm ). Figure 1.2b
and Figure 1.3 show the strong effects of molecular absorbers like methane and water
vapour (for T dwarfs and Jupiter), and the strengthening of these molecules (along
with reddening caused by dust) across the M-L transition.
These complications have made modelling UCDs very challenging, especially in
the case of reproducing the strength of the water, methane and ammonia bands (at
respectively lower temperatures, see the excellent review by Allard et al. 2012 and
references therein). This is further complicated by non equilibrium chemistry (e.g. due
to mixing from convection pushing hot fluid from the core into the atmosphere, Saumon
et al. 2003) which alters the relative abundances of each species of molecule which can
then differ substantially from the chemical equilibrium values.
1.1.3 The complicated nature of UCDs
Another complication is evolutionary cooling which means the observations of the Teff
for these sources is degenerate with age, ranging from old low-mass stars through to
2X-shooter Spectral Library Chen et al. (2014). Accessed online at http://xsl.u-strasbg.fr/.
3SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries, maintained by Adam Burgasser at http://pono.ucsd.edu/
~adam/browndwarfs/spexprism.
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(a)
(b)
Figure. 1.1: (a) The density against mass relation for stars, brown dwarfs and giant
planets (UCDs), and lower mass planets, the separation between star and brown dwarf
is clear with the change from support by radiative pressure to support by electron
degeneracy pressure. Figure from Hatzes & Rauer (2015), the black line represents the
linear fit to UCDs from 0.35 to 60 times the mass of Jupiter. The dashed red line shows
the mass-density relationship for H/He dominated giant planets taken from Fortney
et al. (2007). (b) The radius against mass relation, for giant planets and brown dwarfs
(UCDs) the radius is of order the radius of Jupiter (∼0.1 R ), with the largest (non
stellar) UCDs having the smallest radii. Figure courtesy of Berta-Thompson (2014).
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(a) (b)
Figure. 1.2: (a) Figure from Burrows et al. (2001) the abundance of elements is shown
with balloons showing associated molecules (b) Figure from Burgasser (2011) showing
the observed NIR-MIR spectra of top-to-bottom: M, L, T dwarfs and Jupiter. Data
for Jupiter are from Rayner et al. (2009) and Kunde et al. (2004), M, L and T dwarf
spectra are from Cushing et al. (2006) and references there in.
younger UCDs (e.g. in Nakajima et al. 1995, Delfosse et al. 1997, Burgasser et al. 1999,
Kirkpatrick et al. 1999, Pinfield et al. 2003, Burgasser et al. 2004, Leggett et al. 2010,
and Kirkpatrick et al. 2011) and down into the planetary regime (e.g. in Lucas et al.
2006, Caballero et al. 2007, Luhman & Muench 2008, Marsh et al. 2010, Lodieu et al.
2011, Delorme et al. 2012, Scholz et al. 2012). For example a 2,800 K object could be a
young brown dwarf or could be an old low mass star, whereas a 2,100 K object could be
a young giant planet or could be a few hundred Myr old brown dwarf or a extremely
old low mass star, and a cold 700 K object could be a young giant planet or could
be a much older (Gyr ) more massive object (see Figure 1.4). These equivalent Teff
objects would share all observable properties (other than differences in environment,
e.g. differing metallicity). This makes determining ages of UCDs extremely important
for understanding their nature.
Observationally age can be estimated in several key ways, for example, younger
UCDs (having lower surface gravity) can be used to distinguish two objects which have
the same Teff (given metallicity constraints). This can be seen by a sharpening of the
peak of H band spectrum, weakened alkali lines and enhanced metal-oxide absorption
(Faherty 2014, e.g. Lucas et al. 2001, Gorlova et al. 2003, Luhman et al. 2004, McGovern
et al. 2004, Allers et al. 2007, Rice et al. 2010, Rice et al. 2011, Cruz et al. 2009).
If one can detect Lithium in the atmosphere of a UCD an upper age estimate can be
determined (e.g. see Faherty, 2014, and references therein). Lithium burning happens
at cooler core temperatures than Hydrogen or Deuterium burning and thus can happen
at a lower mass. As UCDs are fully convective this means objects above a mass limit of
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Figure. 1.3: Comparison between M dwarfs and L dwarfs in the optical and NIR. UCDs
have little to no flux in the optical and have most of their flux in the NIR, whereas
M dwarfs can be of order 100 times brighter in the peaks between the z and J bands
and drop off at longer wavelengths. (a) The spectra are normalised at 0.825µm then
rescaled using absolute J band magnitudes to show the expected flux of each type of
object to show how the objects at the same distance would look. (b) The spectra are
normalised at 0.825µm to show the comparison of relative flux between objects. Optical
M dwarf spectra from Chen et al. (2014)2, NIR M dwarf spectra from Burgasser et al.
(2004, 2008)3, Optical L dwarf spectra from Day-Jones et al. (2013) and Marocco et al.
(2015) and NIR L dwarf spectra from Burgasser et al. (2004, 2007)3.
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Figure. 1.4: Temperature-Age diagram from Faherty (2014) showing the evolution of
low-mass stars (blue), UCDs (green) and planets (red), with model data from Burrows
et al. (1997)) . Markers show the degeneracy found in observations. A 2,800 K objects
could be a young brown dwarf or could be an old M dwarfs, whereas a 2,100 K object
could be a young giant planet or could be a few hundred Myr old brown dwarf or could
be a extremely old low mass star.
∼0.065M (Rebolo et al., 1992; Magazzu et al., 1993) will fully deplete their reservoir
of Lithium in less than 1 Gyr (Faherty, 2014). Thus UCDs cooler than 2,700 K (Basri,
1998) with a Lithium detection must be lower in mass than 0.065M and thus an upper
limit in age can be determined for these objects (Faherty, 2014).
Another method to age date a UCD is to look at the UCDs kinematics (space
motions in the form of UVW velocity distributions). These can be used to search for
new members of well-studied moving groups with well known ages from higher mass
members (velocity dispersions <1 km s−1, e.g.β Pictoris at ∼20 Myr , TW Hydrae
at ∼10 Myr , Tucana Horologium at ∼30 Myr , AB Doradus at ∼150 Myr see Riedel
2014, Faherty 2014). UCDs are generally given a probability of membership exploiting
statistical analysis such as using a Bayesian framework (e.g. the Bayesian Analysis for
Nearby Young AssociatioNs, BANYAN and BANYANII from Malo et al. 2013 and
Gagne´ et al. 2014 respectively).
A degeneracy also exists between surface gravity and metallicity (i.e. younger UCDs
have a lower surface gravity and larger radii, Chabrier & Baraffe 2000, and larger
metallicities produce a lower core temperature and thus a smaller radius, Burrows
et al. 2001). This degeneracy coupled with the fact it is difficult to determine radii
measurements of UCDs means there are only a few UCDs with measured radii, leading
to inconsistencies between observations and current models (see Section 1.3).
In summary mass, radius, age and metallicity are extremely difficult to measure for
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Spectral type Temperature Radius Mass Luminosity/100 MV log g
K R M L mag [cgs]
M0.0 3800 0.62 0.60 7.2 9.34 4.63
M1.0 3600 0.49 0.49 3.5 9.65 4.75
M2.0 3400 0.44 0.44 2.3 10.12 4.79
M3.0 3250 0.39 0.36 1.5 11.15 4.81
M4.0 3100 0.26 0.20 0.55 12.13 4.91
M5.0 2800 0.20 0.14 0.22 16.0 4.98
M6.0 2600 0.15 0.10 0.09 16.6 5.09
M7.0 2500 0.12 ∼0.09 0.05 18.8 5.23
M8.0 2400 0.11 ∼0.08 0.03 19.8 5.26
M9.0 2300 0.08 ∼0.075 0.015 17.4 5.51
Table 1.1: Stellar properties of M dwarfs. Taken from Kaltenegger & Traub (2009)
(original from Reid & Hawley (2005). Surface gravity, log g, is calculated using
log10(m/r
2) in cgs units.
UCDs and as such these properties are vital for improving the understanding of UCDs.
1.2 M dwarfs
1.2.1 Stellar properties
M dwarf stars are the very low mass end of stellar formation sequence. Unlike higher
mass stars, M dwarfs need to contract for tens to hundreds of Myr before joining
the main sequences by becoming hot enough for sustained Hydrogen burning (e.g. see
review by Luhman, 2012, and references therein). M dwarfs range in mass from about
half the mass of the sun down to around eight per cent the mass of the sun (∼ 0.075,
the Hydrogen burning mass limit; Burrows et al. 1997, Chabrier & Baraffe 2000, see
Table 1.1). One of the most important properties of M dwarfs is that they are the most
numerous of all stars in the Galaxy (Reid & Cruz, 2002; Covey et al., 2008; Bochanski
et al., 2010), this makes M dwarfs very important for understanding the mass function,
and their formation and evolution.
1.2.2 Spectroscopy
The spectra of M dwarfs are dominated by molecular absorption (e.g.TiO, V O in the
optical and H2O in the infrared). M dwarfs come from many different populations,
from very young M dwarfs in open clusters, to the Galactic disc, to the Galactic halo
(where M dwarfs can be billions of years old). Modelling has always been more difficult
in these low mass stars when compared to high mass stars due to incomplete molecular
opacity data and due to the fully convective nature of these stars (see the review by
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Allard et al. 1997, and references there in). Figure 1.3 shows a comparison between M
dwarfs and UCDs both in terms of absolute flux (i.e. at the same distance) and relative
flux (i.e. compared to the flux at 0.825µm ).
The complicated nature of these cool stars means observed photometry and their
colours are intrinsically scattered by many factors including differences in tempera-
ture, surface gravity and composition, (e.g. in Burrows et al. 1997); rotation, (e.g. in
McQuillan et al. 2014); and activity, (e.g. in Robertson et al. 2013), even between M
dwarfs with the same spectral type. This means it is hard to define spectral standards
for these objects. Attempts to overcome these complexities include relating these to
calibration stars which have independently measured parameters (i.e. radii from inter-
ferometry, Boyajian et al. 2012, Mann et al. 2013b, Newton et al. 2015a, or companions
to higher mass stars with well measured abundances, Bonfils et al. 2005, Johnson &
Apps 2009, Rojas-Ayala et al. 2012, Mann et al. 2013a, Newton et al. 2014).
1.2.3 Activity and rotation
M dwarfs are known to be very active (Allard et al., 1997; Reid et al., 1999) and as for
higher mass stars this magnetic activity appears to be linked to rotation. For the high-
est mass M dwarfs (<M3/M4) this activity is believed to come from the global dynamo
which exists at the interface between the convective envelope and the inner region of
the M dwarf (e.g. Ossendrijver 2003, Parker 1993, Charbonneau & MacGregor 1997,
via Browning et al. 2010). However below ∼0.3 M the observational and theoretical
understanding of where this activity comes from is far less clear, as an interface dynamo
is not possible due to convective instability (Browning et al., 2010), e.g. this may come
from a “distributed dynamo” due to convention and turbulence (see Shulyak et al.,
2015, and references therein). Despite this many late M dwarfs have strong magnetic
fields (∼1 kG, West et al. 2015). This is still an open question, but regardless of how
this process works it is clear from observations both low and high mass M dwarfs can
have strong, large-scale magnetic fields. These can be probed directly using magneti-
cally sensitive molecular line ratios such as FeH (at 0.99 µm , Reiners & Basri, 2007)
and Zeeman Doppler imaging (Donati et al., 2006).
Young M dwarfs, like their higher mass counterparts, are more active than older
stars, therefore tracing and identifying magnetic activity is a key way to identify young
M dwarfs (linked to rotation, i.e. from a star losing angular momentum from winds
which subsequently slows rotation and thus magnetic activity, West et al. 2015). Due
to M dwarfs being intrinsically faint and red Hα is one way magnetic activity can
be traced (Hα appears as an emission feature around ∼0.65 µm thus a fainter and
redder spectrum does not mask the Hα signature, Bopp & Schmitz, 1978; Walkowicz &
Hawley, 2009; Bell et al., 2012). M dwarfs as they age also spin down due to magnetic
braking (Mestel, 1968) and thus finding fast rotators is another way one can identify
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youthfulness (in fact rotation increases due to gravitational contraction in their pre-
main sequence phase, Rappaport et al. 2014).
1.2.4 Binarity
There is a clear observational trend that the fraction of stars which have companions
depends on mass. Massive stars (O, A and B stars) have binary fractions of ∼80 per
cent (Shatsky & Tokovinin, 2002; Kouwenhoven et al., 2007; Peter et al., 2012) where as
FGK stars have binary fractions ranging from ∼46 percent to ∼67 per cent (Raghavan
et al., 2010; Duquennoy & Mayor, 1991).
Low number statistics and observational bias make it difficult to robustly constrain
the M dwarf binary fraction with varying mass-ratio and separation. However this
trend seems to continue with a binary fraction between ∼26 per cent and ∼42 per cent
in the early to mid M dwarf range and ∼10 to 30 per cent range for very low mass stars
and UCDs (see Table 1.3 and Table 1.2). One of the largest M dwarf binary fraction
analysis to date has been the AstraLux large M dwarf Lucky Imaging Binary Survey
which studied 761 young, nearby late K and M dwarfs and found a binary fraction of
32±6 per cent (Bergfors et al., 2010; Janson et al., 2012), and 286 mid to late M dwarfs
and found a binary fraction of 21 to 27 per cent (Janson et al., 2014). An overview of
the trends in multiplicity can been seen in Table 1.2.
Binarity is very useful to constrain and infer M dwarf properties from (in general)
the more well studied primary (i.e. taking the age and/or compositions from the higher
mass primary). In addition very wide binaries can be used to probe the galactic
dynamical evolution (due to their low binding energy, Tokovinin & Le´pine, 2012).
There is also an apparent drop of the number of wide systems at around 20,000 AU or
∼0.1 pc (See Caballero et al. 2012 and references therein). Wide binaries are especially
interesting since despite this apparent drop they have been found wider than 20,000
AU (Jiang & Tremaine 2010, but these may be former binaries slowly drifting apart).
M+M binaries are also important for providing constraints on stellar formation and
dynamical evolution theories (see review by Ducheˆne & Kraus 2013 and recent work
by Shan et al. 2015).
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Mass Range MF/ CF Mass Ratio Orbital Period
Frequency Distribution Distribution
M? . 0.1M
MF = 22+6−4 % γ = 4.2± 1.0 Unimodal (log-normal?)
CF = 22+6−4 % a ≈ 4.5 AU, σlogP ≈ 0.5
0.1M .M? . 0.5M
MF = 26± 3 %
γ = 0.4± 0.2 Unimodal (log-normal?)
CF = 33± 5 % a ≈ 5.3 AU, σlogP ≈ 1.3
0.7M .M? . 1.3M
MF = 44± 2 %
γ = 0.3± 0.1 Unimodal (log-normal)
CF = 62± 3 % a ≈ 45 AU, σlogP ≈ 2.3
1.5M .M? . 5M
MF ≥ 50%
γ = −0.5± 0.2 Bimodal
CF = 100± 10 % P ≈ 10 days & a ≈ 350 AU
8M .M? . 16M
MF ≥ 60%
. . . . . .
CF = 100± 20 %
M? & 16M
MF ≥ 80% γP≤3000 days = −0.1± 0.6 Peak + power law
CF = 130± 20 % γa≥100 AU = −0.5± 0.1 P ≈ 5 days
Table 1.2: Table 1 from Ducheˆne & Kraus (2013). Summary of multiplicity properties for stars and UCDs. Where MF is the multiplicity
fraction (the fraction of stars which have a companion, Batten 1973), CF is the companion fraction (the average number of companions
per star system, e.g. Reipurth et al. 2014), γ is the mass ratio (γ = q2/q1 where q2 is the mass of the companion and q1 is the mass of the
primary), a is the separation and P is the period.
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1.2.5 Cataloguing M dwarfs
One of the first general catalogues of M dwarfs dates back to nearly 70 years ago
(Nassau & van Albada, 1949) in which 709 M type stars were found (627 M0 to M4).
This work was followed by many trying to define dwarf spectral standards using the
TiO and V O molecular bands between 6,000 A˚ and 9,000 A˚ (Boeshaar 1976, Keenan &
McNeil 1976, 1989, Turnshek 1985, Boeshaar & Tyson 1985, Giampapa & Liebert 1986,
McCarthy et al. 1988, Henry & Kirkpatrick 1990, Kirkpatrick et al. 1991). M dwarfs,
especially late M dwarfs (along with UCDs) were thought to be one of the most plausible
explanations for the missing mass (i.e. dark matter) in the Galaxy (Kirkpatrick, 1991).
This led to much investigation in to the low-mass luminosity and mass functions,
but ultimately there was not enough contributing mass to explain the missing mass
(e.g. Tinney, 1993). With the discovery of the first exoplanets and UCDs emphasis
shifted more towards finding and characterising these even lower mass objects. However
some study of M dwarfs remained mostly looking at how M dwarfs could be used to
probe galaxy structure, due to their possible ancient nature (e.g. Kent et al., 1992;
Weiland et al., 1994; Le´pine & Leroy, 2000). There was also an interest in completing
a census of the solar neighbourhood (within ∼25pc), the vast majority of which are M
dwarfs, identified by having high proper motion (e.g. Scholz et al. 2000, Le´pine et al.
2002, Gizis 1997, Gizis et al. 2000, Jahreiß et al. 2001, Reid & Cruz 2002, Le´pine
et al. 2003). This evolved in to a search for lower proper motion neighbours filling the
local neighbourhood within 100 pc, with M dwarfs making up ∼75 per cent of all stars
within 33 pc (Le´pine, 2005).
In more recent years M dwarfs have become extremely important after the discovery
that they too host exoplanets and hence new catalogues of bright M dwarfs have been a
necessity (e.g. Gliese & Jahreiß, 1991; Le´pine & Gaidos, 2011; Frith & Pinfield, 2013).
M dwarfs make good exoplanet hosts due to their small size and intrinsic faintness. This
leads to improved detection and measurement capabilities. Their closer-in habitable
zones open up the possibility of studying cooler exoplanet companions and the latest
studies suggest the majority should host at least one planet (Tuomi et al., 2014) making
transiting systems around M dwarfs extremely valuable (e.g. Lohr et al., 2015).
As such surveys such as the continuing Kepler 2 campaigns (Howell et al. 2014,
MEarth (Charbonneau et al., 2008), the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS
Ricker et al., 2014) and Planetary Transits and Oscillation of stars (PLATO 2 Rauer
et al., 2014) are, and will be, monitoring M dwarfs for possible Earth twins as well as
new and proposed NIR ground-based surveys such as the Habitable-zone Planet Finder
(HPF Mahadevan et al., 2010), the Calar Alto high-resolution search for M dwarfs with
exo-earths with near-infrared and optical echelle spectrographs (CARMENES, Quirren-
bach et al., 2010), Spectro-Polarimetre Infra-Rouge (SPIRou Artigau et al., 2014), In-
frared Doppler instrument (IRD Kotani et al., 2014) and iLocator (Crepp et al., 2014).
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Accurate physical properties for M dwarfs are required to derive planetary parameters,
thus furthering the interest of studying and characterising M dwarfs (e.g. Johnson et al.
2012, Mann et al. 2012, 2013b, Muirhead et al. 2012, 2014, Dressing & Charbonneau
2013, Mann et al. 2013c, Gaidos et al. 2014, Newton et al. 2014, 2015a, Alonso-Floriano
et al. 2015, Bowler et al. 2015, Bergfors et al. 2016).
The known number of M dwarfs increased dramatically with the release of SDSS,
specifically the 70,841 spectroscopic M dwarfs by West et al. (2011) and during the
writing of this thesis the addition of ∼3 million faint M dwarfs, in Motion Verified
Red Stars catalogue (MoVeRS, selected photometrically from SDSS, Theissen et al.,
2016). The Gliese & Jahreiß (1991), West et al. (2011), Le´pine & Gaidos (2011), Frith
& Pinfield (2013) and Theissen et al. (2016) catalogues will be discussed further in
Section 2.6.
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Primary Companion and Info Percentage References
Stellar UCD [RV] (0 < θ < 3AU) . 0.5% Marcy & Butler (2000)
Stellar Young LMS 39± 19% Vogt et al. (2014)
Stellar UCD 5 < MJ < 70 (10 < θ < 100AU) 1.0− 3.1% Brandt et al. (2014)
F - G (135) LMS/UCD ∼ 65% Abt & Levy (1976)
Solar Type stars LMS/UCD [RV] ∼ 65% Duquennoy & Mayor (1991)
Solar Type stars LMS/UCD [RV] (θ < 8AU) ∼ 19% Duquennoy & Mayor (1991)
G stars LMS/UCD ∼ 57 Fischer & Marcy (1992)
Solar Type stars LMS/UCD [RV] ∼ 56± 2% Raghavan et al. (2010)
Solar Type Stars LMS/UCD (θ > 2000AU) > 4.4 Tokovinin & Le´pine (2012)
Solar Type Stars Young LMS [IM] 62± 14% Daemgen et al. (2014)
Solar Type Stars Young LMS [IM] (10 . θ . 1500AU) 26.3+6.6−4.9% Daemgen et al. (2014)
Solar Type stars BD [RV] ∼ 8± 6% Duquennoy & Mayor (1991)
Solar Type stars BD [RV] (θ < 8AU) < 2% Guenther et al. (2005)
Solar Type Stars Young BD [IM] ∼ 3.5− 8.8% Daemgen et al. (2014)
Stellar Young UCD 7± 15% Vogt et al. (2014)
Stellar Young BD ∼ 9% Vogt et al. (2014)
Stellar Young BD (θ > 50AU) ∼ 6± 4% Neuha¨user et al. (2003)
Stellar MJ [IM] (> 10− 30AU) ∼ 0% Maire et al. (2014)
F, G, K stars BD (100 < θ < 1, 000AU) ∼ 10% 1Wilson et al. (2001)
F, G, K stars BD (1, 000 < θ < 10, 000AU) 5− 13% 1Gizis et al. (2001)
F, G, K stars BD (0.1 < θ < 1AU) . 0.07% 1Vogt et al. (2002)
F - K stars BD (28 < θ < 1590AU) 3.2+3.1−2.7% Metchev & Hillenbrand (2009)
A - M stars (23) UCD [HST] 0% 3Schroeder et al. (2000)
A - M stars (50) UCD [AO] 2− 4% 3Chauvin et al. (2005a)
A - M stars (45) UCD [HST] 2− 4% 3Lowrance et al. (2005)
A - M stars (54) UCD [AO] 0% 3Biller et al. (2007)
B - M stars (150) UCD [HST] 0% 3Luhman et al. (2005)
G - M stars (28) UCD [HST] 0% 3Brandner et al. (2000)
1 via Pinfield et al. (2005) 2 via Burgasser et al. (2006b) 3 via Metchev & Hillenbrand (2009) 4 via Cheetham et al. (2015)
Table 1.3: Summary of some of the past binary fraction analysis for very low mass objects. Numbers in brackets in primary spectral
type column indicate number of primary stars observed (where known). Square brackets in the companion column give an indication of
observation type. θ is separation between the objects, q = M2
M1
is the mass ratio, HST is the Hubble Space Telescope, AO is Adaptive Optics,
IM is Imaging, RV is radial velocity, UCD is Ultra cool/Sub-stellar Objects, BD is Brown Dwarfs, MJ is Jupiter mass objects, LMS is Low
Mass Stars, VLMS is Very Low Mass Stars and SD is Sub-Dwarfs; as defined within individual reference.
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Primary Companion and Info Percentage References
G - M BD [IM] (75 < θ < 300AU) 0.7± 0.7% McCarthy & Zuckerman (2004)
G - M stars (28) UCD [AO] 0% 3Masciadri et al. (2005)
K - M SD (334) LMS/UCD [AO] 11.6± 1.8% Ziegler et al. (2014)
∼K - M (114) ρOph LMS [AO] (1.3 . θ . 780AU) 44± 6% Cheetham et al. (2015)
∼K - M (114) ρOph LMS [AO] (1.3 . θ . 41.6AU) 35± 6% Cheetham et al. (2015)
∼K - M uSco LMS 35+5−4% 4Kraus et al. (2008)
∼K - M T.Aur LMS 64+11−9 % 4Kraus et al. (2011)
∼K - M (114) ρOph UCD [AO] (1.3 . θ . 42AU) < 12% Cheetham et al. (2015)
∼K - M (114) ρOph UCD [AO] (1.3 . θ . 780AU) 7+8−5% Cheetham et al. (2015)
∼K - M (114) ρOph UCD [AO] (42 . θ . 780AU) 4+5−3% Cheetham et al. (2015)
M dwarfs UCD [IM] (100 . θ . 1400AU) . 0.5% Hinz et al. (2002)
M stars (25) UCD [AO] 2− 4% 3Neuha¨user & Guenther (2004)
M dwarfs (205) VLMS [IM] (∼ 3 < θ < 227AU) 27± 3% Janson et al. (2012)
Field M stars q ≥ 0.2 (1 < θ < 2400AU) 42± 9% Fischer & Marcy (1992)
M0-M2.5 (17) VLMS/UCD 24+13−7 % Burgasser et al. (2007); Reid & Gizis (1997); Reid et al. (2003)
Early-type M stars VLMS/UCD ∼ 30− 40% 2Reid & Gizis (1997); Delfosse et al. (2004)
Early to mid M BD (0.001 < θ < 0.01AU) 0− 2% 1Reid & Mahoney (2000)
Early to mid M BD (10 < θ < 100AU) 1− 3% 1Oppenheimer et al. (2001)
Early to mid M BD (0.1 < θ < 1AU) 1% 1Nidever et al. (2002)
Early to mid M BD (1.0 < θ < 10.0AU) 1% 1Nidever et al. (2002)
mid to late M Young BD (θ < 3AU) 18+20−12% Joergens (2008)
mid to late M VLMS [IM] q & 0.4 21% Janson et al. (2014)
M3-M4.5 (45) VLMS/UCD 27+5−7% Burgasser et al. (2007); Reid & Gizis (1997); Reid et al. (2003)
M4 to M6 Young BD [HST/AO] θ > 10AU 15+5−3% Todorov et al. (2014)
M5-M9 (16) VLMS/UCD 31+13−9 % Burgasser et al. (2007); Reid & Gizis (1997); Reid et al. (2003)
>M6 Young BD [HST/AO] θ > 10AU 4+3−1% Todorov et al. (2014)
Late M and L T dwarfs ∼ 0.7− 3% Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2013)
Late M, L and T BD (1 < θ < 10AU) 10− 20% 1Burgasser et al. (2003); Close et al. (2003); Reid et al. (2001)
Late M, L and T BD (0.01 < θ < 0.1AU) . 30% 1Reiners (2004); Pinfield et al. (2003)
BD BD 12+7−4% Burgasser et al. (2006b)
Mid to late BD Late BD < 16− 25% Aberasturi et al. (2014)
1 via Pinfield et al. (2005) 2 via Burgasser et al. (2006b) 3 via Metchev & Hillenbrand (2009) 4 via Cheetham et al. (2015)
Table 1.3 (cont.): Summary of some of the past binary fraction analysis for very low mass objects.
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Name Mstar Rstar Tstar [Fe/H] P e MUCD RBD ρ Ref.
M R K days MJup RJup gcm−3
2M0535-05aa 9.779621(42) 0.3225±0.0060 56.7± 4.8 6.5±0.33 0.26±0.06 1
2M0535-05ba 9.779621(42) 0.3225±0.0060 35.6± 2.8 5.0±0.25 0.35±0.08 1
CoRoT-3b 1.37± 0.09 1.56± 0.09 6740± 140 -0.02±0.06b 4.25680(5) 0.0 21.66± 1.0 1.01± 0.07 26.4±5.6 2
CoRoT-15b 1.32± 0.12 1.46+0.31−0.14 6350± 200 +0.1±0.2 3.06036(3) 0 63.3± 4.1 1.12+0.30−0.15 59±29 3
CoRoT-33b 0.86± 0.04 0.940.14−0.08 5225± 80 +0.44±0.10 5.819143(18) 0.0700± 0.0016 59.0+1.8−1.7 1.10± 0.53 55±27 4
KELT-1b 1.335± 0.063 1.471+0.045−0.035 6516± 49 +0.052±0.079 1.217513(15) 0.01+0.01−0.007 27.38± 0.93 1.116+0.038−0.029 24.51.5−2.1 5
Kepler-39bc 1.10+0.07−0.06 1.39
+0.11
−0.10 6260± 140 -0.29±0.10 21.0874(2) 0.121+0.022−0.023 18.00+0.93−0.91 1.22+0.12−0.10 12.40+3.2−2.6 6
Kepler-39bc 1.29+0.06−0.07 1.40±0.10 6350± 100 +0.10±0.14 21.087210(37) 0.112± 0.057 20.1+1.3−1.2 1.24+0.09−0.10 13.0+3.0−2.2 7
KOI-189bd 0.764± 0.051 0.733±0.017 4952± 40 -0.07±0.12 30.3604467(5) 0.2746± 0.0037 78.0± 3.4 0.998± 0.023 97.3±4.1 8
KOI-205b 0.925± 0.033 0.841± 0.020 5237± 60 +0.14±0.12 11.7201248(21) <0.031 39.9± 1.0 0.807± 0.022 75.6±5.2 9
KOI-205b 0.96+0.03−0.04 0.87± 0.020 5400± 75 +0.18±0.12 11.720126(11) <0.015 40.8=1.1−1.5 0.82± 0.02 90.9+7.26.8 6
KOI-415b 0.94± 0.06 1.15+0.15−0.10 5810± 80 -0.24±0.11 166.78805(22) 0.698± 0.002 62.14± 2.69 0.79+0.12−0.07 157.4+51.4−52.3 10
LHS 6343Ce 0.370± 0.009 0.378± 0.008 3130± 20 +0.04±0.08 12.71382(4) 0.056± 0.032 62.7± 2.4 0.833± 0.021 109±8 11
WASP-30b 1.166± 0.026 1.295± 0.019 6201± 97 -0.08±0.10 4.156736(13) 0 60.96± 0.89 0.889± 0.021 107.6±1.1 12
1Stassun et al. (2006), 2Deleuil et al. (2008), 3Bouchy et al. (2011a), 4Csizmadia et al. (2015), 5Siverd et al. (2012), 6Bouchy et al. (2011b),
7Bonomo et al. (2015), 8Dı´az et al. (2014), 9Dı´az et al. (2013), 10Moutou et al. (2013), 11Johnson et al. (2011), 12Anderson et al. (2011).
a: 2M0535-05 is an extreme young eclipsing system in which two UCDs orbit each other.
b: [M/H] value is reported in the reference. Notice that [M/H] u [Fe/H]; Csizmadia et al. (2015) did not convert the inhomogeneous [Fe/H]
to the same scale.
c: Also known as KOI-423b.
d: Dı´az et al. (2014) concluded that KOI-189b can be either a high-mass UCD or a very low mass star, too, therefore its status is uncertain.
e: The UCD orbits companion A of a binary system, and data of the component A is given here. Star B hasM = 0.30±0.01M, Teff = 3030±30 K
(Johnson et al., 2011)
Table 1.4: Table 1 from Csizmadia et al. (2015). Basic data of known transiting UCDs. ρ is the mean density of the brown dwarf component
and e is the ellipticity.
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1.3 UCDs in binary systems
As companions UCDs can be both revealing and informative. The statistical studies of
UCD companions aids the theoretical study of low-mass star formation and provides
constraints on the initial mass function (Parker & Reggiani, 2013; Chabrier et al., 2014).
Specifically companion statistics can be used to decide between different formation pro-
cesses. For wide binaries, for example, it is difficult to explain formation via dynamical
processes4 or disc fragmentation and is more likely to come from core fragmentation at
very early stages (Chabrier et al., 2014). There is also a lack of 10 to 100 MJup objects
(the brown dwarf desert) in separation ranges covered by radial velocity surveys (see
e.g. Kraus et al. 2008, Kraus et al. 2011, Cheetham et al. 2015). Observationally it
has been found the frequency of companions increases for planetary mass companions
but decreases for companions with larger mass (Howard et al., 2010). Giant planets
are also thought to be less frequent around lower-mass stars than higher mass stars
(Johnson et al., 2010) whereas in the same separation range UCD companions become
more frequent around low-mass stars and other UCDs when compared to higher mass
stars (Joergens, 2008).
Ultracool companions are also very useful as benchmark objects to test structure
and atmospheric evolutionary models (Pinfield et al., 2006). To measure mass, UCDs
need to be in a binary system where dynamical masses of UCDs can be measured (Bouy
et al., 2004), using a combination of transits and radial velocity observations (Stassun
et al., 2006), discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.4.
Age and composition can generally be inferred from the primary star (Leggett et al.,
2010), and companion mass and radius constraints can sometimes come from radial
velocity and light curve studies over multiple orbital periods (e.g. Agol et al., 2005;
Cumming et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2015), via astrometry (e.g. with Gaia, de Bruijne,
2012), or via adaptive optics (e.g. Dupuy et al., 2010). Once these physical parameters
can be directly measured they can be used for testing models of atmospheres and
interiors (Baraffe et al., 2003; Burningham et al., 2009, 2011; Burrows et al., 2011;
Luhman, 2012; Allard et al., 2012; Saumon et al., 2012; Burningham et al., 2013).
Of the 2,085 confirmed and 562 candidate UCDs known (as of June 2015), 427 are
in binary or multiple systems (65 as companions to FGK stars and 10 of these are
transiting), see Table 1.3 and the excellent table by Csizmadia et al. (2015), presented
here in Table 1.4.
4However, as discussed in Faherty et al. 2010 scenarios such as where a UCD is a wide companion
to a tight binary is affected by dynamical interactions.
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1.3.1 UCD+UCD systems
The latter part of Table 1.3 shows the binary fraction for UCD+UCD systems at some-
where in the range of 10 to 30 per cent. Unresolved companions have been identified
using a variety of observational techniques. Most UCD+UCD binaries are relatively
close and wide companions are rare (only a few are known field UCDs with separations
wider than ∼30 AU, i.e. Close et al. 2003, Bouy et al. 2003,Close et al. 2007,Burning-
ham et al. 2010, and references within Burgasser et al. 2006b and Siegler et al. 2005).
This rarity in wide companions is due to the weak binding energies, thus this fraction
is higher in very young systems (i.e. Chauvin et al. 2004, Chauvin et al. 2005b, Ma-
majek 2005, Song et al. 2006). Close-in, high contrast systems are generally revealed
through radial velocity variability searches, with much lower contrast systems (e.g. late
M dwarf+UCD or UCD+UCD systems Burgasser et al. 2006a, 2010; Bardalez Gagliuffi
et al. 2013, 2015) being more amenable to spectroscopic and photometric study (e.g. in
Reid & Mahoney 2000, Reid et al. 2001, Oppenheimer et al. 2001, Nidever et al. 2002,
Pinfield et al. 2003, Burgasser et al. 2003, Close et al. 2003, Reiners 2004, Burgasser
et al. 2006b, Joergens 2008, Luhman 2012, Todorov et al. 2014, Manjavacas et al.
2016).
1.3.2 UCDs as companions to high mass stars
If one looks at the stellar primaries with UCD companions in Table 1.2 and Table
1.3 there is a steep drop in binary fraction from stars with stellar companions (i.e. M
dwarfs above ∼20 per cent), and UCDs with UCD companions (again between 10 and
30 per cent), when compared to stars with UCD companions (∼0 and ∼10 per cent).
This deficit in the frequency of brown dwarf companions is known as the brown dwarf
desert. This desert has been attributed to selection effects and biases of the current
observations, however work by Grether & Lineweaver (2006) verified this was probably
not the case and a true deficit does exist around solar type stars. They compare the
number of close stellar, brown and giant planet companions and find 11 per cent are
stellar companions, less than 1 per cent are brown dwarf companions and 5 per cent
are giant planet companions. This suggests a discontinuity in formation and the brown
dwarf desert is where the stellar formation process tails off and the planetary formation
process begins (Bate 2000, Boss 2002, Larson 2003, Kroupa & Bouvier 2003, Rice et al.
2003, Matzner & Levin 2005 via Grether & Lineweaver 2006, Ma & Ge 2014). This
is also seen at wider separations where there are fewer than 50 wide (> 100 AU) co-
moving systems known (e.g. Gizis et al. 2001, Lafrenie`re et al. 2008, Faherty et al.
2010, 2011, Burningham et al. 2013, Gomes et al. 2013, Muzˇic´ et al. 2012, via Faherty
2014) corresponding to a wide binary fraction of 5 to 8 per cent (Burningham et al.
2013,Gomes et al. 2013).
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1.3.3 UCDs as companions to M dwarfs
Observationally it is very difficult to measure a binary fraction. Many factors affect
how many companions can be detected, and low numbers limit statistical studies over
multiple parameter biases (i.e. separation and mass ratio, Parker & Reggiani, 2013;
Oppenheimer, 2014). It is clear though the M dwarf-UCD companion fraction is low
(. 5%). Table 1.3 also shows a range of observational methods used to look for
companions to stellar and UCD companions.
For lower luminosity primaries, the signature of additional unresolved objects (in-
cluding companions and discs) becomes more pronounced, with an increased potential
for identification through spectroscopic and photometric methods (e.g. Reid & Ma-
honey 2000, Reid et al. 2001, Oppenheimer et al. 2001, Nidever et al. 2002, Pinfield
et al. 2003, Burgasser et al. 2003, Close et al. 2003, Reiners 2004, Burgasser et al. 2006b,
Joergens 2008, Luhman 2012, Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. 2013, and Todorov et al. 2014).
However, this is countered by fainter primaries being harder to detect. Therefore the
ideal systems are those with primaries which are low luminosity whilst avoiding the tail
end of the brightness distribution, with the companions being as bright as possible.
For separations of .100 AU the M dwarf+UCD companion fraction is low, possibly
at the level of approximately one per cent (i.e. 2-4 per cent, via Adaptive optics;
Neuha¨user & Guenther 2004; 0-2 per cent, 0.001<θ<0.01 AU, Reid & Mahoney 2000;
1-3 per cent, 10<θ<100 AU Oppenheimer et al. 2001; 1 per cent, 0.1<θ<1 AU, Nidever
et al. 2002; and 1 per cent, 1.0<θ<10.0 AU Nidever et al. 2002, where θ is separation).
Warm to hot giant exoplanets are not thought to be common companions to M dwarfs
(Butler et al., 2004), and if found to exist would be an important test for planetary
formation models (Lissauer et al., 1998), although this process would not be easy by
core accretion mechanisms (Ida & Lin, 2005). However, as mentioned in Section 1.1.1
the maximum masses of giant exoplanets are similar to the lowest mass UCDs, so there
is ambiguity when considering brown dwarf/exoplanet companions in this mass range.
UCDs are very faint compared to hotter stars and as such M dwarfs are the obvious
primary stars to search for UCD companions as they are relatively cool and faint in
comparison to other higher mass main sequence stars. As M dwarfs are the most
numerous in the Galaxy even if UCD companions are rare, one maximises the number
of possible candidates available. One also gets reduced glare from fainter M dwarfs
when trying to detect faint UCD companions.
1.3.4 Measuring companion properties
Radial velocity
Two bodies gravitational bound to each other orbit a common centre-of-mass or barycen-
tre. When the mass of one object is sufficiently larger (the primary) than the other
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(a)
(b)
Figure. 1.5: Figures taken from Wright & Gaudi (2013), (a) a visual representation
of the elements describing orbital motion in a binary system. ω is the argument of
periastron and ν is the true anomaly with respect to the periastron, the closest point
between the two bodies. (b) the effects of eccentricity, e, and argument of periastron,
ω, on the shape of a radial velocity curve with unit period, amplitude and unit time
since periastron.
(the secondary) an apparent radial motion of the primary can be precisely measured
through Doppler velocity measurements. From this motion the period, distance and
shape of the orbit and orbiting mass can be found (Wright & Gaudi, 2013). Periodic
radial velocity depends on the orbital period, the semi-amplitude of the signal (in units
of velocity), the eccentricity of the orbit, the longitude of periastron for the star, the
time since periastron, and the bulk velocity of the centre of mass of the system (P ,
K, e, ω, T0 and γ respectively). P , T0 and K respectively set the period, phase and
amplitude of the radial velocity curve with ω and e setting the shape of the curve, see
Figure 1.5.
This along with the inclination angle, i (where i = 0 is an observed face-on counter-
clockwise orbit) allows the mass function of the system to be measured. If one knows
the mass of one of the objects and the inclination angle of the orbit the other mass can
be worked out, or if the inclination angle is unknown, a minimum mass can be set as
M2 sin(i) (Wright & Gaudi, 2013). Thus if a radial velocity measurement can be made
one can directly work out the minimum mass of the companion.
Transit follow-up
When one luminous object passes in front of another a dimming of the signal is ob-
served. For two bodies in orbit (the more massive being the primary, with radius R1,
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Figure. 1.6: Model transit light curve from Carter et al. (2008). T is the full width
half maximum, FWHM , of the light curve approximately equal to the duration of the
transit, f0 is the unocculted flux of the primary, τ is the ingress or egress time, δ is
the transit depth and tI , tII, tc, tIII, and tIV are the first, second, centre, third and
fourth contact points respectively.
and the less massive being the secondary, with radius R2) this dimming is periodic.
The condition for obtaining a light curve from a transit is such that the projected sepa-
ration between the secondary and the primary is less than the sum of the radii of both
objects. A transit will occur when b 6 1+k where k = R2
R1
(Wright & Gaudi, 2013), see
Figure 1.6. For derivation see Section 2 from Carter et al. (2008). The probability of
a transit, Ptran, can be obtained by integrating over i and assuming an isotropic orbit
(Wright & Gaudi, 2013). Measuring the duration of transit, T , the ingress or egress
time, τ and the depth of the transit, δ, allows the calculation of the impact parameter,
the equatorial crossing time, Teq, and k, as shown by Wright & Gaudi (2013). By
combining radial velocity and multiple transits it is possible to measure the orbital
period and hence the mass fraction. By imposing external constraints on properties of
the primary (spectroscopy, parallax or theoretical relations) it is possible to break the
degeneracy and measure both inclination angle and hence the mass.
Adaptive optics
The optimal resolution of a system is limited by the diffraction of electromagnetic
waves. This diffraction limit is defined by the angle,
α = 1.22
λ
D
(1.1)
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Figure. 1.7: Images taken by Chas Beichman and Angelle Tanner of JPL. The
0.3 arcsec separation binary star, IW Tau, left no adaptive optics, right adaptive optics
(Group, 1999).
where λ is the wavelength of light and D is the diameter of the aperture. However, in
practise, these limits are never reached in ground based observations due to turbulence
in the atmosphere.
This is where adaptive optics is useful. By using a guide star or laser, atmospheric
turbulence can be measured and is thus compensated for by fast steering mirrors and
deformable mirrors (Roberts & Neyman, 2002). Adaptive optics means ground based
observatories can compete with space-based telescopes, a typical improvement can be
seen in Figure 1.7
For UCDs this has been used to aid direct imaging (e.g. Hinkley 2012) and calcu-
lating dynamical masses (e.g. Konopacky et al. 2010, Dupuy et al. 2011 and Montet
et al. 2015).
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Survey Band Wavelength PSF-FWHM Mag. limit (5σ) Notes
µm arcsec mag
Tycho-2 BTycho 0.4280 0.8-2.5 11.0 a
SDSS g 0.4686 1.3 22.2 b
Tycho-2 VTycho 0.5340 0.8-2.5 11.0 a
SDSS r 0.6165 1.3 22.2 b
USNO-A2.0 R 0.658 - >20 c
SDSS i 0.7481 1.3 21.3 b
SDSS z 0.8931 1.3 20.5 b
2MASS J 1.25 2.9 16.55 d
2MASS H 1.65 2.8 15.85 d
2MASS KS 2.16 2.9 15.05 d
WISE W1 3.4 6.1 16.5 e
WISE W2 4.6 6.4 15.5 e
aHøg et al. (2000) Magnitude limit at 99 per cent completeness
b Ahn et al. (2012) and http://www.sdss3.org/dr9/scope.php
cAssafin et al. (2001) and Monet (1998) via http://www.nofs.navy.mil/projects/
pmm/USNOSA2doc.html
d Skrutskie et al. (2006), http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/
and http://spider.ipac.caltech.edu/staff/roc/2mass/seeing/seesum.html
(Magnitude limits quoted as 10σ, 5σ ≡ ‘mag at 10σ’ + 0.75)
e Wright et al. (2010) and http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/
expsup/
Table 1.5: Table summarising the surveys used in this thesis, band names are given
as well as the photometric point spread function,PSF, size and photometric sensitivity
limits. Catalogues used in this work are Tycho-2 (Høg et al., 2000), USNO-A2.0
(Monet, 1998), SDSS (Ahn et al., 2012), 2MASS protect(Skrutskie et al., 2006) and
WISE (Wright et al., 2010) photometric bands used in this thesis.
1.4 The era of the mega surveys
The ultracool (Teff<2500 K, >M7) field population has been greatly expanded over
the last fifteen years using large-scale red and infrared surveys; The Two Micron All-
Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al., 2006), The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS,
York et al., 2000), The United Kingdom Infrared Telescope; Infrared Deep Sky Survey
(UKIDSS, Lawrence et al., 2007), The Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for As-
tronomy (VISTA, Emerson & Sutherland, 2002) and The Wide-Field Infrared Survey
Explorer (WISE, Wright et al., 2010). Table 1.5 summarises the multi-band photomet-
ric sensitivity limits which I used when selecting sources from these surveys
As well as large-scale photometric surveys the use of multi-object fibres, such as
5The 2MASS Atlas Image Gallery at IPAC accessed online at http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/
2mass/gallery/
6NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Photojournal accessed online at http://photojournal.
jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA15481
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(a) The Sloan Digital Sky Survey SDSS
(b) The Two Micron All Sky Survey 2MASS
(c) The Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer WISE All Sky Survey
Figure. 1.8: Images of the three large surveys used in this Thesis. (a) Aitoff protection
centred around α = 180◦ , δ = 0.0◦ , created using the Aladin (Bonnarel et al.,
2000). (b) Galactic longitude/latitude Aitoff project taken from the 2MASS Atlas
Image Gallery at IPAC5. (c) Galactic longitude/latitude Aitoff project taken from the
NASA JPL Photojournal6
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The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre Spectroscopic Telescope(LAMOST Cui et al.,
2012), has lead to huge numbers of stellar spectra becoming available.
1.4.1 The Two Micron All-Sky Survey
2MASS13 was a ground-based near-infrared (NIR) all-sky survey, and as such, wave-
length bands were significantly constrained by effects such as atmospheric transmission
and ambient thermal background (Skrutskie et al., 2006). Thus the classical K band
used by (Johnson et al., 1962), not severely effected by thermal background emission,
was chosen along with the J and H bands. The J (1.25 µm ) and H (1.65 µm ) have pro-
files which largely correspond to the classical J and H bands by Johnson et al. (1962).
The so called “K-short”, Ks (2.16 µm ) band, is the exception, due to the exclusion
of wavelengths longer than 2.31 µm to improve the reduction of thermal background
(Skrutskie et al., 2006).
The 2MASS point source catalogue contains photometry for 470,992,970 objects
and were observed at the Mt. Hopkins, Arizona facility between June 1997 and De-
cember 2000 in the North and at Cerro Tololo, Chile between March 1998 and Febru-
ary 2001. 2MASS achieved 10σ source sensitivities better than 15.8 magnitudes is J
band, 15.1 in H band and 14.3 in Ks band (see Figure 1.9) for PSFs of 2.9, 2.8 and
2.9 arcsec respectively (see Figure 1.10).
1.4.2 The Sloan Digital Sky Survey
As of the tenth data release, SDSS has observed 1,231,051,050 objects (of which
469,053,874 are unique and 260,562,744 are unique stars) using the Sloan Founda-
tion 2.5-meter Telescope at the Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico from 1998
through to 2011. Unlike WISE and 2MASS it is a northern hemisphere only sur-
vey using five optical bands (u, g, r, i and z at 0.3551, 0.4686, 0.6165, 0.7481 and
0.8931µm respectively) to observe the sky. The 95 per cent completeness for points
sources is 22.0, 22.2, 22.2, 21.3 and 20.5 with a median PSF FWHM in the r-band
of 1.3 arcsec 9. SDSS also has a range of spectroscopic surveys (BOSS, SEGUE-1,
APOGEE and MARVELS). However, although SDSS provides spectroscopy for a se-
lection of its sources (prioritised mainly for extragalactic science) and has been used for
studying faint M dwarfs (e.g. West et al. 2011) I make use of a different spectroscopic
survey which prioritises galactic targets (i.e. LAMOST, see section Section 1.4.4).
SDSS covers an area of around 14,555 square degrees and as such is smallest area
covered by the three large surveys (hence my samples of objects are limited to the
SDSS) regions (see Figure 1.11).
7Figure adapted from http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~jmc/2mass/v3/gp/analysis.html
8Figure adapted from spider.ipac.caltech.edu/staff/roc/2mass/seeing/seesum.html
9Accessed online at http://www.sdss3.org/dr9/scope.php
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Figure. 1.9: 2MASS J H and KS 10σ sensitivity maps
7, average sensitivities better
than 16.5 and 15.5 respectively (Wright et al., 2010).
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Figure. 1.10: Figures from 2MASS website8. As 2MASS is a ground-based telescope,
PSF varies with seeing. (a) The seeing shape to PSF relation and (b) the distribution
of seeing shapes for 2MASS bands J (blue) H (green) and KS (red). From the seeing
shape medians of 1.07, 1.05 and 1.06 arcsec (FWHM) the 2MASS PSFs are 2.9, 2.8
and 2.9 arcsec respectively.
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Figure. 1.11: The coverage of the tenth data release of SDSS which defines the sky
coverage of the work in this thesis.
1.4.3 The Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer
WISE mapped the whole sky in four mid-infrared (MIR) bands W1, W2, W3 and W4
centred at 3.4, 4.6, 12 and 22 µm (Wright et al., 2010). This medium class explorer,
a 40 cm Earth-orbiting telescope, provides MIR sensitivities across the sky. The W1
and W2 bands were designed specifically with UCDs in mind, to cover the 3.3 µmCH4
absorption band and the region relatively free of opacity at 4.6 µm (see Figure 1.2b).
This makes the (W1−W2) colours of UCDs extremely red, and due to this almost
unique red colour, UCDs are relatively easy to identify (Kirkpatrick et al., 2011).
WISE completed two full sky passes, but due to depletion of the secondary cryogen
tank, and then the primary tank, the second full sky pass is partly missing the W3
and W4 bands (Kirkpatrick et al., 2011). However W1 and W2 where unaffected
and continued into a third sky pass. WISE also provides information on individual
observations, and as such provides statistical information on profile fitting. This can be
used as a measure of variability (Pinfield et al., 2013), see Section 3.2.3. The WISE all-
sky source catalogue contains 563,921,584 objects and were observed between Jan 2010
and Aug 2010 (the full cryogenic mission phase) and achieved 5σ source sensitivities
better than 16.5 magnitudes in W1 and 15.5 magnitudes in W2 (see Figure 1.12) for
PSFs of 6.08 and 6.84 arcsec respectively (see Figure 1.13).
1.4.4 The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre Spectroscopic
Telescope
LAMOST (also known as the Guo Shoujing Telescope) is a uniquely designed telescope
allowing up to 4,000 spectra to be observed in a single exposure. It originally had a
limiting magnitudes as faint as r = 19 and a resolution of R = 1800 (Cui et al., 2012)
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Figure. 1.12: WISE W1 and W2 5σ sensitivity maps10, average sensitivities better
than 16.5 and 15.5 respectively (Wright et al., 2010).
Figure. 1.13: Point spread functions (PSF) for WISE W1 and W2 bands through the
major axes(Wright et al., 2010)11. The full width half maximums (FWHM) correspond
to 6.08 and 6.84 arcsec respectively (Wright et al., 2010). The WISE PSFs are the
largest out of the surveys I use and hence define my definition of unresolved within
this PSF.
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Figure. 1.14: The coverage of the first and second internal data releases of LAMOST.
but currently the limiting magnitude is closer to r = 17 (Lou, 2014).
The LAMOST spectrograph splits into a red (0.57-0.90µm ) and blue (0.37-0.59µm )
arm (Cui et al., 2012). However, both the blue arm and the far red end of the red
arm suffer from skyline contamination and the overlap region between the two channel
(0.57 and 0.59 µm ) should also be avoided, thus in general the use of LAMOST spectra
should be limited to 0.6-0.8µm (Zhong et al., 2015a,b; Lou, 2014). The huge number
of fibres available and the wide field of view (5◦ ) means LAMOST has obtained a vast
number of spectra. As of pilot survey (Oct. 2011 to June 2012) the first (Sept. 2012
- June 2013) and second (Sept. 2013 - June 2014) internal data release the LAMOST
catalogue has 4,136,482 spectra including 3,784,461 stars, 37,206 galaxies, 8,630 QSOs,
and 306,185 unknowns12 (see Figure 1.14).
1.5 Project Motivation
The aim of this thesis is to use a cross-match between WISE, 2MASS and SDSS to
identify a large sample of M dwarfs (Chapter 2). Through the careful characterisation
and quality control of these M dwarfs (and the use of LAMOST) I aim to identify
rare systems (i.e. unresolved UCD companions, young M dwarfs, late M dwarfs and M
dwarfs with common proper motion companions).
The identification of unresolved UCD companions relies on the intrinsic spectral
differences between M dwarfs and UCDs (i.e. UCDs have much redder MIR-NIR colours
10Figure adapted from Section 6.3a wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup
11Figure adapted from Section 4.4c wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup
12Internal access was granted via my Chinese collaborators from IPERCOOL, grant number 247593
within the Marie Curie 7th European Community Framework Programme. Access to the first data
release is public via http://dr1.lamost.org/
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than M dwarfs). I used the fact close-in binaries (within the 6 arcsec WISE PSF) are
unresolved, thus the colour of the binary is a combination of the colour of the M dwarf
and UCD companion. To determine the nature of any companion I compared this
combined colour to the colour of a similar isolated M dwarf. As UCDs are redder than
M dwarfs in the NIR-MIR colour an M+UCD will have a MIR excess in colour when
compared to the colour an isolated M dwarf. This MIR excess could be confused with
other sources of reddening (i.e. interstellar reddening and/or photometric uncertainty)
thus I aimed to minimise their contribution by using various quality cuts. I used the
fact UCDs have little-to-no flux in the optical (see Figure 1.3) to select optical colours
which identify M dwarfs which are very similar. I then modelled the MIR excess signal
I expected from a UCD companion and choose specific colours to optimise this process.
I carefully analysed the excess distribution, selected candidate M+UCD systems and
looked at the properties of these candidates (Chapter 3).
These candidates need confirming, however this is a difficult process in itself. There-
fore in Chapter 4 I discuss contamination in my M+UCD candidates and my attempts
to reduce the contamination using optical spectra. In the rest of Chapter 4 I present
a method to follow-up my M+UCD candidates, in an optimal manner, using colour
similar control M dwarfs and a low resolution spectral difference approach.
In chapter 5 I present the other rare objects selected from my large M dwarf cata-
logue. Young objects (which have optical spectra) are selected using equivalent widths,
and by rotation periods (for those which have Kepler 2 light curves). Late M dwarfs
are selected via photometric (and reduced proper motion) and spectroscopic methods
(again for those with optical spectra). Finally I use common proper motion cross-
matching to search for physically bound systems where the other object can be a
Tycho-2 (FGK) star (providing better constrained properties from the primary, as de-
termining age and metallicity from M dwarfs is difficult compared to e.g. sun-like stars)
or another one of my M dwarfs (for binary analysis).
I finish by discussing where this thesis is leading, with various avenues of follow-up
and further characterisation of the M dwarfs. I discuss how upcoming surveys and
missions could benefit from, and improve, the work presented here (Chapter 6).
The ultimate aim of finding these UCD companions to M dwarfs is their value
for testing formation and evolutionary models and for furthering the understanding
of these cool complicated objects. The real holy grail of this work would be finding
UCDs which are sufficiently close to the M dwarf as to give a transit signal and thus
provide the community with a unique set of benchmark systems. Carefully selected
sub-samples of the young and late M dwarfs discussed in this thesis, if confirmed,
would be good candidates for current and future exoplanet searches. The common
proper motion systems also provide a set of opportunities to better characterise M
dwarfs and the possibility of searching for exoplanet companions.
Chapter 2: Catalogue
construction
This chapter is a version of Section 2 of “A Method for Selecting M dwarfs with
an Increased Likelihood of Unresolved Ultra-cool Companionship”, Cook, Pinfield,
Marocco, Burningham, Jones, Frith, Zhong, Luo, Qi, Lucas, Gromadzki, Day-Jones,
Kurtev, Guo, Wang, Bai, Yi, & Smart, 2016a and is reproduced by permission of
MNRAS.
The co-authors of the paper contributed in advice, guidance, ideas and private
discussions only, everything else is my own original work. Chilean authorship is in part
thanks to use of Chilean facilities and Chinese authorship relates to my access and use
of the LAMOST catalogue.
2.1 Introduction
As a foundation for my analysis procedures, I constructed a large catalogue of M
dwarf candidates with high quality WISE/2MASS/SDSS photometry. Through out
this chapter I present plots showing a small sub sample from the evolving catalogue
sample to illustrate aspects of the selection process (This small sample consists of a
small area of sky, α = 9h20m0.0s, δ = +30◦0m0.0s to α = 10h0m0.0s, δ = +40◦0m0.0s).
2.2 Survey band selection
I wanted to have the largest possible set of M dwarfs. As mentioned in Section 1.5 I
make use of the all-sky nature of WISE and 2MASS. For reasons mentioned in Section
2.3.2 I limit myself to the northern hemisphere using SDSS in order to better gauge
the spectral type of my M dwarfs.
I chose not to use SDSS u band (0.3551 µm) due to its increased uncertainties
(Padmanabhan et al., 2008) as I want high quality photometry only. I also chose not
to use the WISE W3 and W4 bands due to the greatly reduced sensitivity (magnitude
limit at 5σ of 11.40 for the 12 µm, W3 band, and 7.97 and for the 22 µm, W4 band;
Wright et al., 2010) as I would not have detections for many of the M dwarf candidates,
reducing the number further. This leaves me with access directly to the g, r, i, z, J ,
H, KS, W1 and W2 (see Section 1.5) and indirectly to the V band (see Section 2.3.2).
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2.3 Initial colour and photometric cuts
2.3.1 Combining WISE and 2MASS
I began by downloading13 all 563,921,603 sources in the WISE All-Sky catalogue, of
which 280,909,458 had 2MASS counterparts within three arcsec . I applied NIR colour
cuts to help remove contaminating giant stars and earlier spectral type stars from the
sample. I made use of the (J −H) and (H −KS) colour constraints, see Figure 2.1 and
Equation 2.1 (from Le´pine & Gaidos, 2011, hereafter LG11). After these initial cuts
57,510,435 sources remained.
J −H > 0.72− 1.2(H −Ks)
J −H < 0.85− 0.6(H −Ks)
J −H > 0.40
H −Ks > 0.10
H −Ks < 0.40
 (2.1)
2.3.2 V band - the (V − J) cut in spectral type
The photometric colour cuts of Section 2.3.1 are sufficient to select M type stars, how-
ever as discussed later in Section 3.4 I required only spectral types later than ∼M3.5.
Le´pine et al. (2013) present a photometric spectral type estimation via (V − J) (see
equation 12; Le´pine et al., 2013, presented here in Equation 2.2), and I use this to
define my cut in spectral type as a colour cut in (V − J) .
Spt(V − J) = −32.79 + 20.75(V − J) − 4.04(V − J) 2 + 0.275(V − J) 3 (2.2)
Using (V − J) meant it was necessary to obtain a V band measurement, to com-
plement the J band magnitude from 2MASS for my sample. The 2MASS data gives
an indication of visual or red magnitudes via the vr m opt column. This is either
a Johnson V magnitude (VJ) derived from BT and VT using Equation 2.3 (from Høg
et al., 2000, marked with column a = “T ′′) or a photographic blue magnitude from
USNO-A2.0 (marked with column a = “U ′′ Monet, 1998).
VJ = VT − 0.09(BT − VT ) (2.3)
13Access to data releases via http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
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Figure. 2.1: The LG11 colour cuts applied to a small area of sky (α = 9h20m0.0s, δ = +30◦0m0.0s to α = 10h0m0.0s, δ = +40◦0m0.0s) to
show the size of the area selected. Over plotted on my distribution is a sample from the Gliese and 2MASS Cross Identifications Catalogue
by Stauffer et al. (2010) to show that this cut truly selects M dwarfs and rejects other spectral types of stars. Difference shapes represent the
different spectral subtypes, different sizes represent sub-dwarfs, main sequence and giant stars, colours represent different spectral classes.
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Figure. 2.2: The boundary problem found in USNO-A2.0, it appears that the V band
plates overlap and thus cause an over density in found sources, possibly due to increased
depth or duplication of sources. This and the large uncertainties in USNO lead to me
choosing to use SDSS (via (g − r) ) instead of using the V band magnitude from USNO-
A2.0.
Any sources marked as USNO-A2.0 were R band magnitudes, and were converted
to V band magnitudes using my own colour-colour polynomial quadratic fit (presented
in Equation 2.4) which was determined using a sample of M dwarfs from Gliese &
Jahreiß (1991).
VUSNO = −0.0291(R− J)2 + 1.197(R− J) + 0.756 + J (2.4)
Few M dwarfs had Tycho-2 V band magnitudes and the V band estimate from
USNO-A2.0 suffered from problems around the boundaries of some fields (which I
attribute to overlapping plates, see Figure 2.2) and rather large uncertainties (see
Figure 2.3).
In contrast, the cross-match with SDSS would give me access to the V band via
the (g − r) to (V − g) transformation14 of Jordi et al. (2006). Although this limits my
sample to the northern hemisphere the photometry is much less uncertain thus I chose
to use SDSS to obtain my V band magnitude over that of Tycho-2/USNO-A2.0 V band
measurement.
VSDSS = (−0.565± 0.001)(gSDSS − rSDSS)− (0.016± 0.001) + gSDSS (2.5)
14SDSS photometric transformationsavailable via https://www.sdss3.org/dr8/algorithms/
sdssUBVRITransform.php
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Figure. 2.3: The comparison between VSDSS and VUSNO. The uncertainties in VSDSS are
far less than that of VUSNO with more variation in V band towards fainter magnitude.
This could be related to the boundary effect see in Figure 2.2. The trend strays at
bright magnitudes due to saturation (∼14 for SDSS).
2.3.3 The addition of SDSS
Due to requiring a V band measurement (Section 2.3.2) it was necessary to locate
sources which had a nearby associated SDSS source. I cross-matched the catalogue
with the Tenth Data Release of SDSS15(DR10, Ahn et al., 2012) (using the WISE
coordinates and cross-matched using three arcsec separation, equivalent to the WISE
PSF16). Of my 57 million sources, 9,944,123 sources had SDSS photometry and were
flagged as stars (type = 6 in DR10 PhotoObjAll). I calculated an estimate of the V
band magnitudes (see Equation 2.5) and removed all sources which have an estimated
spectral type earlier than ∼M3.5 (equivalent to a (V − J)>4.0, see Figure 2.4 and
Section 3.4 for explanation). This was a slightly redder cut than LG11 which aimed to
remove stars earlier than K7 dwarfs with (V − J)>2.7.
This left 1,352,931 sources with estimated spectral type M3.5 or later. I decide
to check the V band magnitude from SDSS against the V band measurements from
USNO-A2.0, the comparison can be seen in Figure 2.3.
To reduce the number of sources which had poor photometry I rejected sources
15Access via http://skyserver.sdss3.org/CasJobs/
16Note that the later rejection of any source that had more than one 2MASS within
six arcsec (Section 2.4) meant there was no need to be concerned about matching the wrong SDSS
object.
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whose one-sigma photometric uncertainties were greater than 0.1 (for V , J , H, K,
W1 and W2). This left a total of 704,723 sources. I impose more strict photometric
requirements for the excess analysis in Section 3.2.
2.4 Reduced proper motion
Reliable, accurate proper motions (µ) allows the separation of dwarf stars from back-
ground stars and galaxies through reduced proper motion. I therefore cross-matched
the sample with the Position and Proper Motion Extended-L13 catalogue (PPMXL
Roeser et al., 2010). A total of 691,421 of the 704,723 sources had proper motion
measurements thus I decided not to use any additional proper motion catalogues. Any
sources without proper motions in PPMXL were rejected as possible contaminants.
HV = V + 5log(
µ
arcsec yr−1
) + 5 (2.6)
I selected only sources whose proper motion uncertainties were less than 25 per cent
(4σµ) of the measured value. Of those sources with proper motion, 464,655 met the
4σµ cut. Reduced proper motion (see Equation 2.6) was then calculated and possible
contamination rejected following the same approach as LG11, see Equation 2.7.
HV > 2.2(V − J) + 2.0 (2.7)
This offers a good balance between contamination rejection and M dwarf retention.
LG11 estimated associated M dwarf rejection rates of no more than 1.1 per cent.
After the reduced proper motion cut 450,440 M dwarf candidates remained, Figure 2.5
shows the cut in reduced proper motion applied to a small area of the sky. I used the
2MASS proximity flag (prox), to make sure none of my M dwarfs had another 2MASS
counterpart within six arcsec . This avoids source blending which can affect photometric
accuracy. This left a total of 440,694 sources in the full M dwarf candidate catalogue.
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Figure. 2.4: The (V − J) cuts applied to a small area of sky (α = 9h20m0.0s, δ = +30◦0m0.0s to α = 10h0m0.0s, δ = +40◦0m0.0s) to show
the size of (V − J) cut. Spectral type is calculated using Equation 2.2. This is compared to the (V − J) cut of LG11 ((V − J)>2.7). This
plots demonstrates that I remove a vast number of sources by selecting sources later than M3.0 but may still have some contamination from
giants (the brightest sources). Over plotted on my distribution is a sample from the Gliese and 2MASS Cross Identifications Catalogue by
Stauffer et al. (2010) to show that this cut truly selects M dwarfs and rejects other spectral types of stars. Note the catalogue by Stauffer
et al. (2010) is much brighter than my catalogue due to the use of the Gliese catalogue. Difference shapes represent the different spectral
subtypes, different sizes represent sub-dwarfs, main sequence and giant stars, colours represent different spectral classes.
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Figure. 2.5: The reduced proper motion cuts applied to a small area of sky (α = 9h20m0.0s, δ = +30◦0m0.0s to α = 10h0m0.0s, δ =
+40◦0m0.0s) to show the size of the reduced proper motion cut. Spectral type is calculated using Equation 2.2. This shows that the vast
majority of sources are kept using this cut but the brightest slow moving sources are rejected as possible giant stars or background galaxies.
Over plotted on my distribution is a sample from the Gliese and 2MASS Cross Identifications Catalogue by Stauffer et al. (2010) to show
that this cut truly selects dwarf stars and the giant stars are clearly seen as rejected. Difference shapes represent the different spectral
subtypes, different sizes represent sub-dwarfs, main sequence and giant stars, colours represent different spectral classes.
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2.5 Summary of the catalogue construction
The catalogue started with the WISE catalogue (563,921,603 sources). This was cross-
matched with 2MASS (to three arcsec ) leaving 280,909,458 sources. Next I applied
basic colour cuts from LG11 designed to select M dwarfs (this left 57,510,435 sources).
As I required optical photometry I cross-matched with SDSS leaving 9,944,123 sources.
This enabled the cut in (V − J) ((V − J) > 4) designed to target M dwarfs later in
spectral type than M3 (this left 1,352,931 sources). I then applied basic photometric
accuracy cuts and removed any source with errors greater than 0.1 magnitudes, and
removed any objects with more than one 2MASS source within six arcsec (this left
670,819). Also I required proper motions (for reduced proper motion cuts), thus I cross-
matched with PPMXL, performed 4σ uncertainty cuts and reduced proper motion cuts
(a proxy for distance, to remove as much giant contamination as possible via the LG11
reduced proper motion cuts) this, when combined with the accuracy cuts produced my
full M dwarf candidate catalogue of 440,694 sources. Figure 2.6 shows a flow diagram
summarising the initial selection process.
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Figure. 2.6: Flow chart to summarise the process involved in making my full M dwarf
candidate catalogue.
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Figure. 2.7: Histograms comparing the J band magnitudes (left) and spectral type
(right) of my full M dwarf candidate catalogue and the catalogues of Gliese & Jahreiß
(1991); West et al. (2011), LG11, Frith & Pinfield (2013) and Theissen et al. (2016).
The dashed black line on the spectral type histogram shows the estimated M dwarf
spectral type distribution from the LAMOST sample analysis (see Section 2.7). Spec-
tral types for my candidates were calculated photometrically (V − J) by the equations
presented in LG11 (Equation 2.2). Frith & Pinfield (2013) does not give a spectral type
estimate nor V band magnitudes in order for an (V − J) estimation thus there was no
spectral type data for the Frith & Pinfield (2013) catalogue. West et al. (2011) give
integer spectral types thus I assume a flat distribution and split these equally between
whole and half integer bins (i.e. N M dwarfs in the M0 - M1 bin becomes N/2 M dwarfs
in the M0 - M0.5 bin and N/2 M dwarfs in the M0.5 - M1 bin).
2.6 Catalogue properties
The comparison in J magnitude and the spectral type comparison can be seen in Figure
2.7. My full M dwarf candidate catalogue complements other catalogues of M dwarfs,
including M dwarf catalogues from Gliese & Jahreiß (1991); West et al. (2011), LG11,
Frith & Pinfield (2013) and Theissen et al. (2016). My catalogue is not a continuation
of the Frith & Pinfield (2013) nor LG11 catalogues due to my use of the SDSS catalogue
(thus restricted to the northern hemisphere).
My catalogue is brighter than the recent MoVeRS catalogue (Theissen et al., 2016)
due to their cuts in SDSS of r > 16. The MoVeRS catalogue also goes two orders of
magnitude deeper than my catalogue due to my quality cuts and my requirement of
a W2 detection. It should be noted my M dwarfs consist only of M dwarfs later than
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M3, and this is not true for the other catalogues compared in Figure 2.7. My full M
dwarf candidate catalogue fills in the gap in M dwarf candidates between the bright
Frith & Pinfield (2013) and LG11 catalogues and the fainter West et al. (2011) and
Theissen et al. (2016) catalogues.
The dashed black line on the spectral type histogram shows the estimated M dwarf
spectral type distribution from the LAMOST sample analysis (Cui et al. 2012; Luo et al.
2012; Zhao et al. 2012, see Section 2.7), the LAMOST estimates show the (V − J) cut
does an imperfect job at selecting later than M3 dwarfs, and shows the spectral type
distribution goes out to at least M7 (although (V − J) scatter may suggest a contingent
of later types I have yet to confirm). I select against earlier M dwarfs, and the West
et al. (2011) and Theissen et al. (2016) catalogues continues to dominate numerically
for the latest spectral type M dwarfs. My catalogue spectral type distribution is as
expected with a cut off seen at M3 due to our (V − J) cuts and falling off with later
spectral types (due to the intrinsic faintness of later type dwarfs compared with earlier
type dwarfs).
At the bright extreme the M dwarf frequency of my catalogue falls below those of
the Gliese & Jahreiß (1991), LG11 and Frith & Pinfield (2013) catalogues, due mainly
to the restriction of using SDSS. My catalogue dominates numerically in the magnitude
range J = 10− 13, but does not go as deep as the West et al. (2011) or Theissen et al.
(2016) catalogues.
I estimated distances using the Bochanski et al. (2010) MR fits to (r − z) and
(r − i) (see Equation 2.8, Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.10). Note there are colour range
restrictions for these fits (Bochanski et al., 2010) but these are only used as a rough
estimate of distance and note these were modified due to an erratum (see Bochanski
et al., 2012). The bulk of my full M dwarf candidate catalogue lies between 100 and
200 pc consistent with M dwarfs of spectral type M3 to M5 for these magnitudes.
In summary my catalogue (of 440,694 sources) fills a gap in magnitude space be-
tween the bright (nearby) catalogues and the larger fainter catalogues (due to differing
approaches on photometric cuts). My catalogue consists mainly of M dwarfs of spectral
type M3 - M5 between 12th and 15th magnitude in the 2MASS J band (equivalent
to distances of approximately 100 to 300 pc, and proper motions, in general, between
0.02 and 0.1 arcsec yr−1).
Mr = 5.190 + 2.474(r − z) + 0.4340(r − z) 2 − 0.08635(r − z) 3
valid for: 0.5 < (r − z) < 4.53
(2.8)
Mr = 5.025 + 4.548(r − i) + 0.4175(r − i) 2 − 0.18315(r − i) 3
valid for: 0.62 < (r − i) < 2.82
(2.9)
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Mr = 4.748 + 8.275(i− z) + 2.2789(i− z) 2 − 1.5337(i− z) 3
valid for: 0.32 < (i− z) < 1.85
(2.10)
2.7 Sources of contamination and bias in the full M
dwarf candidate catalogue
I expect my full M dwarf candidate catalogue to contain non-M dwarf contamination
for two main reasons. Scatter in the (V − J) colours will lead to the inclusion of some
earlier types (<M3). These will mostly be early M dwarfs but could include some F,
G and K stars. Reduced proper motion uncertainty is also expected to lead to a low
level of giant stars contamination as previously discussed in Section 2.4.
2.7.1 Spectral types from SIMBAD
To assess the contamination levels I cross-matched my full M dwarf candidate catalogue
with SIMBAD17 catalogue (cross-matched to three arcsec ). In total there were 20,286
matches with my full M dwarf candidate catalogue. Of these 7,360 had spectral types
from SIMBAD. From this I gauged the contamination from early (FGK) stars, M giant
stars, and white dwarfs. The full catalogue has ∼1.3 per cent contamination from these
sources. It should however be noted some of the spectral types carry little information,
e.g. only as an M-type star (∼1.4 per cent), and thus I may slightly underestimate
the contamination from sources such as M giant stars. SIMBAD also shows a bias
toward the brighter stars in my sample, thus my fainter catalogue may contain more
contamination from fainter sources. In my full M dwarf candidate catalogue I find
thirteen (∼0.2 per cent) white dwarfs are cool enough to be selected by my initial
selection process. I also find twenty-two (∼0.3 per cent) of my full M dwarf candidate
catalogue have white dwarf companions, twenty (∼0.3 per cent) are known M+M
binaries, and one is a known M+L binary. These spectral types are presented in Table
2.1 and Table 2.2.
2.7.2 Object classifications from SIMBAD
I also used the SIMBAD cross-match to count the source classifications given and to
group them by type. From this I gauged the contamination from sources classified
as galaxies, variable stars and white dwarfs as ∼2.7 per cent for my full M dwarf
candidate catalogue. As with spectral type some of the source classifications carry little
17SIMBAD database accessible at http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad (Wenger et al., 2000)
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Figure. 2.8: Distribution in estimated spectral type-distance space. Spectral types
from Le´pine et al. (2013)’s fit to (V − J) . Distance was estimated using Bochanski
et al. (2010)’s MR fits to (r − z) and (r − i) (averaged).
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Figure. 2.9: A proper motion vector-point-diagram showing the overall distribution
of M dwarfs in my catalogue as well as my M+UCD candidates. Distributions are
skewed towards the bottom left due to SDSS being a northern hemisphere survey,
and in the candidates case being localised around the northern galactic cap. The
M+UCD candidates are all within 300 mas yr−1 due to the catalogue cross-matching
radii selected.
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information (i.e. classified only as being stars or as being in an association or a cluster)
therefore I also take this contamination as a rough estimate. These classifications are
presented in Table 2.3.
2.7.3 Spectral types from LAMOST
I obtain additional optical spectral types by exploring data from LAMOST and I re-
peated this exercise with the LAMOST DR1 and DR2a118 catalogue spectral types
(again cross-matched to three arcsec ). In total there were 9,262 sources with spectral
types in my full M dwarf candidate catalogue. From this I gauged the contamina-
tion from early-than-M stars and white dwarfs. The full catalogue has ∼9.6 per cent
contamination from these sources, however it should be noted the LAMOST general
catalogue does not distinguish between giant stars and dwarfs nor between spectral
types of the double stars thus the contaminations is a rough estimate. In my full M
dwarf candidate catalogue I find eight (∼0.1 per cent) white dwarfs are cool enough to
be selected by my initial selection process. These classifications are presented in Table
2.4. There is an apparent 3 per cent contamination of the sample by G type stars that
is not seen in the SIMBAD selection. This is due to LAMOST preferentially observing
G type stars over other types of stars (over 40 per cent of the LAMOST catalogue
comprises of G type stars compared to only 17 per cent K type dwarfs and less than 5
per cent M type stars), this combined with the intrinsic faintness of later types (i.e. K
and M type stars are fainter and thus less are observed by LAMOST) and the mass
function of early type stars (i.e. the more massive the star the less numerous) leads to
the large apparent number of contaminating G type stars in our M dwarf catalogue.
2.7.4 Summary of contamination in the full M dwarf candi-
date catalogue
My full M dwarf candidate catalogue contains very little non-M dwarf contamination
(less than 5 per cent). However, the (V − J) cuts seem to do an imperfect job of
selecting all later than M3 dwarfs, thus more cuts are required to make sure my analysis
uses M dwarfs later than M3 for finding M+UCD systems (see Section 3.2). These
numbers should be taken as a broad estimate at best, the SIMBAD cross-matches only
represent the brighter stars in my catalogue and thus contamination for the fainter
objects may be worse, and the LAMOST cross-matches suffer from catalogue selection
effects, such as the preferential selection of G type stars.
18Later in this thesis the full DR2 is used however at this point only the first semester of DR2 was
available.
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Group SIMBAD spectral type selected for group Number in
full candidate
catalogue
Number in
excess sample
Number in
candidate
M+UCDs
Total - 440,694 36,898 1,082
Total (with
SIMBAD)
- 7,360 1,475 32
White dwarf DA, DA.7, DA1.1, DA1.7, DA2.9, DA3, DA3.3, DA3.5, DB, DC..., DC-
DQ
13 (0.18%) 1 (0.07%) 0
White dwarf
binaries
D+M, DAM, DA+M, DA+dM, DA+dM:, DA+dMe, DA+M3V,
DA+M4, DB+..., DB+M, DB+M3 DO+M, DC+M, DC+dM
22 (0.30%) 0 0
F F9.5 1 (0.01%) 0 0
G G:, G2III 2 (0.03%) 0 0
K K, K:, K..., K/M 15 (0.20%) 1 (0.07%) 0
early K K3, K4, K4.5, K4/5 9 (0.12%) 0 0
late K K4V:, K5, K5V, K5Ve K5.3, K5/M0, K6, K6V, K6Ve, K6.5, K7, K7V,
K8, K9V
56 (0.76%) 0 0
M M, M:, MV:, MV, MV:e 145 (1.97%) 36 (2.44%) 0
M0 - <M1 M0V:, M0Vk, M0, M0V, M0e, M0.4, M0.5, M0.5V, M0.6, M0.8 38 (0.52%) 2 (0.14%) 0
M1 - <M2 M1V, M1, M1.0, M1.0V, M1e, M1.5, M1.5V 48 (0.65%) 1 (0.07%) 0
M2 - <M3 M2, M2.0, M2V, M2.0V, M2e, M2V:, M2.3, M2.4, M2.4V, M2.5,
M2.5V, M2.6, M2.7, M2.8, M2.9, M2/3
169 (2.30%) 24 (1.63%) 0
M3 - <M4 M3.0, M3, M3e, M3V, M3V:, M3.0V, M3.1, M3.2, M3.3, M3.3V, M3.4,
M3.5, M3.5V, M3.5e, M3.6, M3.7, M3.8, M3.9, M3..., M3:, M3-4
1099
(14.93%)
159 (10.78%) 7 (21.86%)
M4 - <M5 M4V, M4.0V, M4, M4.0, M4.1, M4.2, M4.25V, M4.3, M4.3V, M4.4,
M4.4V, M4.5, M4.5V, M4.6, M4.6V, M4.7, M4.7v..., M4.75, M4.75V,
M4.8, M4.9, M4-5, M4..., M4:V
2663
(36.18%)
642 (43.53%) 13 (40.63%)
Table 2.1: Statistics on SIMBAD spectral types for the cross-match between the full M dwarf candidate catalogue, the excess sample and
the M+UCD candidates with SIMBAD. Note some spectral types have no luminosity class, e.g. ‘V’, and thus for these sources I cannot
identify whether they are dwarfs or giant stars (and thus whether these sources contribute to the contamination)
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Group SIMBAD spectral type selected for group Number in
full candidate
catalogue
Number in
excess sample
Number in
candidate
M+UCDs
Total - 440,694 36,898 1,082
Total (with
SIMBAD)
- 7,360 1,475 32
M5 - <M6 M5, M5e, M5V, M5.0, M5.0V, M5V:, M5Ve, M5.1, M5.2, M5.2, M5.3,
M5.4, M5.4V, M5.5, M5.5V, M5.7, M5.9, M5.9V, M5..., M5V:e...
1189
(16.15%)
330 (22.37%) 12 (37.5%)
M6 - <M7 M6, M6.0, M6.0V, M6e, M6V, sdM6, M6-M6.25, M6.1, M6.2v..., M6.3,
M6.4, M6.5, M6.5V, M6e...
1053
(14.31%)
173 (11.73%) 0
M7 - <M8 M7.0, M7, M7V, M7.0V, M7.5 735 (9.99%) 100 (6.78%) 0
M8 - <M9 M8, M8V 74 (1.01%) 1 (0.07%) 0
>M9 M9V 4 ( 0.05%) 0 0
early L L0, L1.5 2 (0.03%) 0 0
M giants M3III 1 (0.01%) 0 0
M + M bina-
ries
M0+M1, M2+M3, M2+M5, M2.5+M3.5, M2.5+M4.0, M3+M3,
M3+M4, M3.5+M4.0, M3+WD, M4+M4, M4+WD, M4.2+M4.3,
M4.5+M5.5, M5.0+M6.0, M6+WD
20 (0.27%) 5 (0.07%) 0
M + L bina-
ries
M80v+L3.0V 1 (0.01%) 0 0
Non contami-
nated sources
M, M0 - <M1 to M9> early L, D+M, M+M binaries, M+L binaries 7,263
(98.68%)
1,473
(99.86%)
32 (100.00%)
Contaminated
sources
D, F, G, K, early K, late K, M3 Giants 97 (1.32%) 2 (0.14%) 0
Table 2.2: Table 2.1 continued. Statistics on SIMBAD spectral types for the cross-match between the full M dwarf candidate catalogue, the
excess sample and the M+UCD candidates with SIMBAD. Note some spectral types have no luminosity class, e.g. ‘V’, and thus for these
sources I cannot identify whether they are dwarfs or giant stars (and thus whether these sources contribute to the contamination)
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Group LAMOST spectral types selected for group Number in full can-
didate catalogue
Number in excess
sample
Number in candi-
date M+UCDs
Total - 440,694 36,898 1,082
Total with LAMOST
spectral types
- 9,262 1,851 41
A A0, A1IV, A1V, A2V, A4III, A6V, A7IV 8 (0.09%) 0 0
D WD, WDMagnetic 8 (0.09%) 1 (0.05%) 0
F F0 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F9 42 (0.45%) 6 (0.32%) 0
G G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 286 (3.09%) 33 ( 1.78%) 1 (2.44%)
early K K0 K1 K2 K3 K4 44 (0.48%) 1 (0.05%) 0
late K K5 K7 503 (5.43%) 3 (0.16%) 0
M0 - <M1 M0 M0V 540 (5.83%) 2 (0.11%) 0
M1 - <M2 M1 442 (4.77%) 2 (0.11%) 0
M2 - <M3 M2 M2V 827 (8.93%) 110 (5.94%) 2 (4.88%)
M3 - <M4 M3 5,874 (63.42%) 1,505 (81.31%) 33 (80.49%)
M4 - <M5 M4 607 (6.55%) 154 (8.32%) 5 (12.20%)
M5 - <M6 M5 11 (0.12%) 2 (0.11%) 0
M6 - <M7 M6 28 (0.30%) 8 (0.43%) 0
M7 - <M8 M7 0 0 0
M8 - <M9 M8 0 0 0
>M9 M9 2 (0.02%) 0 0
double star DoubleStar 40 (0.43%) 7 (0.38%) 0
Non contaminated
sources
double star, M0 - <M1 to M9>, early L 8,371 (90.38%) 1807 (97.62%) 40 (97.56%)
Contaminated sources D, A, F, G, early K, late K 891 (9.62%) 44 (2.38%) 1 (2.44%)
Table 2.3: Statistics on LAMOST source classifications for the cross-match between the full M dwarf candidate catalogue, the excess sample
and the M+UCD candidates with LAMOST. Note spectral types are only given to integer spectral types and giant stars and dwarfs are
not distinguished.
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Group SIMBAD Object Types selected for group Number in full can-
didate catalogue
Number in excess
sample
Number in candi-
date M+UCDs
Total - 440,694 36,898 1,082
Total with SIMBAD
cross-matches
- 20,286 3,928 66
Potential M dwarfs PM*, low-mass*, star, *inCl, Candidate low-
mass*
17,670 (87.10%) 3624 (92.26%) 55 (83.33%)
White dwarfs WD*, Candidate WD* 29 (0.14%) 2 (0.05%) 0 0 (0.00%)
Brown dwarfs brownD*, Candidate brownD* 45 (0.22%) 8 (0.20%) 0 (0.00%)
X-ray sources X 303 (1.49%) 96 (2.44%) 1 (1.52%)
Infrared sources IR, IR<10µ m 1035 (5.10%) 92 (2.34%) 8 (12.12%)
Known multiple sys-
tems
*in**, **, EB*Algol, EB*, multiple source, SB 584 (2.88%) 68 (1.73%) 1 (1.52%)
Extragalactic Galaxy, EmG, GinGroup, GinCl, QSO Candidate 196 (0.97%) 29 (0.74%) 1 (1.52%)
Variable stars V*, RotV*, Flare*, RRLyr 321 (1.58%) 7 (0.18%) 0 (0.00%)
Other sources Unknown Transient DkNeb SNR? HII Blue Sym-
biotic* Inexistant RGB*
22 (0.11%) 2 (0.05%) 0 (0.00%)
Non contaminated
sources
Blue source, Radio source, Brown dwarfs, Young
stellar Objects, Infrared sources, Known multi-
ple systems, Unknown, Potential M dwarfs, X-ray
sources
19733 (97.27%) 3890 (99.03%) 65 (98.48%)
Contaminated sources Not an source, Symbiotic Star, ISM, White dwarfs,
Extragalactic, Variable stars, Red Giant Branch
Star
553 (2.73%) 38 (0.97%) 1 (1.52%)
Table 2.4: Statistics on SIMBAD source classifications for the cross-match between the full M dwarf candidate catalogue, the excess sample
and the M+UCD candidates with SIMBAD. Note some source classifications, e.g. ‘star’, carry little information and hence contamination
levels may be underestimated.
Chapter 3: Selecting M dwarfs
with mid-infrared excess
This chapter is a version of Section 3 of “A Method for Selecting M dwarfs with
an Increased Likelihood of Unresolved Ultra-cool Companionship”, Cook, Pinfield,
Marocco, Burningham, Jones, Frith, Zhong, Luo, Qi, Lucas, Gromadzki, Day-Jones,
Kurtev, Guo, Wang, Bai, Yi, & Smart, 2016a and is reproduced by permission of
MNRAS.
The co-authors of the paper contributed in advice, guidance, ideas and private
discussions only, everything else is my own original work. Chilean authorship is in part
thanks to use of Chilean facilities and Chinese authorship relates to my access and use
of the LAMOST catalogue.
3.1 Introduction
To facilitate my search for M dwarfs with MIR excess I identified a sub-sample from
within my M dwarf catalogue, using more stringent and additional constraints (here-
inafter the ‘excess sample’). My colour excess signal could be confused with interstellar
reddening and/or photometric uncertainty, thus I aim to minimise their contribution.
With an estimated three per cent excess from an unresolved companion (see Section
3.4) I required all uncertainties to be less than this level. Reddening and photometric
uncertainty cuts were designed to achieve or better this requirement, while maintaining
a sufficiently high number of candidate M dwarfs.
3.2 Catalogue sub-sample for excess studies
3.2.1 Reddening cuts
To enable reddening cuts I obtained extinction information from dust maps (Schlegel
et al., 1998), and updated the extinctions using Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). I required
little to no reddening, comparable to the uncertainties in the photometric data and
reddening in the NIR minus MIR colours, (e.g.E(J −W1) ) and required reddening to
be less than two per cent in E(J −W2) .
I used Equation 3.1 (from Equation 2, Massa & Savage, 1989) and thus derived
Equation 3.2, where Aλ
AV
was calculated by taking the weighted average of cubic splines
fits to Aλ
AV
(λ−1) from Cardelli et al. (1989), Fitzpatrick (1999) and Schlegel et al. (1998)
for an RV of 3.1 (see Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1). Using Equation 3.2 extinction was
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Colour Aλ
AV
(CCM) Aλ
AV
(F99) Aλ
AV
(SFD) Aλ
AV
(x¯)
J 0.282 ± 0.047 0.277 ± 0.034 0.282 ± 0.017 0.281 ± 0.015
H 0.180 ± 0.030 0.171 ± 0.028 0.180 ± 0.011 0.179 ± 0.010
W1 0.056 ± 0.009 0.064 ± 0.291 0.056 ± 0.003 0.056 ± 0.003
W2 0.035 ± 0.006 0.041 ± 0.188 0.035 ± 0.002 0.035 ± 0.002
Table 3.1: Weighted average of cubic splines fits to Aλ
AV
(λ−1) from Cardelli et al. (1989),
Fitzpatrick (1999) and Schlegel et al. (1998) shown in Figure 3.1. Here RV = 3.1 and
x¯ is the weighted average of the three estimations.
Colour E(λ1 − λ2) AV (CCM) AV (F99) AV (SFD) AV (x¯)
(H −W1) 0.01 0.081 ± 0.004 0.093 ± 0.017 0.080 ± 0.001 0.081 ± 0.001
(H −W2) 0.01 0.069 ± 0.003 0.077 ± 0.005 0.069 ± 0.001 0.069 ± 0.001
(J −W1) 0.01 0.044 ± 0.003 0.047 ± 0.005 0.044 ± 0.001 0.044 ± 0.001
(J −W2) 0.01 0.040 ± 0.003 0.042 ± 0.002 0.041 ± 0.001 0.041 ± 0.001
(H −W1) 0.02 0.161 ± 0.007 0.187 ± 0.034 0.161 ± 0.003 0.162 ± 0.002
(H −W2) 0.02 0.137 ± 0.005 0.154 ± 0.011 0.138 ± 0.002 0.138 ± 0.002
(J −W1) 0.02 0.089 ± 0.005 0.094 ± 0.009 0.089 ± 0.002 0.089 ± 0.002
(J −W2) 0.02 0.081 ± 0.004 0.085 ± 0.004 0.081 ± 0.002 0.081 ± 0.001
(H −W1) 0.03 0.242 ± 0.011 0.280 ± 0.050 0.242 ± 0.004 0.243 ± 0.004
(H −W2) 0.03 0.206 ± 0.008 0.232 ± 0.016 0.207 ± 0.003 0.207 ± 0.003
(J −W1) 0.03 0.133 ± 0.008 0.141 ± 0.014 0.133 ± 0.003 0.133 ± 0.003
(J −W2) 0.03 0.121 ± 0.007 0.127 ± 0.007 0.122 ± 0.002 0.122 ± 0.002
Table 3.2: Using Equation 3.2 and Aλ/AV (from Table 3.1) I estimated AV values from
Cardelli et al. (1989, CCM), Fitzpatrick (1999, F99) and Schlegel et al. (1998, SFD).
Here RV = 3.1 and x¯ is the weighted average of the three estimations. Note errors
from CCM are described as a lower limit only.
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Figure. 3.1: Comparison between the Cardelli et al. (1989, CCM), Fitzpatrick (1999,
F99) and Schlegel et al. (1998, SFD) for E(J −W1) , E(J −W2) , E(H −W1) , and
E(H −W2) equal to 0.02 for an RV of 3.1.
calculated. Note, I also tested RV values of 2.1 and 4.1 but at these tiny values of
extinction are indistinguishable from an RV of 3.1.
Aλ1 − Aλ2 = E(λ1 − λ2) (3.1)
AV = E(λ1 − λ2)
[
Aλ1
AV
− Aλ2
AV
]−1
(3.2)
After the reddening cuts 138,572 of the original 440,694 M dwarfs were retained en
route towards my excess sample. Figure 3.2 shows the reddening cuts for (J −W2) applied
to a small area of sky.
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Figure. 3.2: The reddening cuts applied to a small area of sky (α = 9h20m0.0s, δ =
+30◦0m0.0s to α = 10h0m0.0s, δ = +40◦0m0.0s) to show the size of various reddening
cut (for (J −W2) ). Top shows the main Av distribution, bottom shows a zoomed in
version at low Av .
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3.2.2 Photometric quality cuts
To ensure high quality photometry I required photometric magnitudes:
- had uncertainties better than 0.04 in g, r, i and z (413,944 sources in the full M
dwarf candidate catalogue; see Figure 3.3a).
- had uncertainties better than 0.04 in V , J , H, K, W1 and W2 (150,307 sources in
the full M dwarf candidate catalogue; see Figure 3.3b).
- had unsaturated g and r photometry (g >14, r >14, York et al., 2000, 439,202
sources in the full M dwarf candidate catalogue; see Figure 3.4a).
- had WISE photometry unblended (flags na = 0 and nb = 1; 416,330 sources in the
full M dwarf candidate catalogue; see Figure 3.4b).
- had SDSS photometry not registering as an extended source (flag ext flg= 0;
435,087 sources in the full M dwarf candidate catalogue; see Figure 3.5a).
- had an SDSS score19 greater than 0.5 (407,962 sources in the full M dwarf candidate
catalogue; see Figure 3.5b).
- were not flagged20 as too close to the edge of their frames (using the EDGE flag;
431,431 sources in the full M dwarf candidate catalogue; see Figure 3.6a).
- were not flagged20 as using photometry from bad images (using the PEAKCEN-
TER, NOTCHECKED and DEBLEND NOPEAK; 439,641, 429,979 and 419,436
sources respectively in the full M dwarf candidate catalogue; see Figure 3.6b, Figure
3.7a, and Figure 3.7b respectively).
- were not flagged20 as having photometry from images containing saturated pixels
(SATURATED; 416,889 sources in the full M dwarf candidate catalogue; see Figure
3.8a).
- were not flagged20as having more than 20 per cent of the PSF flux interpolated
(using the PSF FLUX INTERP flag; 380,868 sources in the full M dwarf candidate
catalogue; see Figure 3.8b).
Combining all of these cuts left 103,482 M dwarf candidates. A comparison between
the sample before (440,694) and after (103,482) these photometric quality cuts can be
seen in Figure 3.9. One can see that these photometric quality cuts really do remove
a lot of the scatter in colour. Although I reject over three quarters of the M dwarfs
all outliers (i.e. where there was one object per 0.12×0.12 mag squared colour bin) are
removed, thus making my sample extremely clean.
19The ‘score’ is a number between zero and one rating the quality of an SDSS image field, see
http://www.sdss3.org/dr10/algorithms/resolve.php
20I chose which SDSS flags to use by assessing the quality flags for photometric outliers in my sam-
ple. Detailed information on these flags can be found at https://www.sdss3.org/dr9/algorithms/
photo_flags.php.
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Figure. 3.3: Colour-colour diagram, (r − z) against (g − r) showing the cuts for (a)
σg,r,i < 0.04 and (b) σV,J,H,KS ,W1,W2 < 0.04, rejected objects are shown with red crosses,
grey contours are the full M dwarf distribution.
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Figure. 3.4: Colour-colour diagram, (r − z) against (g − r) showing the cuts for (a)
g, r > 14 and (b) ‘na = 0 and nb = 1’, rejected objects are shown with red crosses,
grey contours are the full M dwarf distribution.
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Figure. 3.5: Colour-colour diagram, (r − z) against (g − r) showing the cuts for (a)
‘ext flg= 0’ and (b) SDSS score > 0.5, rejected objects are shown with red crosses,
grey contours are the full M dwarf candidate catalogue distribution.
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Figure. 3.6: Colour-colour diagram, (r − z) against (g − r) showing the cuts for (a)
SDSS flag EDGE and (b) SDSS flag PEAKCENTER, rejected objects are shown with
red crosses, grey contours are the full M dwarf candidate catalogue distribution.
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Figure. 3.7: Colour-colour diagram, (r − z) against (g − r) showing the cuts for (a)
SDSS flag NOTCHECKED and (b) SDSS flag DEBLEND NOPEAK, rejected objects
are shown with red crosses, grey contours are the full M dwarf candidate catalogue
distribution.
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Figure. 3.8: Colour-colour diagram, (r − z) against (g − r) showing the cuts for (a)
SDSS flag SATURATED and (b) SDSS flag PSF FLUX INTERP, rejected objects
are shown with red crosses, grey contours are the full M dwarf candidate catalogue
distribution.
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Figure. 3.9: Comparison between the M dwarf sample before (a) and after (b) the photometric quality cuts were applied, showing the extent
of the “cleaning” process described in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.3 Removing variable sources
An additional check is possible to make sure none of the M dwarfs show short or long
period variability, thus making them unusable for detecting excess. Pinfield et al.
(2014) present a WISE cut, facilitated by the multi-epoch WISE measurements, in
which M dwarfs are rejected if they lie above,
log(w2sigp1− w2sigmpro) = 1.3− 1.38 log(w2snr) (3.3)
where w2sigp1 is the standard deviation of the population of W2 fluxes measured on
the individual frames, w2sigmpro is the integrated flux uncertainty and w2snr is the
profile-fit measurement SNR (Pinfield et al., 2014). The WISE photometry covers
several orders of magnitude for variation. From hours to days (covering activity due
to flares and spots) and between groups of photometric observation (covering longer
period variations), therefore most sources of variability should be removed using a
rejection such as this (and thus should not be mistaken as excess candidates). These
measurements are acquired from the WISE database21. This process was repeated for
the W1 measurements. A total of 967 of my full M dwarf candidate catalogue were
found to be variable in W2 and a further 66 were found to be variable in W1. The
variable M dwarfs were set aside as interesting objects, though they are not studied
further in this thesis.
3.2.4 The final excess sample
To further reduce contamination and provide as higher quality catalogue as possible
for finding M+UCD systems I applied further cuts to the full M dwarf candidate
catalogue. I applied reddening cuts equivalent to AV < 0.08 or E(J −W2) < 0.02
which left 138,572 of my 440,694 M dwarf candidates. Then applied photometric quality
cuts, requiring uncertainties better than 0.04 in all bands and high quality photometry
(using flags provided in the WISE, 2MASS and SDSS catalogues). Combining these
cuts left 103,482 of my 440,694 M dwarf candidates. As an additional cut we used
WISE measurements to reject variable sources (following the procedure presented by
Pinfield et al. 2014). Combining the reddening, quality and variability cuts left 36,898
M dwarf candidates in my excess sample.
These cuts effectively remove the galactic plane from my excess sample (one M
dwarf is within galactic latitude of ±15◦ and 255 M dwarfs, 0.7 per cent, are within
galactic latitude of ±20◦). Figure 3.11 shows the sky distribution of the full M dwarf
candidate catalogue and the excess sample of M dwarfs, dominated by the SDSS foot-
21Access to data releases via http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
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Figure. 3.10: The WISE variability cuts were applied to a small area of sky (α =
9h20m0.0s, δ = +30◦0m0.0s to α = 10h0m0.0s, δ = +40◦0m0.0s), here shown for W2
(see Equation 3.3).
print and the reddening cut (Section 3.2.1) respectively. Figure 3.12 shows a flow
diagram summarising of the excess sample selection process .
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(a)
(b)
Figure. 3.11: Sky plot to show (a) the full M dwarf candidate catalogue and (b) the
excess sample of M dwarfs. The full M dwarf candidate catalogue is dominated by the
SDSS footprint and the excess sample is dominated by the reddening cuts applied in
Section 3.2.1.
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Figure. 3.12: Flow chart to summarise the process involved in making my excess sample.
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3.3 Simulating photometry
Although M dwarf colours are intrinsically scattered at some level (see Section 1.2),
the effects of adding an unresolved binary companion may be well determined. As a
tool in my analysis I thus simulated M dwarf and UCD photometry which I used to
interpret the observational parameter-space of the excess sample.
3.3.1 Simulating M dwarfs
For M dwarfs I constructed a probabilistic fitting routine which I applied to an M
dwarf sample constructed using the following catalogues: The Spectroscopic Catalog
of The 1,564 Brightest (J <9) M-dwarf Candidates in the Northern Sky22 (selected
from the SUPERBLINK proper-motion catalogue; Le´pine et al., 2013), The Database
of Ultra-cool Parallaxes23 (from Dupuy & Liu, 2012), and The Preliminary Version of
the Third Catalog of Nearby Stars (Gliese & Jahreiß, 1991).
Polynomials were fit to a variety of (colour and magnitude) data-points using a
Bayesian approach (using emcee24 and the fitting routine used by Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013 and Hogg et al. 2010). The probabilistic fitting routine allowed the polyno-
mial parameters (ai = a1, a2, ..., an) to vary as well as allowing the variance to vary
25,
represented below by f . The probability distribution was assumed Gaussian and is
shown in Equation 3.4.
ln p(y|x, σ,model, f) = − 1
2
n∑
i=1
(yn −modeln)2
s2n
+ ln(2pis2n) (3.4)
where s is the total uncertainty comprising of the fixed measured uncertainty (σ) and
a parameter that was allowed to vary within the model (f) such that s2n = σ
2
n +
f 2(modeln)
2, and modeln =
∑m
i=0 aix
i
n.
The best polynomial fit found to simulate absolute J band magnitude, MJ , from
spectral subtype, spt, for spectral subtype in the range M1 ≥ spt ≥ M8 was a cubic
fit (Equation 3.5).
MJ = −(0.014+0.002−0.002)spt3 + (0.17+0.02−0.02)spt2 + (0.13+0.05−0.06)spt+ (5.81+0.05−0.04)± 0.375 (3.5)
where the ±0.375 was added to simulate the maximum deviation due to binaries in my
sample26 (see Figure 3.13).
22Accessed on-line at http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/all/bnmdspecat.html
23Accessed on-line at https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~tdupuy/plx
24python implementation (Goodman & Weare, 2010) affine invariant MCMC ensemble sampler
25See http://dan.iel.fm/emcee/current/user/line/ for a full example
26The maximum brightness of an unresolved binary for two stars of equal brightness giving a factor
of two in flux (in magnitudes equivalent to −2.5 log10(2) ≈ −0.75→ ±0.375 uncertainty).
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Figure. 3.13: Absolute magnitude against spectral type for sample of well measured
M dwarfs (from Le´pine et al. 2013; Gliese & Jahreiß 1991 and Dupuy & Liu 2012).
Shown in purple is the fit Le´pine et al. (2013) proposed, in yellow is an interpolated fit
of data from Covey et al. (2007) and in red is my spectral type fit (see Equation 3.5),
shaded regions show outer most bounds of the simulated photometric uncertainties and
the added uncertainty due to the contribution of an unresolved equal binary (±0.375
magnitudes26).
I thus determined relationships between the MJ -NIR and MJ -MIR colours which
led to synthetic absolute magnitudes in the J , H, K, W1, and W2 bands (See Figure
3.14 and Figure 3.15). In addition I used the synthesised colour-colour relations from
Covey et al. (2007) to generate SDSS magnitudes, making use of cubic spline fits for
spectral types M0.5, M1.5, M3.5, M4.5, M5.5 (See Table 3 from Covey et al., 2007).
The simulated photometry is plotted with the simulated UCD photometry in Figure
3.16 and a summary of the photometry is given in Table 3.5.
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Figure. 3.14: Polynomial fit results using the probabilistic fitting routine mentioned in
Section 3.3.1. Using (a) the fit between (V − J) and (J −H) and (b) the fit between
(V − J) and (J −KS) and Figure 3.13 I was able to work out absolute H and KS
magnitudes.
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Figure. 3.15: Polynomial fit results using the probabilistic fitting routine mentioned
in Section 3.3.1. Using (a) the fit between (V − J) against (J −W1) and (b) the fit
between (V − J) against (J −W2) and Figure 3.13 I was able to estimate the absolute
W1 and W2 magnitudes.
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Figure. 3.16: Absolute magnitude against wavelength, for simulated M dwarf and UCD
photometry as calculated by the fits in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.
3.3.2 Simulating UCDs
For the UCDs, Dupuy & Liu (2012) present a set of polynomials for J , H, K, W1, and
W2 (see Table 3.4). I use these to simulate the NIR and MIR photometric bands. The
optical photometric bands were estimated using the synthetic SDSS colours ((u− g) ,
(g − r) , (r − i) , (i− z) and (z − J) ; see Table 3.4a and Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18).
Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 show the polynomial fits for the various colours as a
function of (V − J) . The fit was generated using the probabilistic fitting routine (used
in this Section 3.3.1) on data from Hawley et al. (2002); Chiu et al. (2006) and Dupuy
& Liu (2012) cross-matched with 2MASS and SDSS. From these simulated colours
and using J from the Dupuy & Liu (2012) polynomial fit I was able to calculate z
(from (z − J) ) and thus i, r, g and u. This simulated photometry is plotted with the
simulated M dwarf photometry in Figure 3.16 and a summary of the photometry is
given in Table 3.5.
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y x c0 c1 c2 c3
MJ spt (+5.81
+0.05
−0.04)± 0.375 (+1.28+0.55−0.55)×10−1 (+1.76+0.20−0.17)×10−1 (−1.37+0.16−0.15)×10−2
(J −H) (V − J) (+9.20+0.37−0.36)×10−1 (−1.38+2.55−2.93)×10−1 (+1.33+0.23−0.23)×10−2 ...
(J −KS) (V − J) (+9.18+0.41−0.36)×10−1 (−0.59+0.99−1.38)×10−1 (+0.96+0.25−0.22)×10−2 ...
(J −W1) (V − J) (+8.05+0.91−0.74)×10−1 (+4.05+4.26−4.01)×10−2 (+0.30+0.55−0.12)×10−2 ...
(J −W2) (V − J) (+1.74+1.27−1.01)×10−1 (+3.58+0.56−0.59)×10−1 (−2.76+4.77−6.18)×10−2 ...
(a)
colour fit M0 M1 M2 M2.5 M3 M4 M5 M6
(u− g) spline 2.65 2.72 2.59 2.74 2.67 3.13 3.05 2.99
(g − r) spline 1.31 1.33 1.43 1.47 1.46 1.48 1.59 1.72
(r − i) spline 0.64 0.78 0.85 1.01 1.20 1.51 1.73 2.12
(i− z) spline 0.38 0.46 0.52 0.63 0.67 0.76 0.94 1.24
(z − J) spline 1.29 1.20 1.33 1.32 1.37 1.56 1.96 2.31
(b)
Table 3.3: M dwarf synthetic photometry generation: a: Colour-colour fits (y =
∑N
i=0 cix
i) were produced for M0.0 −M6.0 dwarfs using
my probabilistic fitting routine (Equation 3.4) using the data from Le´pine et al. (2013); Gliese & Jahreiß (1991) and Dupuy & Liu (2012).
b: Synthetic SDSS colours from Covey et al. (Table 3; 2007) were used to generate synthetic SDSS photometry (u, g, r, i and z) using a
cubic spline for the missing spectral types (M0.5, M1.5, M3.5, M4.5, M5.5).
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y c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 rms
J −9.68×10+0 +8.16×10+0 −1.33×10+0 +1.12×10−1 −4.83×10−3 +1.01×10−4 −7.85×10−7 0.40
H −1.18×10+1 +9.00×10+0 −1.50×10+0 +1.29×10−1 −5.81×10−3 +1.29×10−4 −1.11×10−6 0.40
K +1.10×10+1 −8.67×10−1 +1.34×10−1 −6.42×10−3 +1.07×10−4 ... ... 0.43
W1 +7.15×10+0 +3.55×10−1 −4.38×10−3 −3.34×10−4 +1.58×10−5 ... ... 0.39
W2 +7.47×10+0 +1.92×10−1 +1.14×10−2 −8.82×10−4 +1.79×10−5 ... ... 0.35
(a)
y c0 c1 c2 c3
(u− g) (+6.29+7.23−2.74)×10+0 (−1.02+1.59−3.32)×10+0 (+5.24+8.37−1.93)×10−2 (−0.09+0.15−0.33)×10−2
(g − r) (+0.99+5.26−8.81)×10−1 (+2.61+5.04−0.69)×10−1 (−0.98+1.71−4.16)×10−2 ...
(r − i) (+2.74+0.32−0.27)×10+0 (+0.81+4.40−2.54)×10−2 (−0.23+0.31−0.59)×10−2 ...
(i− z) (+1.70+0.65−0.55)×10+0 (−0.90+0.16−0.31)×10−1 (+1.31+1.10−0.97)×10−2 (−0.03+0.03−0.08)×10−2
(z − J) (+2.08+9.40−0.86)×10−1 (+4.05+1.48−1.06)×10+0 (−2.15+3.24−5.02)×10−2 (+0.04+0.02−0.02)×10−2
(b)
Table 3.4: UCD synthetic photometry generation: (a) Table adapted from table 14 - Coefficients of polynomial fits to absolute magnitudes
(Dupuy & Liu, 2012), where y is the simulated photometry, y =
∑N
i=0 cix
i and x is spectral type. For these simulated brown dwarfs
Spt(L0) : x = 10 to Spt(Y 0) : x = 30. (b) u, g, r, i and z were estimated using the synthetic SDSS colours from (Covey et al., 2007) and
J from (a), y =
∑N
i=0 cix
i, where x is spectral type. The fit was generated using the probabilistic fitting routine on data from Hawley et al.
(2002); Chiu et al. (2006) and Dupuy & Liu (2012) cross-matched with 2MASS and SDSS.
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SpT V g r i z J H Ks W1 W2
M0.0 9.05 9.80 8.49 7.85 7.47 6.18 5.55 5.36 5.24 5.21
M0.5 9.22 9.98 8.67 7.92 7.47 6.29 5.66 5.47 5.34 5.30
M1.0 9.48 10.25 8.92 8.14 7.68 6.48 5.85 5.65 5.52 5.47
M1.5 9.84 10.63 9.26 8.47 8.01 6.73 6.11 5.90 5.77 5.70
M2.0 10.34 11.17 9.74 8.89 8.37 7.04 6.43 6.21 6.06 5.98
M2.5 10.97 11.82 10.35 9.34 8.71 7.39 6.79 6.56 6.40 6.29
M3.0 11.64 12.48 11.02 9.82 9.15 7.78 7.20 6.95 6.78 6.64
M3.5 12.34 13.18 11.72 10.35 9.65 8.20 7.62 7.37 7.18 7.02
M4.0 13.09 13.95 12.47 10.96 10.20 8.64 8.07 7.79 7.59 7.41
M4.5 13.92 14.80 13.28 11.66 10.82 9.08 8.51 8.22 8.01 7.81
M5.0 14.82 15.73 14.14 12.41 11.47 9.51 8.95 8.64 8.41 8.21
M5.5 15.76 16.71 15.06 13.17 12.10 9.93 9.36 9.04 8.79 8.61
M6.0 16.73 17.72 16.00 13.88 12.64 10.33 9.75 9.40 9.14 8.99
L0.0 19.25 20.25 18.52 15.93 14.12 11.62 10.84 10.40 10.09 9.83
L1.0 19.74 20.77 18.99 16.44 14.54 11.95 11.12 10.72 10.31 10.05
L2.0 20.25 21.29 19.47 16.97 14.98 12.33 11.43 11.04 10.53 10.27
L3.0 20.76 21.81 19.98 17.53 15.44 12.73 11.77 11.35 10.75 10.47
L4.0 21.27 22.32 20.49 18.09 15.91 13.15 12.13 11.64 10.96 10.67
L5.0 21.74 22.78 20.97 18.63 16.35 13.56 12.49 11.92 11.17 10.85
L6.0 22.17 23.18 21.42 19.14 16.76 13.94 12.83 12.17 11.38 11.03
L7.0 22.51 23.49 21.79 19.58 17.10 14.26 13.13 12.40 11.60 11.20
L8.0 22.76 23.69 22.08 19.94 17.37 14.51 13.37 12.62 11.84 11.36
L9.0 22.91 23.78 22.27 20.21 17.55 14.67 13.56 12.82 12.09 11.52
T0.0 22.96 23.76 22.37 20.39 17.65 14.75 13.69 13.03 12.36 11.69
T1.0 22.91 23.64 22.39 20.49 17.69 14.76 13.78 13.24 12.66 11.85
T2.0 22.81 23.44 22.35 20.55 17.68 14.72 13.86 13.48 12.99 12.02
T3.0 22.67 23.20 22.29 20.59 17.68 14.67 13.97 13.76 13.36 12.20
T4.0 22.57 22.99 22.28 20.67 17.74 14.67 14.15 14.10 13.78 12.40
T5.0 22.56 22.85 22.36 20.86 17.91 14.78 14.45 14.52 14.25 12.61
T6.0 22.72 22.88 22.62 21.23 18.29 15.07 14.91 15.05 14.78 12.85
T7.0 23.14 23.15 23.15 21.87 18.96 15.63 15.60 15.71 15.38 13.12
T8.0 23.91 23.76 24.05 22.88 20.02 16.56 16.54 16.53 16.05 13.43
T9.0 25.13 24.81 25.40 24.36 21.57 17.96 17.77 17.54 16.80 13.78
Table 3.5: The final absolute magnitudes for each spectral type (SpT ) from the simula-
tion of photometry process. Photometry is available for any subtype but not shown for
UCDs of half-integer subtype (for clarity). V = V (g − r) is calculated using Equation
2.5 as with my full M dwarf candidate catalogue. Note those in bold font should not be
used as actual values, as they are below the 5σ limit (see Table 1.5) for the photometry
set. These are only used and presented as a guide to the extrapolated photometric val-
ues/sensitivity limits of the survey data (sensitivity to a UCD companion diminishes
before this becomes a problem).
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Figure. 3.17: Polynomial fit results using the probabilistic fitting routine mentioned in
Section 3.3.1. Using (a) the fit between spectral type against (z − J) and J from the
Dupuy & Liu (2012) polynomial fit I was able to estimate the absolute z magnitude.
Using the z band magnitude and (b) the fit between spectral type and (i− z) I was
able to estimate the absolute i magnitudes.
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Figure. 3.18: Polynomial fit results using the probabilistic fitting routine mentioned in
Section 3.3.1. Using (a) the fit between spectral type against (r − i) and i from the
spectral type and (i− z) polynomial fit I was able to estimate the absolute r magnitude.
Using the r band magnitude and (b) the fit between spectral type against (g − r) I was
able to estimate the absolute g magnitudes.
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3.4 Choosing the optimal colours for analysis of the
excess sample
To optimise the photometric analysis of my excess sample I used my simulated M
dwarf and UCD photometry to synthesize M+UCD photometry (see Equation 3.6).
This enabled me to estimate the expected changes in colour due to the presence of
unresolved UCD companions, as well as the expected changes in colour due to spectral
type variation.
MM+UCD = −2.5log10
(
10−0.4MM dwarf + 10−0.4MUCD
)
(3.6)
where MM is the M dwarf photometry and MUCD is the UCD photometry.
3.4.1 Combining the simulated photometry
Using the simulated M+UCD systems I was able to give an indication of which (M+UCD)
colours were sensitive to a specific primary M dwarf and which colours were sensitive
to a specific UCD companion. The colour excess (Equation 3.7) was plotted against
companion spectral type (see Figure 3.19 to Figure 3.23).
Simulated Colour Excess = ColourM+UCD − ColourM dwarf (3.7)
The level of colour excess was compared to mean uncertainty level of my M dwarf
sample and thus sensitivity of a certain colour to the addition of a companion could
be gauged. From Figure 3.19 to Figure 3.23 it is also clear early M dwarfs (∼M3.0)
are too bright for a companion to be detected in the colours I tested (hence my cut
in (V − J) in Section 2.3.2) and also puts a limit on how late in spectral type my
companion can be (no later than ∼T0).
From the simulated M+UCD systems I was also able to gauge how sensitive colours
were to the primary M dwarf. Plotting the colour of a M+UCD system against primary
spectral type gave an indication to which colours are good at differentiating M dwarf
spectral types (See Figure 3.24 to Figure 3.28). I used the gradient of these as a
quantitative measure of primary sensitivity.
I defined ‘companion sensitive’ (CS) colours as those which are sensitive to the
presence of unresolved companions but are insensitive to variations in primary spectral
type. I also defined ‘primary sensitive’ (PS) colours as those which are sensitive to
changes in the primary spectral type, but are insensitive to the presence of unresolved
UCD companions.
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Figure. 3.19: Expected colour excess for simulated M0 + UCD to M6 + UCD for (a)
(g − r) and (b) (g − i) : both chosen PS colours. The dashed line shows the average
colour uncertainties for these colours in my catalogue.
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Figure. 3.20: Expected colour excess for simulated M0 + UCD to M6 + UCD for
(a) (r − i) : an identified PS colour and (b) (J −H) : neither a chosen PS nor CS
colour. The dashed line shows the average colour uncertainties for these colours in my
catalogue.
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Figure. 3.21: Expected colour excess for simulated M0 + UCD to M6 + UCD for
(a) (H −KS) : neither a chosen PS nor CS colour and (b) (H −W1) : a chosen CS
colour. The dashed line shows the average colour uncertainties for these colours in my
catalogue.
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Figure. 3.22: Expected colour excess for simulated M0 + UCD to M6 + UCD for (a)
(H −W2) and (b) (H −W1) : both chosen CS colours. The dashed line shows the
average colour uncertainties for these colours in my catalogue.
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Figure. 3.23: Expected colour excess for simulated M0 + UCD to M6 + UCD for (a)
(J −W2) and (b) (KS −W2) : both chosen CS colours. The dashed line shows the
average colour uncertainties for these colours in my catalogue.
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Figure. 3.24: Expected primary colour variation in (a) (g − r) and (b) (g − i) as a func-
tion of primary spectral type for simulated M dwarf+UCD unresolved binary systems.
A large change in colour with primary spectral type without a large change across
companion spectral type identifies a good colour for identifying M dwarfs.
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Figure. 3.25: Expected primary colour variation in (a) (r − i) and (b) (J −H) as a
function of primary spectral type for simulated M dwarf+UCD unresolved binary sys-
tems. A large change in colour with primary spectral type without a large change
across companion spectral type identifies a good colour for identifying M dwarfs.
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Figure. 3.26: Expected primary colour variation in (a) (H −KS) and (b) (H −W1) as
a function of primary spectral type for simulated M dwarf+UCD unresolved binary
systems. A large change in colour with primary spectral type without a large change
across companion spectral type identifies a good colour for identifying M dwarfs.
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Figure. 3.27: Expected primary colour variation in (a) (H −W2) and (b) (J −W1) as
a function of primary spectral type for simulated M dwarf+UCD unresolved binary
systems. A large change in colour with primary spectral type without a large change
across companion spectral type identifies a good colour for identifying M dwarfs.
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Figure. 3.28: Expected primary colour variation in (a) (J −W2) and (b) (KS −W2) as
a function of primary spectral type for simulated M dwarf+UCD unresolved binary
systems. A large change in colour with primary spectral type without a large change
across companion spectral type identifies a good colour for identifying M dwarfs.
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3.4.2 Selecting the optimal colours
Figure 3.29 shows the colour excess due to a companion (companion sensitivity), against
the change in primary colour for ∆spectral type= 1.0 (primary sensitivity). The results
were averaged for L0-L4 companions and for M3-M6 primaries. Using this plot as a
guide I selected the CS colours and PS colours. In addition I also considered sensitivity
to metallicity when selecting PS colours (see West et al. 2011 and Newton et al. 2014),
even when there was little sensitivity to spectral type.
∆(g − r) = 0.01 ∆(g − i) = 0.01 ∆(r − i) = 0.01 (3.8)
My final selection of CS colours ((J −W2) , (J −W1) , (H −W2) , (H −W1) ,
and (KS −W2) ) are shown in yellow in Figure 3.29. They all have primary sensitivity
below 0.1 mag, and companion sensitivity above 0.03 mag.
My selected PS colours ((g − r) , (g − i) , and (r − i) ) are shown in green, and
all have secondary sensitivity below 0.01 mag (see Equation 3.8). The (r − i) and
(g − i) colours have good sensitivity to spectral type, while (g − r) is sensitive to metal-
licity (West et al., 2011).
3.4.3 Comparison to spectroscopic colours
Using spectra from the SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries27 I combined M dwarf and UCD
NIR spectra (one SpeX spectra for each primary and each secondary) to simulate M
dwarf + UCD unresolved binary systems. From the spectra of the M dwarfs and of
the M dwarf + UCD unresolved binary systems the contribution due to the addition
of a UCD was calculated (see Equation 3.9).
Colour(1, 2) = M1 −M2 = −2.5log10
( ∫
Fλτ1(λ)dλ∫
F0,1τ1(λ)dλ
∫
F0,2τ2(λ)dλ∫
Fλτ2(λ)dλ
)
(3.9)
where Fλ is the flux from the spectrum, τ1(λ) is the transmission profile of band 1, and
F0,1 is the zero-point flux of band 1
28.
Figure 3.30 complements the simulated photometric excesses in Figure 3.29. Note
the excesses in Figure 3.29 are the mean colour excess across M3 to M6 and L0 to
L4, and thus appear diluted when compared to the peak excess (around L2). The
27SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries, maintained by Adam Burgasser at http://pono.ucsd.edu/
~adam/browndwarfs/spexprism.
282MASS bands from http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/doc/sec6_4a.
html and WISE bands from http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup/
sec4_4h.html
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Figure. 3.29: Colour excess due to a companion (companion sensitivity) against the
change in primary colour (primary sensitivity). The results from Section 3.3 have been
averaged for L0-L4 companions, and for M3-M6 primaries. These are expected to be
the most common systems my analysis will identify. Regions which are insensitive to
companions and to spectral type variations are shaded blue and red respectively. my
chosen CS and PS colours, see text, are indicated in yellow and green respectively) .
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Figure. 3.30: Using spectra from SpeX27 I combined M dwarf and UCD NIR spectra
to simulate M dwarf+UCD unresolved binary systems. I calculated the (J −H) ,
(H −KS) and (J −KS) colours for each and compared them to the colours of the
isolated M dwarfs. The excess seen is complimentary to the photometric simulations
(Figure 3.29 where I average over M3 to M6 and L0 to L4).
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peak excess around L2 is also seen in Figure 3.19 to Figure 3.23 thus validating my
photometric simulations spectroscopically.
There is good agreement between the photometric and spectroscopic values of
(J −H) excess (an average excess of ∼0.02 in both the photometric and spectroscopic
case) and small differences in (J −KS) (an average excess of ∼0.03 in the photometric
simulation and ∼0.05 in the spectroscopic case) and (H −KS) (an average excess of
∼0.01 in the photometric simulation and ∼0.03 in the spectroscopic case). The small
differences in values of the excess are based on the fact that Figure 3.19 to Figure 3.23
are average SEDs based on photometric simulations and the spectroscopic simulations
are based on individual M dwarf and UCD spectra and thus there is some intrinsic
scatter due to differing properties of M dwarfs and UCDs that may mean the spectra
used are not completely representative of the whole population. Our photometric and
colour uncertainties are of order 0.01 magnitudes, our photometric simulation uncer-
tainties are at least of order 0.01 so these values are consistent when uncertainties are
taken into account.
3.5 The colour excess distribution
3.5.1 Identifying excess using multi-colour parameter space
In order to estimate the NIR-MIR excess of the candidate M dwarfs in my excess sam-
ple I defined a three-dimensional colour parameter-space using the chosen PS colours
(g − r) , (r − i) and (g − i) . For each candidate M dwarf (target M dwarf) in my ex-
cess sample I then defined a tiny sub-volume within this PS colour-space29, centred
on the target M dwarf colours and with a size of ±0.01 in each colour (see Figure
3.31, Figure 3.32 and Figure 3.33)29. I then established ‘no companion’ comparison
colours29 for each candidate by selecting all excess sample members within a target M
dwarf’s PS colour sub-volume, and measured the mean CS colours in this volume. This
approach assumes the vast majority of the excess sample are M dwarfs without UCD
companions, and thus the ‘no companion’ comparison colours should provide a good
zero excess reference from which the MIR excess of target M dwarfs can be estimated.
I required at least 20 comparison objects29 in a target M dwarf’s PS colour sub-
volume (this was the case for 22,579 members of the excess sample), and measured
the MIR excess using the most sensitive of my CS colours (J −W2) . The resulting
excess distribution is shown in Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36, against (V − J) , a proxy
for spectral type.
29Colour sub-volume size, PS colours, CS colours, and the minimum number of comparison objects
per sub-volume were extensively tested using a wide range of numerical values for each, the full process
was repeated to maximise the number of candidates in a box while keeping the sub-volumes sufficiently
small as to still be defined as similar in colour.
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Figure. 3.31: Colour-colour contour diagrams for (g − r) against (r − i) for the popu-
lations of M dwarfs used in the multi-colour-space analysis. Boxes represent example
targets and their respective PS colour volumes. These volumes are used to define sim-
ilar M dwarfs, the colour volume means and standard deviations are used to calculate
colour excess compared to those in each target colour volume. This process was under-
taken for each M dwarf, except those which had less than 20 M dwarfs in their colour
volume.
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Figure. 3.32: Same as Figure 3.31 for (g − r) against (g − i) .
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Figure. 3.33: Same as Figure 3.31 for (r − i) against (g − i) .
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Figure 3.36 also shows the selection contours which will be discussed in Section
3.5.3, the excess distribution of the sample lies generally in the range -0.15 to +0.15,
and the excess values of M dwarfs with L dwarf companions lie at the upper end of
this range (see Section 3.5.3 and the L dwarf excess vectors shown in Figure 3.36 as a
guide).
3.5.2 Is there an excess population?
Figure 3.34a shows the histogram of my excess measurements. Overall it is similar to
a Gaussian distribution, but it has some asymmetries. Firstly it is apparent the peak
of this histogram is found at a slightly negative excess value which seems unexpected.
However, I believe this bias is introduced by my analysis method, and results from
the finite size and distribution of the PS colour sub-volumes. The number density
of objects varies across the sub-volumes in my multi-colour parameter-space, leading
to average values which can be slightly different to the central value. I suggest, on
average, this effect leads to the small negative offset which is seen. For my symmetry
analysis I offset the histogram by ∼+0.003 magnitudes to remove this offset.
To assess the symmetry of the histogram I reflected the negative side of the dis-
tribution in the Y-axis and subtracted this from the positive distribution (see Figure
3.34a). Although the histogram is fairly symmetrical, it contains an important feature.
The positive wing has relatively lower frequencies (compared to the negative wing) for
excesses of 0-0.05, and has relatively higher frequencies for excesses of 0.05-0.15 (an
excess bump). To assess the nature of this excess bump I carried out a comparison
analysis using the (H −KS) colour as my CS colour (instead of (J −W2) see Figure
3.34b).
This comparison analysis should not be sensitive to companion excesses, or in-
deed to spectral type variations (see Figure 3.29), but should produce a distribution
I expect in the absence of any significant excess (albeit with some scatter due to a
metallicity spread). The (H −KS) excess distribution is much more symmetrical than
the (J −W2) distribution. The mirror-subtracted trace for the (H −KS) excesses is
close to zero with a few short-range deviations. This contrasts with the bump feature
seen when excess values are calculated using (J −W2) , and thus supports the idea the
bump is caused by a population of M dwarfs with MIR excess, rather than by some
unidentified bias in my analysis method.
The mid-IR excess bump represents ∼2 per cent of my excess sample, and I thus
expect unresolved M+UCD systems to only form a fraction of this population (see
further treatment in Section 3.5.3).
During the viva process it was noted that a median instead of a mean of the M
dwarfs in each targets sub volume (to calculate the excess in each colour) would be
more appropriate for selecting the “representative” colour of each sub volume. Post
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Figure. 3.34: The histogram of my excess distribution, compared to a mirrored
deficit (negative) distribution. (a) Assuming the deficit section of the excess
(J −W2) distribution is from Gaussian, random or likewise symmetric contamination
process (and not from a UCD companion), I show the histogram of my excess distribu-
tion, compared to a mirrored deficit (negative) distribution around zero (non-shifted,
magenta) and around an overall deficit value of -0.0030 (shifted, red). (b) The excess
(H −KS) distribution (an independent colour which also shows a low sensitivity to
companions and spectral type, see Figure 3.29, shown in cyan and blue for non-shifted
and shifted respectively). The residuals of (J −W2) and (H −KS) are also shown in
red (lower panels of (a) and (b) respectively). The positive bump at a (J −W2) excess
of >0.05 magnitudes is evidence of processes contributing to making the targets redder
than their mean PS colour volume colour, including M dwarfs with unresolved UCD
companions and is not seen in my companion insensitive (H −KS) residuals.
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viva this was confirmed, in addition to this the distribution of excess calculated using
the median instead of the mean removed the need for the shift in mirroring process
(this shift, as explained above was due to the distribution not being Gaussian, and thus
a median is preferable over using a mean). The overall number of objects selected and
sample produced is not affected due to this shift (and thus difference between mean
and median values) being very small.
3.5.3 Excess selection contours
In order to identify M dwarfs likely to have MIR excess consistent with unresolved
UCD companions, I used my simulated M dwarf and UCD photometry (from Section
3.3). As a starting point I took the photometry of my excess sample to represent a
population without any unresolved UCD companions. This assumes UCD compan-
ions are reasonably rare, which is consistent with previous constraints (see Section 1)
and my interpretation of the excess bump feature. I then simulated unresolved UCD
companions around a randomly selected fraction (β) of my sample by modifying the
M dwarf colours to account for L2 companions (since I expect the most significant
UCD reddening from companions in the range ∼L0-L3; see Section 3.3). I used these
simulated M dwarfs to map out a so-called ‘improvement’ parameter-space. I define
improvement to be the factor by which the probability increases of detecting a M+UCD
system (normalising this by the input binary fraction makes an improvement of one
equal to the probability of randomly selecting an M+UCD from a sample of M dwarfs).
Improvement =
NSB
NT
1
β
(3.10)
whereNSB is the total number of simulated M+UCD unresolved binary systems present
in a small box, NT is the total number of M dwarfs present in a small box (NT =
ND − NSS + NSB), and β is the simulated binary fraction. Here ND is the number
of original M dwarfs in the small box and NSS is the number of simulated M+UCD
unresolved binary systems present in the small box before the UCDs were added. The
small box is centred on each bin in a grid covering the distribution (see Figure 3.35)
and thus a grid of improvements covering the entire parameter-space was calculated.
I calculated improvement values across the excess (V − J) parameter-space of my
excess sample using a box-smoothed approach and running my simulation 1,000 times
to smooth out the random noise. Figure 3.35 shows the ‘improvement’ levels (colour-
scaled) across the excess (V − J) parameter-space. The box size I used for smoothing
is indicated in the upper left of the diagram.
A set of improvement contours were defined to aid selection of potential M+UCD
binaries. These are shown in Figure 3.36, where the contours range from 3.0-8.0. I
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Figure. 3.35: Excess distribution of my sample of M dwarfs after the colour-space anal-
ysis (for the CS colour (J −W2) ). The colour distribution represents the local im-
provement grid created simulating M dwarf+UCD unresolved binary systems through
the multi-colour-space analysis. The red box shows the size of the improvement grid
used.
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Figure. 3.36: The local improvement grid was used to define contours of improvement
(coloured contours). For comparison the excess gained (in (J −W2) ) by a sample of M
dwarfs is shown. For comparison the effect of adding unresolved UCD companions to
M dwarfs is indicated with red arrows. The shaded region is the final selected contour
equivalent to an improvement of ≥4 over randomly selecting an M dwarf from my full
catalogue of M dwarf candidates
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Colour Imp ≥ 3 Imp ≥ 4 Imp ≥ 5 Imp ≥ 6 Imp ≥ 7 Imp ≥ 8
(J −W1) 1,800 654 330 169 110 83
(J −W2) 2,934 1,082 511 269 128 82
(H −W1) 705 176 85 34 26 15
(H −W2) 1,095 301 118 57 23 17
(KS −W2) 616 221 98 34 14 8
Table 3.6: Using a locally defined improvement, Imp, based on my simulated
M dwarf+UCD unresolved binary systems, contours of improvement were defined
(i.e. Imp ≥ 3) and the numbers of M dwarfs in excess/(V − J) space which fell in-
side a contour were recorded. The simulated binary fraction, (β) in this case was
β = 0.01 (1 per cent).
required improvement ≥4 for my final selection, and this region is shaded in grey. I
used these contours to select my M+UCD candidates and the numbers of M dwarfs
selected can be seen in Table 3.6, for a simulated binary fraction of 0.01 (1 per cent).
For (J −W2) and β=0.01 this led to 1,082 objects which constitutes my ‘M+UCD
candidates sample’.
3.5.4 Measuring improvement in detection
By varying the fraction of simulated binaries added (β, Section 3.5.3) I was able to
estimate the expected yield of M+UCD candidates at certain improvement levels. The
binary fraction for mid-type M dwarfs with a UCD companion is rather uncertain, so
I present a range of estimates for β=0.2-8 per cent. I ran the same selection method
as above to create additional candidate M+UCD samples for the various levels of
simulated unresolved binary injection. I counted the number of candidates found for
each binary fraction and show this in Figure 3.37. The higher the binary fraction the
lower my yield, this is expected because more of my reference PS colour M dwarfs have
companions thus diluting the colour excess detectable. For a binary fraction of 0.01 I
expect over 1,000 M+UCD candidates for (J −W2) .
3.5.5 Predicting candidate companion subtype
To estimate the subtypes of the expected companions I ran the same selection method
again as above to create additional candidate M+UCD samples, except this time vary-
ing the spectral type of the companion I added (L0-T4 companions in steps of two
subtypes). Figure 3.38 shows the result for the number of candidate M+UCD systems
with a binary fraction of 0.01. For comparison I show the predictions when a range
of other CS colours are used instead, but including, (J −W2) . (J −W2) yields the
most candidate M+L dwarf systems because it is the most sensitive to M+L unre-
solved binaries. If the companion distribution is flat, similar to the field population
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(See Figures 11 and 12 from Cruz et al., 2003) I can use Figure 3.38 to predict roughly
my expectation of companion subtypes. I expect up to 60 per cent of my M+UCD
candidates to have companions of spectral subtype earlier than L3 and ∼35 per cent to
be later L dwarfs. The remaining ∼5 per cent may be late L dwarfs or early T dwarfs.
3.5.6 Summary of selecting M dwarfs with MIR excess
I took my full M dwarf candidate catalogue of 440,694 sources and applied more strin-
gent photometric constraints in order to produce a sample to search for M dwarfs with
MIR excess. After experimenting with different reddening cuts I chose to remove all
sources with AV > 0.08 equivalent to a E(J −W1) of 0.02 (leaving 138,572 sources)
and removed sources flagged as having bad photometry (e.g. saturated sources, poor
observation and/or variation, leaving 36,898 M dwarfs, that constitute my excess sam-
ple).
I then simulated photometry (of both M dwarfs and UCDs) in order to select colours
that would be sensitive to a UCD companion (PS colours, used to search for excess)
and to select colours that would be insensitive to a UCD companion (CS colours, used
to define similar M dwarfs). I selected the colours (g − r) , (g − i) and (r − i) as my
CS colours, and (J −W1) , (J −W2) , (H −W1) , (H −W2) as well as (KS −W2) as
my PS colours using my photometry simulation (that was subsequently compared to a
spectroscopic simulation using SpeX spectra).
The next stage was to search for excess in the PS colours using the CS colours to
define sub volumes of similar M dwarfs. This was done and the distribution of excesses
(shown for (J −W2) ) were found and verified using a mirrored deficit approach. M
dwarfs were selected as candidates by using a improvement statistic such that M dwarfs
in areas where it was deemed to be more than four times as likely as randomly selecting
M dwarfs with UCD companions were selected. For (J −W2) I selected 1,082 such M
dwarfs which constitute my M+UCD candidate systems. Once I had my sample I
analysed how the fraction of simulated binaries added affected how many candidates I
produced, and predicted yields on number of each UCD subtype based on varying the
UCD subtype used simulations.
Figure 3.39 shows a summary of the excess sample selection process.
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Figure. 3.38: After varying the simulated companion subtype between L0 and T4 I was
able to gain insight into the possible companion spectral type distribution. As with
Figure 3.37, (J −W2) yields the most M+UCD candidate systems.
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Figure. 3.39: Flow chart to summarise the process involved in selecting my final M+UCD candidates.
Chapter 4: Follow-up of
Unresolved Ultra-cool
Companions to M dwarfs
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 I showed how I selected my excess sample of 36,898 M dwarfs from my
full M dwarf candidate catalogue of 440,496 M dwarfs, and how I then selected 1,082
M+UCD candidates from amongst the excess sample. Up to now all this work has been
achieved using past observations. However, the best way to confirm these candidates
is to follow them up with new observations. This, like finding these objects in the
first place, is difficult due to the UCD’s faintness and proximity to the host M dwarfs.
These objects should be easily detectable by the largest telescopes, however with over
1,000 M+UCD candidates this would require a large amount of resources, for a rather
uncertain number of real M+UCD candidates. Therefore it is important to find a
method of follow-up which requires as little resources as possible. It is also important
to try to reduce and understand the contaminants amongst the M+UCD candidates
as much as possible before any observations are done. In this chapter I discuss the
various types of contamination I expect in my sample (Section 4.2) and try to reduce
the contamination in Section 4.3. I spend the rest of this chapter describing a method I
developed to confirm my M+UCD candidates and to give some indication of the likely
spectral types I will be able to confirm through my follow-up, while trying to optimise
and minimise the observations required for confirmation.
4.2 Contamination in the excess sample and candi-
date M+UCDs
I select M dwarfs as M+UCD candidates based on their red colour. However a UCD
companion is not the only process which can make an M dwarf redder. The M+UCD
candidates may include a variety of contaminating objects such as unseen blended
background or foreground objects (within the largest spatial resolution element of my
photometric data; the ∼six arcsec full-width-at-half-maximum, FWHM, of the WISE
W2 point-spread function, PSF), M+M binaries (where the cooler companion causes
an excess), M dwarfs in regions of local reddening (not picked up by my reddening
assessments), and M dwarfs with some low level of disc emission. These objects will
be mixed with M dwarfs whose colours have scattered to the red due to photometric
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uncertainty. In this section I discuss the types and level of contamination I expect
amongst the M+UCD candidates.
4.2.1 Spectral types from SIMBAD
Out of the 36,898 sources in the excess sample there were 3,928 sources with entries in
SIMBAD matches and 66 of the 1,082 M+UCD candidates with entries in SIMBAD
(both using three arcsec cross-matches, covering the WISE W2 FWHM). Of these 1,475
and 32 respectively had spectral types from SIMBAD. From this I gauged the contam-
ination from early (FGK) stars, M giants, and white dwarfs (from spectral type alone).
My excess sample has a contamination of ∼0.14 per cent from these sources and there
was no contamination from these sources found in my candidate M+UCDs (see Table
2.1 and Table 2.2). It is also interesting to note I find 1.7 per cent of my excess sample
are classified as known multiple or binary systems. It should however be noted, as with
the full catalogue, some of the spectral types are defined only as M type star (∼1.35
per cent) and thus I may slightly underestimate my contamination from M giants.
4.2.2 Classifications from SIMBAD
I counted the source classifications given in SIMBAD and grouped them (see Table 2.4).
From this I gauged the contamination from galaxies, variable stars and white dwarfs
(from classifications alone) as ∼0.97 per cent for my excess sample and ∼1.52 per cent
for my candidate M+UCDs. As for the assessment of SIMBAD spectral types, some
of the source classifications are not specific enough to gauge possible contamination
(e.g. classifications including “star” , “in an association” or “in a cluster”) therefore I
take these contaminations as rough estimates.
4.2.3 Spectral types from LAMOST
I repeated this exercise with the LAMOST DR1 and DR2 catalogue (see Section 1.4.4)
using the spectral types found using their modified HAMMER routine (Cui et al.,
2012, again with a three arcsec cross-match). In total there were 1,851 with spectral
types out of my 36,898 excess sample and 41 with spectral types out of my 1,082
candidate M+UCDs. From this I gauged the contamination from early stars, multiple
stars and white dwarfs. My excess sample has a contamination of ∼2.38 per cent from
these sources and there was a ∼2.44 per cent contamination from these sources found in
my candidate M+UCDs (see Table 2.3). However, as with the full catalogue, it should
be noted the LAMOST general catalogue does not distinguish between giant stars and
dwarfs nor between spectral types of the double stars thus my contaminations are a
rough estimate.
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4.2.4 Contamination from discs
Circumstellar discs around M dwarfs can be approximated quite well by a black-body
of temperature, Teff and of extent R. These discs are heated by the central star and as
such cannot exceed the stellar temperature unless some other process is involved. One
way discs are found is to look for MIR excess (for M dwarfs e.g. Esplin et al., 2014;
Theissen & West, 2014; Luhman & Mamajek, 2012).
Esplin et al. (2014) investigate the excess signal via MIR continuum emission from
warm circumstellar dust. They define a boundary (see Figure 2 from Esplin et al.,
2014) above which stars have an excess signal due to this warm dust. Theissen &
West (2014) compliment this with a polynomial fit (see Table 1 Theissen & West,
2014) to the M dwarf main sequence with (W1−W3) and (W2−W3) as functions
of (r − z) from SDSS. My M dwarfs lie well below the region in which M dwarfs are
know to have circumstellar discs lie (Figure 3 from Theissen & West 2014 and plotted
for my M dwarfs in Figure 4.2), and mostly lie out of the region defined by Esplin
et al. (2014, see Figure 4.1). Luhman & Mamajek (2012) also present a boundary in
(KS −W2) colour-spectral type space, however their boundaries lies significantly above
my distribution and the boundary of Esplin et al. (2014), thus having no overlap with
my M+UCD candidates.
To investigate the effects of circumstellar reddening further, I investigated ways in
which warm disks (of various size) might give excess values that could contaminate my
selection of M+UCD candidates.
Bλ =
2hc2
λ5
1
exp(hc/λkBTeff )− 1 (4.1)
Fλ = piBλ (4.2)
Fλ(d) = Fλ
Σdisc
Σsphere
(4.3)
where Bλ is the spectral radiance, Fλ is the flux, Fλ(d) is the flux as observed from a
distance d, Σdisc = pi(R
2
outer − piR2inner) is the surface area of the disc with inner radius
Rinner and outer radius Router, and Σsphere = 4pid
2 is the surface area of a sphere at
radius d, the distance of observation (taken to be 10 pc).
I made a grid of 250 values of 0.5 < log(
Teff
K
) < 3.6 and 250 values of −3.5 <
log( extent of disc
AU
) < 4.5 (where Extent of disc ≈ Router as I set Rinner = R∗). From
these 62,500 Teff and Extent of disc combinations I added a black-body as described
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Figure. 4.1: Following the work by Esplin et al. (2014) I show possible excess due to
circumstellar discs. Esplin et al. (2014) use (KS −W2) to define a boundary above
which stars have possible excess due to circumstellar discs. Most of my M+UCD
candidates lie below this line.
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Figure. 4.3: Simulations of the colour excess from an M dwarf with an added black-
body of temperature, Teff and surface area = pi(extent)
2 for colour excess in (J −W2) .
Over plotted are literature examples of circumstellar discs, CSD, debris discs, DD,
protostellar discs, PSD, and T-Tauri stars, TT (Plavchan et al. 2009, Eiroa et al. 2013,
Choquet et al. 2016, Choi et al. 2010, Tobin et al. 2012, Murillo et al. 2013) and
models (Lestrade et al. 2009, Calvet et al. 2000, van der Plas et al. 2016, Adams et al.
2004, Chabrier et al. 2014, Spitzer 1978). Note the solar system objects (Asteroid belt,
Kuiper belt and Oort Cloud) are plotted as comparisons to warmer stars and as such
M dwarf levels of excess would be much lower.
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Figure. 4.4: Same as Figure 4.3 but for colour excess in (W2−W3)
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in equations Equation 4.1, Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3 to the M dwarf BT-Settl
(CIFIST2011 2015 Baraffe et al., 2015).30 model (smoothed to 5,000 bins for faster
computation between 0 and 30 µm , and normalised to 10 pc). For each point in
the grid the colour excess (Colourdisc − ColourMdwarf ) was calculated for (J −H) ,
(H −W1) , (H −W2) , (J −W1) , (J −W2) and (W2−W3) where colour is calcu-
lated in Equation 4.4.
Colour(1, 2) = M1 −M2 = −2.5log10
( ∫
Iλτ1(λ)dλ∫
I0,1τ1(λ)dλ
∫
I0,2τ2(λ)dλ∫
Iλτ2(λ)dλ
)
(4.4)
where Iλ is the flux from the spectrum, τ1(λ) is the transmission profile of band 1, and
I0,1 is the zero point flux of band 1
31.
To these grids I added data from the literature for known circumstellar discs, CSD,
debris discs, DD, around low-mass stars (from Plavchan et al. 2009, Eiroa et al. 2013,
Choquet et al. 2016) protostellar discs, PSD, around low-mass stars (from Choi et al.
2010, Tobin et al. 2012, Murillo et al. 2013), low-mass T-Tauri stars, TT (from Dutrey
et al. 1996) and from the solar system (Asteroid belt, Kuiper belt and Oort cloud). I
also added some models of debris discs from Lestrade et al. (2009) for M0, M3 and M6
dwarfs; a model of accretion discs from Calvet et al. (2000), models of circumstellar
discs for M3 to M8 dwarfs from van der Plas et al. (2016), a model of gas escape
velocity from Adams et al. (2004), a model of PSD and proto-planetary discs, PPD
from Chabrier et al. (2014) and a model of radiative equilibrium for small particles by
Beckwith et al. (1990) and Spitzer (1978).
I used these to show how much colour excess discs at given Teff and extent would
add to an M dwarf assuming they were blackbodies. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show
these grid points plotted for an M4 dwarf with the comparison to the literature.
As a very red (W2−W3) colour is a clear signature of a disc I also plotted (W2−W3) against
colour excess in (J −W2) for all my M dwarfs in the full M dwarf candidate catalogue
with a W3 detection (non-upper limit) and for my M+UCD candidates which have
a W3 detection (see Figure 4.5). Figure 4.5 shows there are no major outliers and
therefore no obvious discs present in my M+UCD candidates.
In addition to this analysis, discs around late-K and M dwarfs seem to be rare and
only present around very young M dwarfs (see Deacon et al., 2013, and references
therein). Even if these rare discs exist from work presented above (Esplin et al. 2014;
Theissen & West 2014; Luhman & Mamajek 2012, Figure 4.1, Figure 4.3 and Figure
30Accessed online at https://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/Grids/BT-Settl/
312MASS bands from http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/doc/sec6_4a.
html and WISE bands from http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup/
sec4_4h.html
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Figure. 4.5: Colour excess in (J −W2) against (W2−W3) for all my M dwarfs in
the full M dwarf candidate catalogue and for my M+UCD candidates which have a
W3 detection. This plot shows that The distribution of my M+UCD candidates is
consistent with my over all distribution of M dwarfs in (W2−W3) and thus there are
no obvious candidates that have extremely large (W2−W3) colour (i.e. there are no
signatures of a circumstellar discs in my M+UCD candidates).
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Figure. 4.6: Geometry of a spherical cone.
4.4) it is clear only exceptionally warm or large discs would give the colour excess
required to be mistaken for one of my M+UCD candidates.
4.2.5 Contamination from chance aligned red objects
Foreground or background objects which appear redder than my M dwarfs and are
randomly aligned within the WISE PSF will cause an M dwarf to look redder. I explore
the various red objects, foreground and background objects which can redden my M
dwarfs. In the following sections I look at foreground and background M dwarf and
brown dwarfs (Section 4.2.6), background giants (Section 4.2.7) and galaxies (Section
4.2.8). Although line of sight dust (local reddening) could also redden my M dwarfs,
it is not clear how this can be easily modelled so I do not attempt this.
To calculate how many reddened objects are expected to contaminate my M dwarfs
I defined a spherical cone (Weisstein, 1999) with volume, V ol (see Figure 4.6). Any
objects inside this spherical cone (centred around my M dwarf) appear blended due to
the size of the M dwarfs PSF. This cone can also be used to calculate the density of
objects in a certain area of sky, given a magnitude limit (and hence maximum distance;
see Equation 4.5, Equation 4.6, Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.8).
V ol =
2
3
piR2h (4.5)
R− h = Rcos(θ) h = R−Rcos(θ) (4.6)
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V ol =
2
3
piR3(1− cos(θ)) (4.7)
ρ =
N
V ol
=
N
(2
3
piR3(1− cos(θ)) (4.8)
where V ol is the volume of the spherical cone, R is the distance from the observer to
the limit of visibility, N is the number of objects in the volume, and θ is the angular
size of the cone.
As well as being present within the PSF of WISE objects need to contribute a
sufficient amount of flux to give an excess in (J −W2) similar to adding a UCD to my M
dwarfs. I define sufficient (J −W2) excess to mean 5 per cent colour excess (see Figure
3.35 and Figure 3.36). Using the definition of the limit of colour excess (Equation 4.9)
and adding my target M dwarf and red contaminating object in flux space (Equation
4.10) and leads to Equation 4.11 and Equation 4.12, which is the limiting magnitude
given a specific M dwarf and a specific (J −W2) of the contaminating object.
(mJ(M+B) −mW2(M+B))− (mJ(M) −mW2(M)) > E (4.9)
mJ(M+B) = −2.5log10(10−0.4mJ(M) + 10−0.4mJ(B)) (4.10)
mJ(B) = −2.5log10
(
10−0.4(E+mJ(M)) − 10−0.4mJ(M)
1− 10−0.4(E+(J−W2)M−(J−W2)B)
)
(4.11)
mW2(B) = −2.5log10
(
10−0.4(mJ(M)−E) − 10−0.4mW2(M)
1− 10−0.4((J−W2)B−E−(J−W2)M )
)
(4.12)
where mJ(M+B) and mW2(M+B) are the J and W2 magnitudes of the combined M dwarf
and red contaminating object, mJ(M) and mW2(M) are the J and W2 magnitudes of a
specific M dwarf target, (J −W2) B is the colour of the red contaminating object and
mJ(B) is the limiting magnitude of the red contaminating needed to cause an Excess
of E (0.05 for my sample).
Using Equation 4.11 and Equation 4.12 I calculated the limiting magnitudes a red
contaminating object would need to have to sufficiently redden one of the M dwarfs.
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I chose not to apply extinction to the limiting magnitude due to the small amount of
difference this would make (with an AV < 0.08 and mean values of
Aλ
AV
of 0.179 for J
and 0.056 for W2, see Table 3.1, the extinction is of order 0.01 in J and 0.005 in W2).
These calculations (Section 4.2.6 to Section 4.2.8) are only order of magnitude
calculations and are over simplified due to assumptions such as uniform space density
(e.g. neglecting Galactic scale height effects).
4.2.6 Chance alignment of brown dwarfs and M dwarfs
For chance alignments of brown dwarfs and M dwarfs I took spatial densities from the
literature (Reid et al. 2007, Phan-Bao et al. 2003, Phan-Bao et al. 2008, Cruz et al.
2007, Marocco et al. 2015, Burningham et al. 2013) and calculated the (J −W2) colour
of the M dwarfs and brown dwarfs from my simulated photometry (see Section 3.3),
these values are presented in Table 4.1.
Using (J −W2) from Table 4.1 I calculated the maximum distance brown dwarfs
and M dwarfs could add sufficient flux to my target M dwarf (using Equation 4.11
and Equation 4.12) this value was used if it was brighter than the limiting magnitude
in 2MASS or WISE, otherwise the 1.25σ 2MASS/WISE limit (18.05/17.00) was used
instead (see Table 1.5 where I add 1.5 to convert from 5σ to 1.25σ). This number was
calculated for each of my 36,898 target M dwarfs.
Then using Equation 4.8 I estimated the number of brown dwarfs or M dwarfs
chance aligned with each of my target M dwarfs. Taking the sum of the number of
objects for each of my target M dwarfs gave the total number of contaminating brown
dwarfs and M dwarf expected in my M+UCD candidates. My M+UCD candidates
occupy an excess region between 0.05 and 0.15 in colour excess of (J −W2) . Therefore
I also subtract off those objects which have an excess greater than 0.15 to give a final
number of objects. The results are shown in Table 4.1 and I expect a total of no
more than two of my 36,898 sources to be reddened due to a chance alignment with a
foreground or background M dwarf or brown dwarf.
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type
MJ MW2 (J −W2) spatial density MJ(limit) MW2(limit)
Medium objects
per target M
dwarf
Total objects
0.05 < E < 0.15
Ref.
mag mag mag ×10−3 pc−3 mag mag
M2 - M5 7.0 - 9.5 5.9 - 8.5 1.1 - 1.3 76 12.39 - 13.87 11.29 - 12.57 1.20×10−4 1.59 a
M6 - M8 10.3 - 11.0 9.0 - 9.4 1.3 - 1.6 4.62 13.87 - 16.05 12.57 - 14.45 4.41×10−6 0.18 b
M8 - L3.5 11.0 - 12.9 9.4 - 10.6 1.6 - 2.3 3.28 16.05 - 17.70 14.45 - 15.39 3.13×10−6 0.12 c
L0 - L3 11.6 - 12.9 9.8 - 10.9 1.8 - 2.3 1.7±0.4 16.69 - 17.70 14.89 - 15.39 1.70×10−6 0.05 d
L4 - L6.5 13.1 - 14.1 10.7 - 11.1 2.4 - 3.0
0.85±0.55 and
1.00±0.64 17.85 - 18.68 15.43 - 15.68 6.30×10
−7 0.02 e
L7 - T0.5 13.3 - 14.8 11.2 - 11.8 3.1 - 3.0
0.73±0.47 and
0.85±0.55 18.80 - 18.70 15.70 - 15.68 3.79×10
−7 0.01 e
T1 - T4 14.7 - 14.8 11.9 - 12.5 2.8 - 2.3
0.74±0.48 and
0.88±0.56 18.42 - 17.69 15.62 - 15.39 1.33×10
−7 0.00 e
T6 - T6.5 14.7 - 15.3 12.6 - 13.0 2.1 - 2.3
0.39±0.22 to
0.71±0.40 17.34 - 17.69 15.24 - 15.39 2.43×10
−8 0.00 f
T7 - T7.5 15.6 - 16.0 13.1 - 13.3 2.5 - 2.7
0.56±0.32 to
1.02±0.64 18.01 - 18.29 15.51 - 15.59 2.51×10
−8 0.00 f
T8 - T8.5 16.6 - 17.2 13.4 - 13.6 3.2 - 3.6
2.05±1.21 to
3.79±2.24 18.92 - 19.39 15.72 - 15.79 8.33×10
−8 0.00 f
Table 4.1: Results of the chance alignments of M dwarfs and brown dwarfs. Shown are the simulated M dwarf absolute photometry and
(J −W2) colour, taken from Section 3.3, and the spatial densities taken from the literature (a. Reid et al. 2007, b. Phan-Bao et al. 2003,
c. Phan-Bao et al. 2008, d. Cruz et al. 2007, e. Marocco et al. 2015, f. Burningham et al. 2013). Note space densities from Marocco
et al. (2015) are stated for binary fractions of 26±13 and 14±10 respectively, and space densities from Burningham et al. (2013) are stated
from a minimum to maximum value and I take the worst case scenario in each case to calculate the contamination. Also calculated are the
limiting magnitudes to give a five per cent excess in (J −W2) and thus the number of chance alignments of brown dwarfs and M dwarfs
per target M dwarf and in total for my excess sample. Note if the limiting magnitude was greater than the 1.25σ detection limit of 2MASS
or WISE, the 2MASS/WISE limit (18.05/17.00) was used instead (see Table 1.5 where I add 1.5 to convert from 5σ to 1.25σ).
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4.2.7 Change alignment of M giants
For M giants I downloaded all Milky Way stars from the 10th version of the Gaia Uni-
verse Model Snapshot (GUMS-10, Milky Way stars in gums.mw Robin et al., 2012)32.
The gums.mw catalogue gives simulated stellar properties such as spectral type, lu-
minosity class and distance, as well as the predicted Gaia G magnitude to simulate
objects present in the future Gaia data releases.
From this catalogue I selected all the M giants (selecting M spectral type stars and
luminosity classes i, ii and iii) with galactic latitude, b > 40°, this left 4,966 M giants.
I selected those with G < 9 (to select a complete sample at known distance) which left
3,022 M giants in my M giant sample.
To work out a density I needed a maximum distance a G < 9 M giant can be ob-
served at (and thus needed the absolute magnitude of M giants in G band). Converting
G in to MG (via MG = G− 5log10(distance) + 5) and taking the faintest possible MG
value for my M giant sample (thus the worst case scenario for my density) I estimated
the maximum distance Gaia could detect M giants to was 6,983 pc. Thus the average
density of M giants per parsec3 in a spherical cone of radius, R = 6, 983pc, ρMgiant is
1.1866×−8M Giants pc−3 (using Equation 4.8).
To calculate the number of chance alignments of M giants with one of my M dwarfs
I needed the maximum distance I could detect M giants out to in 2MASS/WISE. For
this I needed the absolute magnitude of M giants. Using Equation 4.13, Equation 4.14
and Equation 4.15 (Smart, 2013) I calculated an equation for J in terms of G and
(J −KS) (see Equation 4.13 to Equation 4.17)33 where I take the (J −KS) values for
M giants from Straizˇys & Lazauskaite˙ (Table 3 2009).
BJ = J + 4.9816− 0.38945670(J −KS) (4.13)
RF = J + 2.6997− 0.46257863(J −KS)
M = RF − J = 2.6997− 0.46257863(J −KS)
(4.14)
G =RF + 0.0045 + 0.3623(BJ −RF )− 0.1783(BJ −RF )2
+ 0.0080(BJ −RF )3
(4.15)
32Accessed online at http://dc.zah.uni-heidelberg.de/__system__/dc_tables/show/
tableinfo/gums.mw
33Equations from Smart (2013), accessed via ftp://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/pub/cats/I%2F324/
Gaia-C3-TN-OATO-RLS-004-01.pdf and use transformations by Hog et al. ‘Guide to the Tycho-2
Catalog’ http://www.astro.ku.dk/~erik/Tycho-2/ and Jordi (2009)
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L =BJ −RF
L =J + 4.9816− 3.8946× 10−1(J −KS) − J − 2.6997+
4.6258× 10−1(J −KS)
L =7.3122× 10−2(J −KS) + 2.2819
(4.16)
J =G−M − 0.0045 + 0.3623L− 0.1783L2 + 0.0080L3
J =G− 3.1278× 10−6(J −KS) 3 + 6.6052× 10−4(J −KS) 2+
4.8645× 10−1(J −KS) − 2.6976
(4.17)
For a (J −KS) of 1.11 (average of the (J −KS) values for M giants from Table 3
of Straizˇys & Lazauskaite˙ 2009) and an absolute G magnitude of -0.61 I calculate an
absolute J band magnitude of -2.7668. Feeding this in to the equation for distance
(dJ = 10
−0.4(MJ−mj)) where mj is the 1.25σ limit of 2MASS (see Table 1.5 where I
add 1.5 to convert from 5σ to 1.25σ) gives a distance of ∼200 Mpc . This distance
is far beyond the reach of the Milky Way, thus I chose to use the maximum distance
looked through by the excess sample. Where I use Equation 4.18 taking bmin = 40° and
hz =1200 pc as stated in the gum.mw simulation (Table 2 from Robin et al., 2012).
This gave a distance of 1,867 pc.
dmax =
hz
sin(bmin)
(4.18)
The number of chance aligned giants then comes directly from Equation 4.8, where
ρMgiant is 1.2×−8M Giants pc−3, θ = six arcsec and R = dmax =1867 pc. Hence the
number of chance alignments of giant stars which are sufficiently red per M dwarf is
6.8×10−8. With 36,898 M dwarfs in my excess sample I estimate 0.003 M giants chance
alignments my excess sample.
4.2.8 Change alignment of red galaxies
For galaxies I started with the simulation from Henriques et al. (2012)34. Henriques
et al. (2012) use the semi-analytic models of Guo et al. (2011) which simulate the
evolution of haloes and sub-haloes within them. These models are implemented on
two large dark matter simulations, the Millennium Simulation (Springel et al., 2005)
and Millennium-II Simulation (Boylan-Kolchin et al., 2009).
34Accessed online at http://gavo.mpa-garching.mpg.de/Millennium/Help/databases/
henriques2012a/database.
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This gave me access to distance, JAB, the Spitzer [4.5µm ] band (also in the AB
system, and assumed for simplicity to have a similar band-pass to W2). I chose to
only count galaxies initially brighter than the WISE W2 1.25σ limit (see Table 1.5
where I add 1.5 to convert from 5σ to 1.25σ) of 17 and a (J −W2) colour redder than
1.17 (the bluest colour my M+UCD candidates appear to be). These needed to be
converted into the AB system, for W2 this was done using Equation 4.19 from Jarrett
et al. (2011)35 and for J this was done using Equation 4.20 from Blanton & Roweis
(2007)36. This led to a (J −W2) conversion shown in Equation 4.21, and the cuts were
then applied to the simulations by Henriques et al. (2012) as in Equation 4.22. This
left 11,903 galaxies in my sample of red galaxies.
JAB = JV ega + 0.91 (4.19)
W2AB = W2V ega + 3.339 (4.20)
(J −W2)AB = (J −W2)V ega − 2.429 (4.21)
[4.5µm ] < 20.4 J − [4.5µm ] > −1.259 (4.22)
Galaxies can be red for a number of reasons, (i.e. galaxies can be red because they
are dusty, which reddens starlight and also emits in the infrared and via reddening due
to redshift), to keep the estimation of contamination as simple as possible I use my
sample of red galaxies to model the spread in (J −W2) observed. I took the minimum,
mean and maximum values of the (J −W2) galaxy distribution and calculated the
limiting magnitude in J band (using Equation 4.11 and Equation 4.12) which would
give an excess of 5 per cent. This value was used as a new cut to the galaxy sample
if it was brighter than the 1.25σ limiting magnitude in 2MASS (see Table 1.5 where I
add 1.5 to convert from 5σ to 1.25σ), otherwise the 1.25σ 2MASS/WISE band limit
(18.05/17.00) was used. The number of objects left gave the density of objects out to
the limiting magnitude in which the galaxies would redden my M dwarfs by 5 per cent
(see Table 4.2).
There were two ways to convert this number into a number of objects change aligned
35Accessed via http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/prelim/expsup/sec4_3g.
html#WISEZMA
36Accessed via http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~martini/usefuldata.html
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unit minimum mean maximum
(J −W2) mag 1.43 2.65 3.93
MJ(limit) mag 15.15 18.22 19.76
MW2(limit) mag 13.72 15.57 15.83
1.25σ 2MASS limit mag 18.05 18.05 18.05
1.25σ WISE limit mag 17 17 17
Number of red galaxies in
Survey
39 898 1207
Density of red galaxies Mpc−3 0.001 0.015 0.020
Number of objects per tar-
get M dwarf
1.74×10−4 4.00×10−3 5.37×10−3
Total objects in with E >
0.05
10 143 175
Number of extended (θ >
3′′)
10 21 21
Total objects with E > 0.15 0 28 42
Total non-extended objects
0.05 < E < 0.15
0 94 112
Table 4.2: Table showing the limiting magnitudes to give a five per cent excess in
(J −W2) and thus the number of chance alignments of galaxies per target M dwarf
and in total for my excess sample. Note if the limiting magnitude was greater than the
1.25σ detection limit of 2MASS or WISE, the 2MASS/WISE limit (18.05/17.00) was
used instead (see Table 1.5 where I add 1.5 to convert from 5σ to 1.25σ).
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with one of my M dwarfs. Taking all galaxies to be at infinite distance one can simply
divide the area of the WISE PSF (six arcsec ) by the area of the survey (1.4°×1.4°),
however for consistency I also work out a density of galaxies and use the spherical cone
analysis. Using the sample of galaxies I calculated the minimum, mean and maximum
absolute J band magnitudes and thus the minimum, mean and maximum values for
the distance of these galaxies. Then using Equation 4.7, I estimated a density, and the
number of galaxies per M dwarf, and in the total excess sample (of 36,898 M dwarfs)
by using Equation 4.8. All results for the minimum, mean and maximum values can
be seen in Table 4.2.
In my selection process (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) any galaxy which looked ex-
tended to 2MASS or WISE was rejected as a contaminant and thus rejected from my
excess sample. I thus also need to remove any galaxies in my sample which are ex-
tended and thus already rejected from amongst my M dwarfs. To do this I use the
hydrodynamic cosmological simulation from Figure 3 of Naab et al. (2009) to define a
relationship between redshift, z and extent of the galaxy (see Equation 4.23).
[
Extent
kpc
]
= −1.1551log10(z) + 1.2985 correlation = −0.97 (4.23)
However one must be careful in converting extent of a galaxy as the angular size
varies as a function of redshift (see Equation 4.24, Equation 4.25, Equation 4.26, Equa-
tion 4.27 from Equation 7.33, 7.37, 7.31 and 7.11 Ryden 2003 respectively),
θ =
[
Extent
dA
]rad
(4.24)
dA =
dL
(1 + z)2
(4.25)
dL ≈ c
H0
z
(
1 +
1 + q0
2
z
)
(4.26)
q0 = Ωr,0 + 0.5Ωm,0 − ΩΛ,0 (4.27)
where dA is the angular diameter distance, dL is the luminosity distance, z is the
redshift, θ is in radians, H0 =72 km s
−1 Mpc−1, q0 = -0.55 is the deceleration parameter
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for ΩΛ,0 = 0.7, Ωm,0 = 0.3 and Ωr,0 = 0 for a nearly flat universe. Combining Equation
4.24, Equation 4.25 and Equation 4.26 with Equation 4.23 gives an equation for θ =
θ(z). Taking the PSF of 2MASS as three arcsec this is equivalent to galaxies of redshift
smaller than 0.05 as being possibly extended and thus already rejected.
My M+UCD candidates occupy an excess region between 0.05 and 0.15 in colour
excess of (J −W2) . Therefore I also subtract off those objects which have an excess
greater than 0.15 to give a final number of objects. Hence the number of chance
alignments is 4×10−3 per M dwarf. With 36,898 M dwarfs in my excess sample I
estimate a worst case scenario of between 94 and 112 of my excess sample may be
reddened by chance alignments with red galaxies.
4.2.9 Change alignment from random offsets
Another way I gauge possible contamination from red objects was to randomly offset
my excess sample by 2◦ at random angles. This movement to a random location should
simulate the possibility of finding a chance aligned object. I then cross-matched these
offset points with WISE (out to 6 arcsec totalling 3,073 of 36,898 matches) and with
2MASS (out to 3 arcsec totalling 464 of the 3,073 matches). I was then able to work
out (J −W2) colour of these objects. From this I added the object back to my M
dwarfs (J −W2) (using Equation 3.6) and thus was able to calculate the objects colour
excess. Of the 464 objects which had a random object with both a WISE and 2MASS
detection, 105 had an positive non-zero excess and 38 had an excess between 0.05 and
0.15 (equivalent to my improvement contour constraints). Thus a total of 0.285 per
cent and 0.103 per cent of my M dwarf in my excess sample had chance alignments
(out of the total 36,898). This means that out of my 1,082 M+UCD candidates I would
have 105 objects (9.70 per cent) that were just chance alignments that would produce
a positive non-zero excess and 38 objects (3.51 per cent) that would produce an excess
than matched my contour criteria and be selected by my approach. Thus I can expect
a contamination from chance alignments of around 3.5 per cent and no worse than
∼9.5 per cent.
4.2.10 Visual inspection of the M+UCD candidates
As part of my reduction in contamination I visually inspected37 my M+UCD candidates
in SDSS (g, r), in 2MASS (J , H), in WISE (W1, W2 and W3) and where possible in
UKIDSS J (Lawrence et al., 2007, 2013) and the DSS2 red band. I flagged any object
which was obviously blended by a galaxy, by a diffraction spike from a bright nearby
star, both of which are obvious contamination. I also flagged any object blended by
37This was much quicker by using the Python module Astroquery SkyView http://dx.doi.
org/10.6084/m9.figshare.805208
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(a) (b)
Figure. 4.7: Visual inspection of (a) WISE J082013.57+073241.2 and (b) WISE
J024125.18-064759.2, examples of clean M dwarfs. Images from SDSS (g, r), 2MASS
(J , H), WISE (W1, W2), UKIDSS J and the DSS2 red band. Note nearby optical
sources may not contribute in the WISE bands.
a nearby object, these are also probably contamination but are not removed from my
catalogue completely. Example of two clean visual inspections can be seen in Figure
4.7a and b. In Figure 4.8a I show a blend with a diffraction spike which probably
caused this M dwarf to be selected and in Figure 4.8b I show an object which appear
separate in the optical bands but blended in WISE.
Of my 1,082 M+UCD candidates I flagged:
• 161 (14.88 per cent) as having nearby sources within the size of the WISE PSF
and being possible blends.
• 29 (2.68 per cent) as having identifiable nearby galaxies as possible blends.
• 3 (0.28 per cent) as having possible contamination from the diffraction spikes of
nearby bright stars.
• 11 (1.02 per cent) as having other problems (i.e. no images or too faint to see in
the images)
These number seem high, however although any of these blended sources may con-
tribute to the reddening of my M dwarfs they also might not (since the effects of the
blend on the data quality are not known directly) and thus I use this number as a rough
estimate of possible blended contamination. The visual inspection of the UKIDSS im-
ages (143 of the 1,082 had UKIDSS images) also showed 27 close blends. Twenty five
of these nearby objects have UKIDSS photometry (obtained by cross-matching with
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(a) (b)
Figure. 4.8: Visual inspection of (a) WISE J005433.85-002209.5: example of a diffrac-
tion spike and probably causing this M dwarf to be selected as a M+UCD candidate (b)
WISE J113642.43-010917.3: example of a object blended with my selected M dwarf.
Images from SDSS (g, r), 2MASS (J , H), WISE (W1, W2), UKIDSS J and the DSS2
red band. Note nearby optical sources may not contribute in the WISE bands.
UKIDSS Large Area Survey, UKIDSS LAS, Lawrence et al. 2007, 2013). I then located
any UKIDSS source which was within the WISE PSF and found 31 other sources around
my 25 objects with UKIDSS photometry. Nineteen of these were flagged as galaxies
using the PGalaxy38 flag greater than 0.5, two such examples are shown in Figure
4.9, however as some of these nearby sources are blended with my M dwarfs they may
be misclassified as galaxies.
To gauge an upper limit on how many galaxies might be in my M+UCD candidates
I cross-matched them with UKIDSS LAS (again within the WISE six arcsec PSF),
247 had matches with my 1,082 M+UCD candidates. Around these 247 M dwarfs
were 175 sources detected within the WISE PSF, of which 85 were flagged as galaxies
(PGalaxy>0.5). Thus an upper limit on the number of galaxies would be 372 (34.4
per cent), however as I discussed in Section 4.2.8, one needs to take into account many
of these galaxies will not have the correct (J −W2) to give a colour excess that could
mimic an unresolved UCD companion.
38PGalaxy is calculated by combining individual detection classifications in the source merging
process see http://wsa.roe.ac.uk/www/gloss_p.html#lassource_pgalaxy for the definition
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(a) (b)
Figure. 4.9: Visual inspection of (a) WISE J081928.57+070015.2 and (b) WISE
J163829.66+293756.8: example of two M dwarfs with a close UKIDSS detected blend.
Images from SDSS (g, r), 2MASS (J , H), WISE (W1, W2), UKIDSS J and the DSS2
red band. Note nearby optical sources may not contribute in the WISE bands.
4.2.11 Summary of contamination in the excess sample and
candidate M+UCDs
Similarly to my full M dwarf candidate catalogue, I cross-matched my excess sample
and M+UCD candidates with both SIMBAD and LAMOST. The SIMBAD/LAMOST
cross-match shows my additional cuts have successfully removed nearly all contami-
nation from early type stars (with a slight contamination still from M dwarfs earlier
than M3). This contamination from early M dwarfs is explored further in Section 4.3.
Next I explored the type of objects that could give a false positive excess signal in my
M+UCD candidates, this included exploring M dwarfs with discs, and contamination
from chance alignments with other brown dwarfs and M dwarfs, with background M
giants, with galaxies and in general for chance alignments of red objects. From this
analysis I found that I can expect a contamination from chance alignments of around
3.5 per cent and no worse than ∼9.5 per cent (mostly from chance alignments with red
galaxies).
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Figure. 4.10: Identification of M+UCD candidates with well measured optical spec-
tral types conforming to my selection criteria. Any candidate was rejected from
my sample if its spectral type is inconsistent with the limits expected from the
excess/(V − J) contours (converting the limits of the contours in excess/(V − J) space
into spectral type using Equation 12 from Le´pine et al. (2013). Spectral types come
from LAMOST DR1 and DR2 (uncertainties of ±1) or using the method by Zhong
et al. (2015a) on the LAMOST DR1 catalogue (uncertainties of ±0.5, if more than one
spectral type exists a weighted mean was used).
4.3 Using optical spectral types to reduce contam-
ination
I obtained optical spectral types of my sample to strengthen the Teff constraints asso-
ciated with my relative excess measurements. This has been done, in part, by exploring
data from LAMOST. Provided in the LAMOST general catalogues are spectral types
which quote uncertainties of ±1 spectral type, using a modified version (Luo et al.,
2004) of the Hammer code (Covey et al., 2014). I combined these with spectral types
obtained using the method by Zhong et al. (2015a, uncertainties quoted at ± 0.5 spec-
tral types), such that I used any of the spectral types available. If more than one
existed I used a weighted mean (see Equation 4.28).
x¯ =
∑
wixi∑
wi
σ2x¯ =
1∑
wi
wi =
1
σ2i
(4.28)
where x¯ is the weighted mean, σxi is the uncertainties on spectral type defined above
on xi, and xi is an individual spectral type.
Thus I identified a sample of M+UCD candidates with well measured optical spec-
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Improvement Excess Candidates Has any∗ optical spectral type Selected by cut
≥ 3 2,934 129 102
≥ 4 1,082 47 38
≥ 5 511 25 17
≥ 6 269 16 12
≥ 7 128 6 6
≥ 8 82 5 5
∗Any optical spectral type refers to a target either having a LAMOST dr1 or dr2
spectra type using a modified version (Luo et al., 2004) of the Hammer code (Covey
et al., 2014) and/or a spectral type using the method by (Zhong et al., 2015a) on
the dr1 catalogue.
Table 4.3: After cross-matching my candidates with LAMOST DR1 and DR2 I was
able to reduce contamination by obtaining optical spectral types of my sample.
tral types, conforming to my selection criteria. The identification of unwanted M dwarfs
was done by transposing the excess/(V − J) contours into excess/spectral type limits
(converting the limits of the contours in excess/(V − J) space into spectral type using
Equation 12 from Le´pine et al. 2013). Figure 4.10 shows the case where I accepted
any spectral type (within its associated uncertainties) which falls inside the converted
contour limits. The results of this selection are shown in Table 4.3.
Of the 1,082 M+UCD candidates having colour excess in (J −W2) , 47 have spec-
tral types and of which 38 are selected by my optical spectra type cut (20 per cent
rejected). Figure 4.11 shows a flow diagram summarising the optical spectral type
selection process.
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Figure. 4.11: Flow chart to summarise the optical spectral type selection process.
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4.4 Colour-similarity applied to spectra
For this and the following sections in this chapter it is useful to define nomenclature to
explain the naming conventions given to the various M dwarf, UCD and colour variant
described in this chapter, these are defined in Table 4.4.
I identified a small set of colour-similar SpeX39 spectra, within the limits of my
colour-similar criteria (Equation 3.8 and the definition of PS colour from Section 3.4).
I took two colour-similar M dwarfs (MA andMB ) and created simulated M dwarf+UCD
systems (i.e.MA +UCD = MA[UCD] ). I then subtracted them (i.e.MA −MB = MA−B
and MA[UCD] −MB = MA[UCD]−B ) and compared the residuals. This showed if the M
dwarfs were “colour-similar” according to me definition (see Figure 4.12).
Two M dwarfs of similar colour and/or spectral type do not have identical spectra,
due to small changes in their stellar properties (see Section 1 for a discussion on M
dwarf colour scatter). To simulate this I artificially changed the colour of my M dwarfs
by injecting a scale factor to each spectral pixel such that the (J −H) colour changes by
∆(J −H) simulating differences due to small changes in the spectrum from differing
stellar properties.
Specifically if all the colour change in (J −H) was due to the J-band (the most
extreme case) this scale factor becomes 1 + ∆(J −H) in the J-band and remains un-
changed (equal to 1) everywhere else. This artificial continuum was then smoothed
with a simple cubic spline and multiplied by the spectrum to create a slight varia-
tion of the original spectrum. I refer to this as a colour-variant ( i.e. a colour-variant
to MA would be MA[CV ] , see Figure 4.13). Figure 4.14 shows how this variation in
colour changes an example spectrum (and its subtraction) and Figure 4.15 and Figure
4.16 show how this variation in colour changes with changing primary and companion
spectral type.
I could then test whether I could detect a UCD given the change in colour by sub-
tracting the system from a colour-variant version of the same M dwarf (i.e.MA[UCD]−A[CV ] =
MA[UCD] − MA[CV ] ) and comparing it to a similar spectral subtraction of the lone
M dwarf and a colour-variant version of the same M dwarf (i.e.MA − MA[CV ] =
MA−A[CV ] ). This is analogous to a synthetic version of Figure 4.12 and can be seen in
Figure 4.14.
4.5 Band selection
Although in some cases it was possible to determine by eye whether MA[UCD]−A[CV ] was
distinguishable from MA−A[CV ] , I wanted a quantitative means to establish this. I
39SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries, maintained by Adam Burgasser at http://pono.ucsd.edu/
~adam/browndwarfs/SpeXprism.
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Nomenclature Description Colour Variant Binary
MA M dwarf 1 - -
MB M dwarf 2 - -
MA[CV ] A colour variant of M dwarf 1 X -
MB[CV ] A colour variant of M dwarf 2 X -
MA[UCD] An unresolved system, consisting of a
UCD and MA
- X
MB[UCD] An unresolved system, consisting of a
UCD and MB
- X
MA[UCD,CV ] An unresolved system, consisting of a
UCD and MA[CV ]
X X
MB[UCD,CV ] An unresolved system, consisting of a
UCD and MB[CV ]
X X
MA−B The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA and MB
- -
MA[UCD]−B The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA[UCD] and MB
- X
MA[CV ]−B The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA[CV ] and MB
X -
MA−A The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA and MA
- -
MA−A[CV ] The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA and MA[CV ]
X -
MA[UCD]−A[CV ] The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA[UCD] and MA[CV ]
X X
MA[UCD]−A The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA[UCD] and MA
- X
MA[UCD,CV ]−B The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA[UCD] and MB
X X
MA[UCD,CV ]−A The residuals after subtraction of the
spectra MA[UCD] and MA
X X
MA[Smoothed] A version of MA where the spectrum has
been smoothed by a Gaussian smoothing
function
- -
MA[UCD,Smoothed] A version of MA[UCD] where the spectrum
has been smoothed by a Gaussian smooth-
ing function
- X
MA[CV,Smoothed] A version of MA[CV ] where the spectrum
has been smoothed by a Gaussian smooth-
ing function
X -
Table 4.4: Naming system for synthetic systems discussed in this chapter.
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Figure. 4.12: Spectral subtractions were used to show if my definition of colour-similar
M dwarfs holds for any particular M dwarf pairing. An L2 dwarf spectrum was added to
the spectrum of one of the M dwarfs (i.e.MA +L2 = MA[UCD] ) and then the spectrum
of the other colour-similar M dwarf (MB ) was subtracted (red curve). The result was
compared to the ideal case (where MA[UCD] was subtracted from MA , i.e.MA[UCD] -
MA = MA[UCD]−A , green curve) and the case where no UCD companion was present
(MA−B = MA - MB , blue curve). M dwarfs are deemed colour-similar if their difference
spectrum is significantly less than my synthetic M dwarf-UCD system subtraction. All
spectra were accessed from the SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries. M5.5A from Burgasser
et al. (2004) and, M3A, M4.5A, M4.5B, M5.5B and M5.5c from Kirkpatrick et al.
(2010).
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Figure. 4.13: Spectra from the SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries were modified in the
J-band to simulate colour-similar spectra(top panel). Colour-variants are denoted by
a CV subscript (i.e.MA[CV ] ). Spectral subtractions of the colour-variants from the
original spectrum (MA−A[CV ] ) can be seen in the lower panel (solid line) with the
initial modification (dotted line) and the cubic spline fit used as the multiplicative
scale factor applied to the spectrum. The original spectrum used here (MA ) is an
M3.5 M dwarf (2MASS J14113696+2112471; Kirkpatrick et al., 2010).
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Figure. 4.14: I added a UCD to MA (i.e.MA +UCD= MA[UCD] ) and subtracted a
colour-variant (MA[CV ] ) to give a synthetic version of Figure 4.12 (i.e.MA[UCD] −
MA[CV ] = MA[UCD]−A[CV ] red curve). This was compared to the ideal case (where
the M dwarfs are exactly the same MA[UCD]−A , grey curve) and the case where there
was no UCD companion present (MA−A[CV ] , blue curve).
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Figure. 4.15: Using my colour-variants enabled me to identify which M dwarf with UCD
companions were detectable. The M3.5 is 2MASS J14113696+2112471 (Kirkpatrick
et al., 2010), the M4.5 is 2MASS J12471472-0525130 (Kirkpatrick et al., 2010) and
the M5.5 is 2MASS J03023398-1028223 (Burgasser et al., 2004). Spectra are from the
SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries.
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Figure. 4.16: Varying the UCD spectral type enabled me to identify which M dwarf with
UCD companions were detectable; the L0 is 2MASS J03454316+2540233 (Burgasser
et al., 2006b), the L2 is Kelu-1 (Burgasser, 2007b), the L4 is 2MASS J21580457-1550098
(Kirkpatrick et al., 2010), the L6 is 2MASSI J1010148-040649 (Reid et al., 2006) and
the L8 is 2MASSW J1632291+190441 (Burgasser, 2007a) .Spectra are from the SpeX
Prism Spectral Libraries.
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Band A0 A1 B0 B1 ref
H20− J 1.140 1.165 1.260 1.285 1
CH4 − J 1.315 1.340 1.260 1.285 1
H20−H 1.480 1.520 1.560 1.600 1
CH4 −H 1.635 1.675 1.560 1.600 1
H20−K 1.975 1.995 2.080 2.100 1
CH4 −K 2.215 2.255 2.080 2.120 1
N1 1.260 1.285 1.480 1.520 2
N2 1.635 1.675 1.480 1.520 2
N3 1.260 1.300 1.450 1.520 2
N4 1.260 1.300 1.010 1.050 2
N4∗ 1.210 1.350 0.960 1.100 3
Table 4.5: Table of spectral bands used for UCD identification via spectral differences,
spectral difference is defined in Equation 4.29. The features these spectral bands relate
to can be seen in Figure 4.17. 1 From Burgasser et al. (2010). 2 Custom spectral bands
based on those of Burgasser et al. (2010) selected to optimise difference spectra while
avoiding known telluric features. 3 After experimentation into minimising the exposure
time for observing the band was modified (see Section 4.7).
thus identified spectral bands in which the flux from MA[UCD]−A[CV ] was different from
MA−A[CV ] and due to the presence of a UCD companion. Spectral ratios have been used
to identify binaries such as brown dwarf binaries (e.g. Burgasser et al., 2010). However
because I was analysing spectral subtractions, with non-detections having little-to-no
flux at certain wavelengths (and hence extremely small denominators leading to large
indices) I chose to use the difference in scale height between a peak and trough of a
UCD’s spectral features.
Using my simulated MA[UCD] systems, spectral bands were chosen to sample some
of the strong NIR absorption features in L dwarf spectra (that also dictate the flux
ratios used to aid spectral typing of L dwarfs; Burgasser et al. 2010). I define a set
of spectral difference criteria that are measured using the median flux in a series of
bands (see Equation 4.29). My spectral band wavelength ranges are defined in Table
4.5, which also contains the spectral typing bands from Burgasser et al. (2010) for
comparison.
Spectral difference = fmedian(A)− fmedian(B) (4.29)
where fmedian(X) is the median flux between the wavelengths X0 to X1 (for values see
Table 4.5 and see Figure 4.17 for these plotted against UCD spectra).
From these spectral bands N4 (1.26 - 1.3 and 1.01 - 1.05 µm) was selected as giving
the best detection results because it shows the most difference between MA[UCD]−A ±
MA[UCD]−A[CV ] and MA−A ±MA−A[CV ] . This can be seen clearly in Figure 4.18, the N4
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Figure. 4.17: Spectral Bands from Table 4.5. These spectral bands are compared to
MA[UCD]−A for various M dwarf spectral types, the M3.5 is 2MASS J14113696+2112471
(Kirkpatrick et al., 2010), the M4.5 is 2MASS J12471472-0525130 (Kirkpatrick et al.,
2010) and the M5.5 is 2MASS J03023398-1028223 (Burgasser et al., 2004) and the L2
is Kelu-1 (Burgasser, 2007b).
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Figure. 4.18: Ideal spectral differences for the spectral bands described in Table
4.5. Solid lines are MA[UCD]−A with filled regions showing the maximum change
when subtracting a colour-variant (i.e.MA[UCD]−A[CV ] ). Dashed lines show MA−A with
hash-filled regions showing the maximum change when subtracting a colour-variant
(i.e.MA−A[CV ] ). I chose spectral bands N4 (1.26 - 1.3 and 1.01 - 1.05 µm) because it
shows the most difference betweenMA[UCD]−A±MA[UCD]−A[CV ] andMA−A±MA−A[CV ] .
The M3.5 is 2MASS J14113696+2112471 (Kirkpatrick et al., 2010), the M4.5 is 2MASS
J12471472-0525130 (Kirkpatrick et al., 2010) the M5.5 is 2MASS J03023398-1028223
(Burgasser et al., 2004) and the L2 is Kelu-1 (Burgasser, 2007b).
band is much better than the spectral typing bands from Burgasser et al. (2010) and
gives the largest spectral difference across the spectral type (with the most difference for
a later M dwarf, i.e. M5) thus optimising the detection I can expect from any spectral
subtraction.
4.6 Likelihood of detection
Using the spectral differences (see Figure 4.19a) I was able to define a spectral dif-
ference detection likelihood. This was achieved by assessing how statistically different
MA[UCD]−A[CV ] was from MA−A[CV ] , which was then compared to the ideal case (statis-
tical difference between MA[UCD]−A and MA−A ), see Equation 4.30.
Likelihood =
X − Y
σX−Y
σX−Y =
√
∆X2 + ∆Y 2 (4.30)
where X is the median of the MA[UCD]−A distribution and Y is median of the MA−A
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distribution for the ideal case (e.g. the green points and black points respectively in
Figure 4.19b), and A is median of the MA[UCD]−A[CV ] distribution and B is the median of
the MA−A[CV ] distribution else-wise (e.g. the red points respectively and the blue points
in Figure 4.19b). The ∆X and ∆Y are the standard deviations of the distributions of
X and Y respectively.
4.7 Optimising band selection and observational re-
quirements
As mentioned in Section 4.5 I used a spectral difference (Equation 4.29) to identify M
dwarfs with UCD companions. I selected the two spectral bands (A and B from N4)
which, given an ideal case (i.e.MA[UCD]−A ), gave the best spectral difference compared
to the spectral subtraction of my extreme colour-variant (i.e.MA−A[CV ] ). An example
of this (for the optimal properties of the SpeX Spectra) can been seen in Figure 4.19a.
I thus investigated how changing:
1. The SNR
2. The width of each spectral band (γ, Xnew,0 = Xold,0−∆γ, Xnew,1 = Xold,1 + ∆γ)
3. The resolution (δλ/λ) of the spectrum
4. The spectral type of the primary (M3.5−M5.5)
5. The spectral type of the secondary (L0− L6)
affected my likelihood results. Using these simulations I constrained the optimum (a
∼5σ detection) and the minimum (a 2-3σ detection) requirements needed for observa-
tion.
These likelihoods were then plotted against each of the variations (SNR, width,
resolution, primary and secondary spectral type). The iterations can be seen in Figure
4.20a-Figure 4.24a for each variation respectively comparing the optimal 3-5σ detection.
Parameters were chosen as the minimum required to achieve a ∼2-3σ detection
while giving the shortest possible telescope exposure time (i.e. combination of low SNR
and low resolution). My simulations show I require at least a SNR 125 and a δλ/λ > 20.
Increasing the SNR can be achieved by reducing the resolution (via binning up the
pixels and applying a Gaussian smoothing function) and increasing my bandwidth by
a maximum of δγ = ±0.05µm, corresponding to new spectral bands N4∗ ≡ 1.21 -
1.35 and 0.96 - 1.10 µm. The spectral difference plot for these parameters can be seen
in Figure 4.19b and the likelihood plots for these parameters can be seen in Figure
4.20b-Figure 4.24b.
The results for the optimal and minimal cases are presented in Table 4.6
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Figure. 4.19: (a) Spectral difference plot, left panel is the spectral subtractions (MA−A ,
MA[UCD]−A , MA−A[CV ] , and MA[UCD]−A[CV ] ) for various noise-variants and colour-
variants. Right panels shows the calculated spectral difference for each distribution
(Equation 4.29). The parameters of SNR, width of the spectral band, resolution, L
dwarf spectral type and M dwarf spectral type are shown above each figure. Mean
colours were calculated for the four distributions and likelihoods were calculated as in
Equation 4.30. (b) Parameters were chosen as the minimum required to achieve a ∼ 2σ
detection while giving the shortest possible exposure time (lower SNR).
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Case SNR δγ δλ/λ M dwarf UCD Ideal
detection
Colour-variant
detection
µm σ σ
Optimal 200 0.00 200 M4.5 L2.0 6.47 5.42
Minimal 125 0.05 25 M4.5 L2.0 2.98 2.38
Table 4.6: Results for the likelihood optimal (3-5σ) observation conditions and the
minimal (2-3σ) observation conditions required. Where δγ is width added to the N4
spectral band and δλ/λ is the spectral resolution.
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Figure. 4.20: How likelihood of detection changes across simulated SNR, for (a) ideal
case (b) minimal case. Green triangles are the ideal case (MA[UCD]−A ) and red circles
are the simulated colour-variants (MA[UCD]−A[CV ] ). The spectral difference simulation
process was repeated multiple times for each set of parameters (SNR, Width, resolution
and primary/secondary spectral type) to minimise over-favourable noise and colour-
variant situations.
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Figure. 4.21: Same as Figure 4.20, but for likelihood of detection with increasing width.
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Figure. 4.22: Same as Figure 4.20, but for likelihood of detection changes across reso-
lution.
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Figure. 4.23: Same as Figure 4.20, but for likelihood of detection changes with primary
spectral type.
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Figure. 4.24: Same as Figure 4.20, but for likelihood of detection changes with sec-
ondary spectral type.
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4.8 Application to real colour-similar cases
The SpeX Spectral Library contains some colour-similar M dwarf (colour similar de-
fined in Equation 3.8), such that I can apply this process to unmodified spectra (i.e. no
UCD or colour-variation added), hereafter I refer to these as ‘real’ spectra with my
test M+UCD candidates identified as MA and its colour-similar M dwarf identified as
MB ≡MA[CV ] . I approached the real spectra in a identical manner to the simulations.
First I smoothed the spectra,
MA[UCD,Smoothed] = gf(MA[UCD] ) and MA[CV,Smoothed] = gf(MA[CV ] ) (4.31)
where gf represents a Gaussian smoothing function to a resolution of δλ/λ ≈ 20.
The noise of each spectra was gauged by the residuals of my real spectrum and
its smoothed spectrum (i.e.Noise = |MA[UCD,Smoothed]−MA[UCD] |). Creating noise-
variants led to the same set of spectra I had for the simulated case (MA−A , MA[UCD]−A ,
MA−A[CV ] , and MA[UCD]−A[CV ] ) but where:
MA−A ≡MA[UCD] and MA−A[CV ] ≡MA[UCD]−A[CV ] (4.32)
I then repeated the spectral difference process. The spectral differences can be
seen in Figure 4.25a and shows neither MA or MB have a UCD companion (unsur-
prisingly). This was then repeated for the case where MA was given an artificially
injected UCD companion (Figure 4.25b). From Figure 4.25a and Figure 4.25b it can
be seen the colour differences in MA and MA[CV ] lead to a ∼0.04 gap between MA−A and
MA[UCD]−A . However, looking at Figure 4.25 a UCD companion is still clearly seen by
another gap in addition to the ∼ 0.04 gap. Thus this shows subtracting the colour-
similar still achieved a likelihood of detection of ∼4σ.
The application to real colour-similar cases has shown that this method can indeed
work, if the spectra are colour-similar enough. It also highlights the importance of
obtaining more than one colour-similar non-M+UCD candidate, these are needed to
define a baseline (that may be non-zero due to the differences in colour). Therefore
for any observations I require three of these colour-similar “control” stars in order to
confirm a UCD companion around each of my M+UCD candidates.
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Figure. 4.25: As Figure 4.19 (a) for SpeX spectra which are colour similar, with no UCD
or colour-variation added thus this should return a zero sigma detection. MA is 2MASS
J12471472-0525130, (spt = M4.5) and MA[CV ] is 2MASS J23343735-1646042, spt =
M3.5 (b) for SpeX spectra which are colour similar, with no colour-variation added but
with a UCD companion added to MA . The gap between MA−A and MA[UCD]−A is due to
colour differences between MA and MA[CV ] , however this does not affect the detection of
the UCD companion (MA[UCD,CV ] compared to MA−A[CV ] ). MA is 2MASS J12471472-
0525130, spt = M4.5, and MA[CV ] is 2MASS J23343735-1646042, spt = M3.5.
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4.9 Summary of follow-up to the unresolved UCD
companions to M dwarfs
To confirm my large number of M+UCD candidates, follow-up was required that used
as little observational resources as possible. The first step was to gauge contamination
levels (with SIMBAD and LAMOST) of the excess sample and M+UCD candidates
(found to be minimal other than a slight contamination from early M dwarfs). I
developed a new method to use spectral bands (selected to target spectral features of
UCDs) to identify a UCD signature in the residuals of two very similar M dwarfs. The
idea was that if I select an M dwarf which was deemed not to have a UCD and deemed
similar to a M+UCD candidate the residual should contain some noise (the result
of the slight difference between the M dwarfs) and the UCD spectrum (albeit much
fainter than either of the M dwarfs). I experimented with difference band selection and
developed a procedure to optimise the observational requirements such that a detection
was possible with the minimum time needed on a telescope. Using simulations different
SNR, resolution, primary and secondary spectral type, and band width of the spectral
bands was tested and optimum and minimum constraints were found. This was then
tested with real M dwarf and UCD spectra (combined synthetically) and thus verified
as a plausible follow-up approach.
Chapter 5: Further uses for the
M dwarf Catalogue
5.1 Introduction
In chapters 2, 3 and 4 I have shown that the selection process used to generate my
catalogue created a robust (with low levels of contamination) sample of M dwarfs. I
have therefore advanced the study of this sample beyond the initial idea to identify
unresolved M+UCD binaries. Using spectroscopic data (from LAMOST), light curves
(from Kepler 2) and further analysis of the proper motions (included in my catalogue),
I have created samples of M dwarfs that should be predominantly; young (Section 5.2),
late (Section 5.3), and members of wide multiple systems (Section 5.4 and Section 5.5).
Such sub-samples have useful application, which will also be discussed in the following
sections.
5.2 Finding Young M dwarfs
Young M dwarfs have become a hot topic in astronomy due to their use for study-
ing the formation, evolution and habitability of exoplanets. The age range 10 - 100
Myr coincides with the age when giant planet formation is thought to end and when
terrestrial planet formation is active (Mandell, 2007; Ida & Lin, 2008; Shkolnik et al.,
2009) . Young M dwarfs are also good candidates for direct imaging as any substellar
object will also be young and thus more luminous than at older ages.
As mentioned briefly in Section 4.2.4 young M dwarfs are also more likely to have
discs and therefore are extremely interesting for describing disc formation and evolution
and their ties to planet formation (e.g. the actively accreting K7 star TW Hydra Henize
1976; Rucinski & Krautter 1983; de la Reza et al. 1989). It is even possible to look for
warps and clearings in discs and infer hidden planets (e.g. Facchini et al. 2014).
As mentioned in Section 1.2.3 young M dwarfs are also more active and can be
rotating much faster than their older counterparts. I focus on Hα and rapid rotation
as signatures of youth in the M dwarf population.
5.2.1 Using LAMOST spectra to measure pseudo-equivalent
widths
After cross-matching with the second internal LAMOST data release I had 10,591 M
dwarfs from my full M dwarf candidate catalogue which had LAMOST optical spectra
(see Figure 5.1), this enabled me to analyse optical spectral features of my M dwarfs.
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Figure. 5.1: The on sky distribution of my full M dwarf candidate catalogue (blue)
and those that cross-match with the second LAMOST spectroscopic catalogue internal
data release (green).
Due to the low resolution and SNR of the LAMOST spectra (see Figure 5.2) I
decided to use pseudo-equivalent widths40 (see Figure 5.3, Equation 5.1 and Equation
5.2) to compare the strengths of Hα and Nai (Hα due to its use as a youth indicator
and Nai to make sure the Hα detection isn’t just from noise).
EW =
A
I
=
∫ λ2
λ1
(
Fc − Fλ
Fc
)
dλ (5.1)
EW = hλ
N∑
j=1
[
1− Fj
Fc
]
(5.2)
where Fc is the relative flux of the continuum, Fλ is the relative flux of the spectral line,
Fj is the relative flux of pixel j; λ2, λ1 are the upper and lower limits of the observed
line, and hλ is the width of each spectral pixel. I take the definition of the continuum
to be a straight line fit to the values of the flux in the continuum bands defined by
Terrien et al. (2015) for Nai and Bell et al. (2012) for Hα and take Fj between the feature
bands (see Table 5.1). By this definition absorption features are positive and emission
features (i.e. Hα ) will give a negative value. Uncertainties are calculated using the
40pseudo-equivalent widths because one uses a fit across the averaged continuum.
41Adapted from http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/E/Equivalent+Width
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Figure. 5.2: Comparison of LAMOST SNR in the SDSS g band. Inset is an example
of a SNR 5 and 30 object for comparison.
Figure. 5.3: The area, A, of a spectral feature below a defined continuum level is
equivalent to a rectangle of width b and height I such that A = I × b. Equivalent
width is defined as b and the continuum, Fc is at I, figure adapted from the web
41.
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line feature continuum (lower) continuum (upper)
A˚ A˚ A˚
Nai 8175 - 8209 8149 - 816.9 8224 - 8244
Hα 6555.5 - 6570 6498 - 6548 6573 - 6623
Table 5.1: The continuum and spectral line band definitions by Terrien et al. (2015)
for Nai and Bell et al. (2012) for Hα .
uncertainties from the spectrum σj, uncertainties in the continuum (σc, the standard
deviation of the difference in the fit value and the flux values in the continuum) and the
uncertainties in the equivalent width (σEW ) are thus propagated using the standard
uncertainty formula.
I then calculated the equivalent width for all my M dwarfs with LAMOST spectra
for both Hα and Nai . In Figure 5.4 I show a detection of the Hα emission feature
compared to a non-detection of Hα (non-detection defined as one consistent with zero)
and in Figure 5.5 I show the detection and non-detection of the Nai absorption feature.
After the process of calculating equivalent widths was completed (possible for 10,454
of the 10,591 LAMOST spectra) I plotted the equivalent width of Hα against the equiv-
alent width of Nai . I select all objects which have a detection of both Hα and Nai of
greater than three times the uncertainties and following the selection of Zapatero Os-
orio et al. (1998) of young objects having an equivalent width of less than -3 (this is
shown for my distribution in Figure 5.6). This left a total of 577 M dwarfs with Hα and
thus the possibility of youth.
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Figure. 5.4: A comparison between a detection of (a) a Hα emission feature and (b)
a non-detection of Hα for two of my M dwarfs which had LAMOST spectra. The
continuum bands are shown in grey and the feature band is shown in red. The linear
fit is the continuum fit between the values in the continuum bands.
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Figure. 5.5: A comparison between a detection of (a) a Nai absorption feature and
(b) a non-detection of Nai for two of my M dwarfs which had LAMOST spectra. The
continuum bands are shown in grey and the feature band is shown in red. The linear
fit is the continuum fit between the values in the continuum bands.
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Figure. 5.6: The results of the 10,454 M dwarfs with LAMOST spectra where a equiv-
alent width calculation was possible. Selected are those objects with Hα of less than
-3 (Zapatero Osorio et al., 1998) and a detection of both Hα and Nai of greater than
three times the uncertainties.
5.2.2 Rotation periods from Kepler 2 light curves
I cross-matched my full M dwarf candidate catalogue with Kepler 2 campaigns 0, 1
and 2 using (Howell et al. 2014, K2C0, K2C1 and K2C2 respectively) using EPIC at
MAST42. For K2C0, K2C1 and K2C2 I had 44; 1,093 and 12 M dwarfs with light
curves respectively. This gave me access to the EPIC identification number and the
Kepler magnitude. Using the EPIC identification number I was able to download the
processed light curves. Many reductions from the raw data to processed light curves
exist and the same is true of methods to determine periodic features in the light curves.
Therefore I decided to use two independent processing methods and periodicity finding
methods, and to compare the results for similar periodicity signals.
For the first iteration I chose to use the self-flat-field corrected light curves from
42Accessed online at https://archive.stsci.edu/k2/
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Figure. 5.7: The Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982; Townsend,
2010) for (a) WISE J111633.21+052346.1 and (b) WISE J113210.78-020844.7. Top
the raw and pseudo-continuum fit light curve, middle the periodogram with selected
period indicated, and bottom the phase-folded light curve.
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Vanderburg & Johnson (2014)43. To these I apply a pseudo-continuum fit in order
to remove any gradient found across the data. I used a python implemented Lomb-
Scargle (LS periodogram, Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982; Townsend, 2010) subroutine (via
SciPy, Jones et al. 2001) to extract the periods and select the most significant period.
I estimated the uncertainties by finding the nearest stationary point either side of the
selected peak. I plot two examples of the raw and pseudo-continuum fit light curve,
periodogram and phase folded light curve in Figure 5.7.
For the second iteration I downloaded the uncorrected aperture photometry from
Foreman-Mackey et al. (2015)44. I then used a systematics-insensitive periodic signal
search by Angus et al. (2016) which uses a set of eigen light curves (from Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2015) with a sum of sine and cosine functions over a grid of frequencies
(SIP periodogram, Angus et al., 2016). This was done by using the SIP code45 which
produces a conditioned light curve and a periodogram similar to the LS periodogram.
I plot two examples of the raw and conditioned light curve, periodogram and phase
folded light curve in Figure 5.8 for the same M dwarfs used in Figure 5.7.
I calculated both periods for every M dwarf with a Kepler 2 light curve. Since
these two methods are independent I looked for some level of agreement as a sign of
genuine and robust periodicities. I thus selected all those where the period agreed to
better than 30 per cent (see Figure 5.9). To judge which M dwarfs are young I used
the analysis by Newton et al. (2015b). In table 5 Newton et al. (2015b) estimate that
period less than 10 days are equivalent to ages 0.7+0.5−0.3 Gyr and M dwarfs with periods
greater than 40 days46 have an estimated average age of 4.5+3.9−2.3 Gyr . I thus split these
into two samples of M dwarfs, periods <10 days (10 M dwarfs) and periods between
10 and 40 days (334 M dwarfs). These became my candidate young M dwarfs due to
their rapid rotation.
43Accessed online at https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~avanderb/k2.html
44Accessed online at https://bbq.dfm.io/ketu/
45Available at https://github.com/RuthAngus/SIPK2
46Newton et al. (2015b) use 70 days but state they find a gap between slow and fast rotators thus
can use the 70 day rotation age for all stars rotating slower than around 10 days
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Figure. 5.8: The SIP periodogram (Angus et al., 2016) for (a) WISE
J111633.21+052346.1 and (b) WISE J113210.78-020844.7. Top the raw and condi-
tioned light curve, middle the periodogram with selected period indicated, and bottom
the raw and conditioned phase-folded light curve.
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Figure. 5.9: Percentage difference of the LS periodogram and SIP periodogram method
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odogram periods agreed to better than 30 per cent and had periods less than 10 days
(10 M dwarfs, in red) and periods between 10 and 40 days (344 M dwarfs, in blue).
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5.3 Finding Late M dwarfs
Late type M dwarfs, defined here as later than M5.5, are also very interesting to the
study of exoplanets. They are intrinsically fainter and thus in a photometrically limited
sample they will, in general, be nearer than typical earlier M dwarfs in the sample.
The fact they are smaller and fainter than early M dwarfs also makes detection of
exoplanets relatively easier than for earlier M dwarfs. These systems can be revealed
through radial velocity variability (e.g. Charbonneau et al. 2009) and as well as these
deeper transits (due to their smaller size) the habitable zone for M dwarfs is closer in,
so habitable planets are more likely to be transiting around M dwarfs (compared to
FGK stars).
5.3.1 Photometric selection of late M dwarfs
To make a photometric selection of my M dwarfs I needed some known M dwarfs to
base some new cuts on. I decided to start with the Gliese Star Catalog and 2MASS
cross identifications catalogue by Stauffer et al. (2010). This is a catalogue of 4,106
2MASS cross-identifications of Gliese objects. I cross-matched this catalogue with
SIMBAD for which there were 3,842 matches. This gave me access to the 2MASS
photometry, proper motion, any SIMBAD photometry and spectral types (3,403 of
the 3,842 SIMBAD matches had spectral types). From this sample I plotted (J −H) ,
(H −KS) and (V − J) against reduced proper motion (see Section 2.4 and Equation 2.6
for HV , HJ , HH and HKs). Figure 5.10 shows the full Stauffer et al. (2010)-SIMBAD
cross-match with the (V − J) cuts for M dwarfs from Section 2.3.3 ((V − J)>2.7≡
later than K7 from LG11 and my cut (V − J)>4≡ later than M3). Using the reduced
proper motion plots I decided a cut in HJ as a function of (V − J) was suitable for late
M dwarfs.
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To remove bright (earlier than M) contaminants from my test sample I also decided
to do a cut in HJ . For this I cross-matched the Stauffer et al. (2010)-SIMBAD sample
with Hipparcos to get parallaxes (2,381 matches of the 3,403 objects). I complemented
this with the M dwarf catalogue from Winters et al. (2015) containing 1,748 southern
M dwarf systems of which 582 have high quality parallaxes (and obtain photometric
spectral types using V and J with Equation 2.2). I use the Winters et al. (2015) M
dwarfs with photometric spectral types greater than M4.5 and M5.5 along with the M
dwarfs with SIMBAD spectral types to define my new cuts in reduced proper motion
as a function of (V − J) for late M dwarfs (see Figure 5.11, Equation 5.3 and Equation
5.4).
Applying the reduced proper motion cuts to my full M dwarf candidate catalogue
I was left with 18,121 M dwarfs later than M4.5 and 5,083 M dwarfs later than M5.5.
HJ > −25(V − J) + 142 HJ > 12 (5.3)
HJ > −25(V − J) + 152 HJ > 13 (5.4)
To further constrain the selection of late M dwarfs from my full M dwarf candidate
catalogue I decided to use the colour cuts from Table 3 of Covey et al. (2007) ((g − r) ,
(i− z) and (r − i) , see Equation 5.5).
(g − r) >1.59
(i− z) >0.94
(r − i) >1.73
(5.5)
After applying these colour cuts I was left with 9,015 M dwarfs later than M4.5 and
3,013 M dwarfs later than M5.5, the latter of which form my photometrically selected
late sample of M dwarfs.
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Figure. 5.11: (V − J) against reduced proper motion for the low mass objects in the Stauffer et al. (2010) and Winters et al. (2015) catalogues
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Spectral index λnum1 λnum2 λden1 λden2 Reference
A˚ A˚ A˚ A˚
CaH2 6814 6846 7042 7046 Reid et al. (1995)2
CaH3 6960 6990 7042 7046 Reid et al. (1995)2
PCl 7030 7050 6525 6550 Mart´ın et al. (1996)1
TiO2 7058 7061 7043 7046 Reid et al. (1995)1
TiO5 7126 7135 7042 7046 Reid et al. (1995)1,2
TiO6 7745 7765 7550 7570 Le´pine et al. (2003)2
V O1 7430 7470 7550 7570 Hawley et al. (2002)2
V O2 7920 7960 8130 8150 Le´pine et al. (2003)2
V O7912 7990 8030 7900 7940 Mart´ın et al. (1999)1
Table 5.2: The spectral bands used to better constrain the spectral type of
my full M dwarf candidate catalogue. Spectral indices are defined as Index =
(λnum1 − λnum2) / (λden1 − λden2). Spectral type to spectral index fitted via 1Alonso-
Floriano et al. (2015) and 2Le´pine et al. (2013) (see Table 5.3).
5.3.2 Spectroscopic selection of late M dwarfs
M dwarf spectral types can be measured in a variety of ways, as such I explore the
use of different methods to spectral type my M dwarfs and thus select the latest M
dwarfs. I compared spectral type measurements from the LAMOST internal second
data release (DR2) and the (internal) partial third data release (DR3a1) to spectral
indices (used to characterise spectral type) in the literature (see Table 5.2).
I have various spectral types from the internal LAMOST releases:
1. the internal DR2 and DR3a1 spectral types from the LAMOST general catalogue
which quote uncertainties of ±1.0 spectral type, using a modified version (Luo
et al., 2004) of the Hammer code (Covey et al., 2014).
2. spectral types from Zhong et al. (2015a) which use a template-fit method to
automatically identify and classify M dwarfs from the LAMOST spectra, which
quote uncertainties of ±0.5 spectral types.
3. spectral types from Gou (2014) and Lou (2014)’s’ work on the LAMOST spectra
which quote uncertainties of better than ±0.5 spectral types.
I took the weighted average (Equation 4.28) of these spectral types and these became
my new LAMOST spectral types (SpTLAMOST ).
I used spectral index to spectral type fits from Alonso-Floriano et al. (2015) and
Le´pine et al. (2013) which use spectral indices from Reid et al. (1995), Mart´ın et al.
(1996), Mart´ın et al. (1999), Hawley et al. (2002), and Le´pine et al. (2003) (see Table
5.2 and Table 5.3).
By taking the difference between these spectral indices and the LAMOST spectral
types (Figure 5.12) I decided the spectral indices are in good agreement with the
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Figure. 5.12: Histograms of the difference in spectral type between the weighted aver-
age of the LAMOST spectral types (SpTLAMOST ) and the individual spectral indices
SpTindex applied to LAMOST DR2 spectra. Dashed line is the quoted LAMOST un-
certainties (±1.0), I use any which have better agreement within ±1 spectral types.
Spectral indices define in Table 5.2 and fits from Alonso-Floriano et al. (AF15, 2015)
and Le´pine et al. (L13 2013) defined in Table 5.3.
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Fit name c0 c1 c2 c3
AF15 TiO2 10.98 -21.87 27.92 -19.63
AF15 TiO5 9.57 -20.12 17.23 -9.50
AF15 PCl -49.54 97.23 -58.95 12.38
AF15 VO7912 -520.19 1295.56 -1073.57 299.07
L13 CAH2 11.50 -21.71 7.99 0.00
L13 CAH3 18.80 -21.68 0.00 0.00
L13 TiO5 7.83 -9.55 0.00 0.00
L13 TiO6 9.92 -15.68 21.23 -16.65
L13 VO1 69.8 -71.40 0.00 0.00
L13 VO2 9.56 -12.47 22.33 -19.59
Table 5.3: The fits used to convert the spectral indices (see Table 5.2) into spectral
type SpT =
∑N=3
i=0 cnx
n. Spectral type to spectral index fitted via Alonso-Floriano
et al. (AF15, 2015) and Le´pine et al. (L13 2013).
spectral types from LAMOST. Figure 5.12 also shows that the LAMOST spectral type
uncertainties are reasonable estimates. I use the spectral indices where at least ∼70
per cent of the spectral types fall inside the uncertainties of the LAMOST data. This
excludes V O7912 and PCl from Alonso-Floriano et al. (2015, with only ∼28 and ∼35
per cent inside the uncertainties respectively) and V O1 from Le´pine et al. (2013, with
∼43 per cent inside the uncertainties) peak to the left of the LAMOST uncertainties.
The best agreements are with TiO2 and TiO5 from Alonso-Floriano et al. (2015, with
∼89 and ∼93 per cent inside the uncertainties) and CAH2 from Le´pine et al. (2013,
with ∼86 per cent inside the uncertainties). I weighted these and combined them with
the SpTLAMOST estimates. Using these final weighted average spectral types I then
selected all those with spectral type later than M4.5 (703 M dwarfs) and later than
M5.5 (257 M dwarfs). These form my spectroscopically selected late sample of M
dwarfs.
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5.4 Identifying common proper motion Tycho-2 FGK
Primaries
Although our ability to characterise M dwarfs has improved, in general brighter stars
such as FGK stars are far better understood in both stellar properties and charac-
terisation (e.g. due to the complex molecular opacities and uncertainties in convection
theory, see Section 1.2). Thus a search for any of my M dwarfs that have physical ties
to well understood stars can be used to infer properties of the companion M dwarfs.
The Tycho-2 catalogue (Høg et al., 2000) contains position and proper motions to 2.5
million of the brightest stars in the sky, these stars have, in general, been well studied
(at least for the Tycho-2 stars lying in the SDSS footprint) and thus would make per-
fect primary stars for constraining ages, distances, metallicities and compositions of M
dwarfs based on the assumption they formed at a similar time, in a similar location
from a similar type of material.
5.4.1 Obtaining distance estimate for Tycho-2 stars
To search for physically connected systems, I performed a common proper motion
cross-match between Tycho-2 and my full M dwarf candidate catalogue. I first had
to get a distance constraint for the Tycho-2 stars. To do this I took the Hipparcos
catalogue (Perryman & ESA, 1997) which contains 118,218 objects, for which 117,906
have trigonometric parallax and 115,184 have a spectral type entry. Of these 56,176
of the spectral types were machine readable47. Hipparcos also gives access to V band
magnitudes, (B − V ) colour and proper motion information, thus I was able to calcu-
late MV . Using the machine readable spectral types I was able to group these into
giant stars, main sequence stars and white dwarfs and thus fit MV as a function of
(B − V ) (see Figure 5.13, Equation 5.6, Equation 5.7, and Equation 5.8).
MV (G) = −2.51(B − V ) + 3.50 (5.6)
MV (MS) = 0.7196(B − V ) 3 − 1.7802(B − V ) 2 + 6.7241(B − V ) + 0.53 (5.7)
47I extracted a luminosity class, spectral type and spectral subtype from a spectral type string,
however many stars could not be automatically identified as giant stars or main sequence stars due
to their lack of luminosity class information or due to the complex spectral type given, so these were
removed from my sample.
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MV (WD) = 14.291(B − V ) + 11.807 (5.8)
where G is for giant stars, MS is for main sequence stars and WD is for definewhite
dwarfs.
Thus by classifying Tycho-2 stars as giant stars, main sequence stars or white dwarfs
I could calculate an estimate of their MV and thus an estimate of their distance. To
classify the Tycho-2 stars I again used the Hipparcos stars as a guide. As Tycho-2
provides proper motion, (B − V ) and V band magnitudes, I decided to use cuts in
reduced proper motion (see Equation 2.6) to separate giant stars, main sequence stars
and white dwarfs (see Figure 5.14, Equation 5.9, Equation 5.10, and Equation 5.11).
HV (G) > 9
HV (G) < 14(B − V ) − 5
(5.9)
HV (MS) > minimum (14(B − V ) − 5, 9)
HV (MS) < 14(B − V ) + 9
(5.10)
HV (WD) > 14(B − V ) + 9 (5.11)
where G is for giant stars, MS is for main sequence stars and WD is for white dwarfs.
Out of the total Tycho-2 catalogue (1,377,525 stars) I classified 353,498 as giant
stars, 999,107 as main sequence stars and 25,920 as white dwarfs. I was then able to
perform a common proper motion cross-match between Tycho-2 and my full M dwarf
candidate catalogue.
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Figure. 5.13: MV against (B − V ) . Top left a sub sample of 5,000 Hipparcos stars, top right a sub sample of 5,000 Hipparcos giant stars,
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5.4.2 Common proper motion cross-match
To find stars which are physically bound systems requires them to be at very similar
distance (within measurement uncertainties), in the same region of sky (with some
separation limitations), and moving with common proper motion (their wide separation
leads to very long orbital periods, so there will be no orbital motion observed over time-
scales of a few years). I therefore apply a set of cuts based on these conditions to select
those objects likely to be physically bound systems.
I define the same location on the sky to be closer than a certain angular separation,
θ, (see Equation 5.12 and the numerically better-conditioned form for small distances
Equation 5.13 from Sinnott 1984) which given the distance to an object can lead to
a physical separation (Equation 5.14). I also require the two objects distances to
be within the uncertainties of each others distances (see Equation 5.15). To calculate
whether two stars are moving in a similar direction I first apply a uncertainty cut on the
total proper motion and then define common proper motion to be where the difference
between the two stars proper motion is less than twice the combined uncertainty of the
stars difference in proper motion (see Equation 5.16).
cos(θ) = sin(δ1)sin(δ2) + cos(δ1)cos(δ2)cos(α1 − α2) (5.12)
sin2
(
θ
2
)
= sin2
(
δ1 − δ2
2
)
+ cos(δ1)cos(δ2)sin
2
(
α1 − α2
2
)
(5.13)
( r1,2
AU
)
= 206,264.806
(
d1 + d2
pc
)
sin
(
θ
2
)
(5.14)
d2 + σd2 > d1 − σd1
d1 + σd1 > d2 − σd2
(5.15)
∆µ =
√
(∆µα)2 + (∆µδ)2
σ∆µ =
1
∆µ
√
(∆µα)2(σ2µα1 + σ
2
µα2
) + (∆µδ)2(σ2µδ1
+ σ2µδ2
)
(5.16)
where θ is the angular separation, (α, δ) is the sky location in right ascension and
declination of the star, d is the distance to the star, r is the separation between the
two stars, (µα, µδ is the proper motion in right ascension and declination of the star,
∆µα = α1 − α2 and ∆µδ = δ1 − δ2.
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I chose to use a separation of θ=200 arcsec , µ > 10σµ and ∆µ < σ∆µ (proper
motions for my catalogue are from PPMXL, see Section 2.4, proper motions for Tycho-2
are derived from ground-based astrometric catalogues, see Høg et al. 2000). This gave
87 common proper motion pairs between the 440,694 M dwarfs in my full M dwarf
candidate catalogue and the 1,377,525 stars in the Tycho-2 catalogue. I judged chance
alignments by offsetting my M dwarfs by -2 degrees in galactic longitude and running
a similar process (thus simulating a random chance of alignment). This enabled me
to work out a probability of chance alignment (see Equation 5.19, Equation 5.18 and
Equation 5.19).
η =
Ncont(Rtotal)
piR2total
(5.17)
Ncont(R± dR) = ηpi
(
(R + dR)2 − (R− dR)2) (5.18)
Pcont(R) =
Ncand −Ncont(R)
Ncand
(5.19)
where η is the density of chance alignments in out to the total cross-matching radius
Rtotal, Ncont(R) is the number of random chance alignments at a separation R, Ncand
is the number of candidates common proper motion and Pcont(R) is the probability of
chance alignment.
I then split my 87 candidate common proper motion pairs into four groups; (i) high
proper motion bright, (ii) high proper motion faint, (iii) low proper motion bright,
and (iv) low proper motion faint, where the definition of high/low proper motion and
bright/faint are described in Equation 5.20.
High µ: µ & 0.1 arcsec yr−1
Low µ: µ < 0.1 arcsec yr−1
bright: J . 14
faint: J > 14
(5.20)
I did the same for my offset sample and found in total I had one high proper motion
bright pair, one high proper motion faint pair, both with no offset chance alignments,
32±19 low proper motion bright pairs, and 53+56−53 low proper motion faint pairs, I then
calculated the probabilities for each of these and plot them in Figure 5.15. The results
of this can be seen in Table 5.4.
I have identified a small but robust sample of common proper motion pairs consist-
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Figure. 5.15: The probability of a Tycho-2+M dwarf common proper motion pair being
a physical system was calculated (Equation 5.19) for high proper motion bright stars,
high proper motion faint stars, low proper motion bright stars, and low proper motion
faint stars (see Equation 5.20).
ing of FGK primaries (from Tycho-2) and widely separated M dwarf companions from
my catalogue.
Group
Number of pairs
(no offset)
Number of pairs
(offset = 2◦)
Probability
> 0.25
Probability
> 0.5
High µ + bright 1 0 1 1
Low µ + faint 1 0 1 1
High µ + bright 32 19 10 3
Low µ + faint 58 56 2 1
Total 87 75 14 5
Table 5.4: The results of the cross-match between the Tycho-2 catalogue and my full
M dwarf candidate catalogue
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Group
Number of pairs
(no offset)
Number of pairs
(offset = 2◦)
Probability
> 0.25
Probability
> 0.5
High µ + bright 94 10 87 81
Low µ + faint 21 9 10 10
High µ + bright 245 119 99 96
Low µ + faint 511 395 55 54
Total 871 532 251 241
Table 5.5: The results of the internal cross-match of my full M dwarf candidate cata-
logue.
5.5 Identifying internal common proper motion pairs
As well as having physical connections to brighter stars, some of my M dwarfs may
be physically connected to other M dwarfs in my full M dwarf candidate catalogue.
I therefore decided to do an internal common proper motion cross-match similar to
the match in Section 5.4.2, but instead cross-matching each catalogue member with all
other catalogue members. These systems may be interesting for a few reasons, firstly
for identifying any higher level hierarchical systems (i.e. and M+M binary where one or
both component had an unresolved UCD) or for possible exoplanet detection. Secondly,
M dwarfs that are physically connected should share a similar age and thus (taking into
account differences in spectral type) should share a common rotation rate. An addition
of a close-by exoplanet or substellar companion may lead to a tidal interaction between
itself and the host M dwarf, thus leading to a difference in the rotation rates of the
two physically connected M dwarfs in the M+M binary. This is an extension of the
work in Poppenhaeger & Wolk (2014) where the tidal effects of Hot Jupiters is studied
using wide FGK binaries.
I thus used the same method described in Section 5.4.2. I chose to use a separation of
θ=600 arcsec , µ > 10σµ and ∆µ < σ∆µ. An extra condition was needed to remove self-
matches and this was done by changing the separation criteria to not include anything
closer than one arcsec . As with the Tycho-2 match I also offset by -2 degrees to gauge
contamination from chance alignments and work out a probability of being a physical
system using the same definitions for high/low proper motion and bright/faint common
proper motion pairs as in Equation 5.20. In results of this can be seen in Table 5.5, the
histograms compared to contamination can be seen in Figure 5.16 and the probabilities
in Figure 5.17. I identify a robust sample of wide (high proper motion and bright)
binaries out to separations of ∼200 arcsec (as evident from Figure 5.16). Figure 5.17
shows that the systems around ∼200 arcsec separation are statistically robust (for the
HPM bright case).However, for fainter and/or lower proper motion I have many more
multiple systems at closer separation (for a low probability of chance alignment).
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Figure. 5.16: Histograms of the separations of the M+M binaries found for each group
(red) over plotted on each is the distributions of chance alignments offset by 2◦ (blue).
Approximate separation limits are indicated with the dashed black lines.
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Figure. 5.17: The probability of a M+M dwarf common proper motion pair being a
physical system was calculated (Equation 5.19) for high proper motion bright stars,
high proper motion faint stars, low proper motion bright stars, and low proper motion
faint stars (see Equation 5.20). Unlike Figure 5.15 I have binned up the data into bins
of 25 arcsec for clarity (giving the value of the weighted average of each bin).
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5.6 Summary of further uses for the M dwarf cat-
alogue
As well as serving as a seed catalogue for finding UCD companions to M dwarfs my
full M dwarf candidate catalogue of 440,694 M dwarfs can be used to search for other
rare and useful M dwarfs.
I searched for young M dwarfs (which are good candidates for exoplanet studies
and for direct imaging of companions). This was approached in two ways, the first by
measuring pseudo-equivalent widths in a sample of 10,591 of my M dwarfs that had
LAMOST spectra (for which 557 M dwarfs had a significant Hα detection and thus
deemed as young M dwarf candidates). The second approach used a sub sample of my
M dwarfs which had Kepler 2 light curves (1,149 in total) and as such could measure
possible rotation periods. Ten M dwarfs were selected with possible periods under 10
days and 334 were selected with periods between 10 and 40 days.
Another use for the full M dwarf candidate catalogue was in finding late M dwarfs
this was done by two methods. The first used a photometric selection process with
cuts in (V − J) , reduced proper motion and (g − r) , (i− z) and (r − i) which selected
9,015 M dwarfs later than M4.5 and 3,013 M dwarfs later than M5.5. Using the 10,591
LAMOST spectra for a sub sample of my M dwarfs I also selected those M dwarfs with
spectral types later than M4.5 (703 M dwarfs) and later than M5.5 (257 M dwarfs),
using a weighted average of spectral types supplied from LAMOST in addition to
spectral types calculated from a set of spectral indices.
The final use of my full M dwarf candidate catalogue explored was identifying
common proper motion pairs, with pairs from internal cross-matches (binary M dwarf
systems) and from an external cross-match with Tycho-2 FGK binaries. For the Tycho-
2 FGK binaries I found one high proper motion bright pair, one high proper motion
faint pair, 32±19 low proper motion bright pairs, and 53+56−53 low proper motion faint
pairs. For the internal M+M dwarf binaries I found 241 binaries with more than a 50
per cent chance of being true binary systems.
Chapter 6: Future Work and
Conclusions
6.1 Observation and continued follow-up
6.1.1 Confirmation of the M+UCD candidates
Through my collaboration with the LAMOST project I am obtaining more optical
spectra for my M dwarf catalogue and excess sample. The LAMOST team have ac-
cepted my proposal to give high priority to my brightest M dwarf candidates, as well
as this the third internal data release is now complete (September 2014 - May 2015)
bringing the total number of available spectra up to 5,755,126 (see Figure 6.1). This
addition will continue to add to the number of my M dwarfs which have optical spectra
and thus continue to complement my analysis using the LAMOST spectra (i.e. verifying
the spectral types of M dwarfs, Section 4.3, and in the process of identifying candidate
young, Section 5.2, and late M dwarfs, Section 5.3).
I was also awarded 40 hours on The United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope(UKIRT)48
and 36 hours on The InfraRed Telescope Facility(IRTF) using SpeX in March 2016
(however these data are still in the process of being reduced, Cook et al. 2016b). The
data from both UKIRT and the IRTF are being taken in order to use my spectral
difference approach (described in Section 4.4 to Section 4.8) to confirm the M+UCD
candidates as true M+UCD systems. The candidates with spectroscopic evidence for
unresolved UCD companions will be targeted for AO observations (e.g. LBT, VLT and
Gemini), and RV measurements to confirm companions over a range of separations.
6.1.2 Detectable transits with TESS
TESS will be launched by NASA in 2017 and will observe 200,000 bright main sequence
stars. However as well as this TESS will return full frame images with effective expo-
sure times of ∼30 minutes (Ricker et al., 2014). Using Figure 6.2, the transit depth
(R2/R1)
2, and the conversion from Jordi et al. (2006, presented in Equation 6.1)49
to convert SDSS i magnitude into IC , I was able to estimate the SNR my M+UCD
candidates would have given certain combinations of R1 and R2 (where R1 is the mass
of the M dwarf and R2 is the mass of the UCD, taken from Section 1.2 and Section 1.1
respectively).
48Unfortunately due to bad weather only 5 hours were observable, and of these none of the spectra
were usable
49Accessed online at https://www.sdss3.org/dr8/algorithms/sdssUBVRITransform.php
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Figure. 6.1: The coverage of all internal data releases of LAMOST (first through fourth,
as of March 2016).
Figure. 6.2: Figure from Ricker et al. (Figure 8, 2014) . Expected one sigma photo-
metric precision from TESS as a function of IC magnitude. This can be used along
with the transit depth ((R2/R2)
2to estimate SNR of a UCD transit around an M dwarf.
R1 is the mass of the M dwarf and R2 is the mass of the UCD, taken from Section 1.2
and Section 1.1 respectively.
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R1 R2 No. SNR>25 R2 No. SNR>25 R2 No. SNR>25
M MJup MJup MJup
0.2 0.75 36 1.0 172 1.25 558
0.26 0.75 6 1.0 42 1.25 145
0.39 0.75 0 1.0 2 1.25 13
Table 6.1: Table showing the various number of my M+UCD candidates where the
SNR for TESS is greater than 25 assuming that R1 and R2 is the same for every M
dwarf.
IC = (−0.386± 0.004)(i− z)− (0.397± 0.001) + i (6.1)
Figure 6.3 shows the estimated signal and SNR expected for TESS light curve
photometry, and how this applies to my sample of candidate M+UCD unresolved
multiple multiple systems. Hence given that a SNR of ∼25 should be detectable, TESS
has a very real probability of being able to detect any of my M+UCD candidates that
may be transiting (see Table 6.1).
6.1.3 Defining a colour similar grid
Currently my process of finding colour excess relies on defining a colour sub-volume
centred on each of the M dwarfs in my excess sample (see Section 3.4.2 and specifically
Equation 3.8). Using my excess sample I could define a grid (in (g − r) , (g − i) and
(r − i) ) such that any M dwarf with g, r, and i could be used to work out colour
excess. This would open my analysis up to a vast number of other M dwarfs for which
colour excess (in (J −W2) ) could be gauged.
One would have to be rather careful about choosing the M dwarfs to use in this
analysis. Any reddening would need to be corrected for and spectroscopically selected
M dwarfs would make for better targets. For example LAMOST has currently spec-
troscopically identified nearly 300,000 M dwarfs (DR1, DR2 and DR3), West et al.
(2011, via SDSS) has over 70,000 M dwarfs (although fainter many could still be tested
for colour excess), the MoVeRS catalogue (Theissen et al., 2016, although again many
of these are fainter there are over 3,000,000 M dwarfs available), and new catalogues
such as PANSTARSS (Kaiser et al., 2002, which will provide optical bands very similar
to SDSS) will provide a host of new M dwarfs to probe for colour excess. The more
M+UCD candidates I find the more stringent cuts I can apply and the more chance
there is of finding even rarer systems such as UCD transiting M dwarfs (i.e. Section
6.1.2).
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Figure. 6.3: The estimated SNR obtainable from TESS for my M+UCD candidates.
A SNR of 25 should be detectable by TESS therefore if any of my M+UCD candidates
have a transiting UCD, TESS should be able to detect them.
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6.1.4 Confirmation of Young and Late M dwarfs
I also wish to confirm the signatures of youth from my young M dwarf sample (see Sec-
tion 5.2). One way to confirm youth is to measure certain spectral indices from molec-
ular bands across the spectral region (e.g. TiO: 5,847-6,058A˚; 6,080-6,390A˚; 6,510-
6,852; 7,053-7,270; 7,650-7,850; 8,206-8,569; 8,859-8,950A˚, VO: 7,350-7,550; 7,850-
7,950; 8,500-8,650 A˚, CaH: 6750-7050 A˚, H2O−K2: 2,235-2,255 A˚ as in Manara et al.
2013) to better confirm spectral types. One can also use NaI (λ = 8, 183; 8, 195; 11, 396A˚),
KI (λ = 7, 665; 7, 699; 11, 692; 11, 778; 12, 437; 12, 529A˚), FeH (λ = 9, 980; 1, 200A˚) CaH
(λ = 6, 960− 6, 990; 6, 972.5− 6, 977.5) to measure surface gravity (e.g. Shkolnik et al.
2009, Allers & Liu 2013).
In addition the use of grids of template spectra (from the literature and models,
e.g. Katz et al. 1998, Shkolnik et al. 2011, Manara et al. 2013, Stelzer et al. 2013) could
be used to measure Teff , log g , metallicity and/or vsin(i). These properties could
then be used to confirm youth and are also invaluable for any exoplanet follow-up.
I could also cross-match my M dwarfs with X-Ray and UV data in order to look
for emission associated with youth. Using the Rosat All-Sky Survey Bright Source
Catalogue (Voges et al., 1999) and Rosat All-Sky Survey Faint Source Catalogue (Voges
et al., 2000) one could look for young M dwarfs working out LX/Lbol and comparing
it to known young M dwarfs. A similar approach could be done with the UV data
from Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX, Martin et al. 2005) all-sky imaging survey
(FUV = 1,350 - 1,750A˚, NUV = 1,750 - 2,750 A˚), again comparing to known young
M dwarfs. As well as this another possibility exists in analysing my full M dwarf
candidate catalogue with BANYANII (Gagne´ et al., 2014; Malo et al., 2013), an initial
investigation into the membership has revealed at least 108 of my M dwarfs may belong
to one or more kinematic moving groups (82 may belong to β Pictoris, 49 may belong
to AB Doradus, 17 may belong to Tucana Horologium, 20 may belong to Columba and
6 may belong to Argus50).
With the Kepler 2 campaigns (see Figure 6.4) continuing there is also the opportu-
nity to observe light curves for more of my M dwarfs51. In total campaigns 1, 5, 8, and
12 overlap more than 75 per cent with the SDSS fields, campaigns 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 10
have at least some overlap with the SDSS fields, thus future data mining and proposals
(other than the current cross-matches with campaigns 0, 1 and 2) should lead to many
more of my M dwarfs having light curves, and thus being able to search for young M
dwarf candidates.
The photometrically selected late M dwarfs will need spectra to confirm their spec-
tral types, similarly to the way I spectroscopically select late M dwarfs. A growing
50Note that this was a preliminary investigation, and many of the best fit moving groups have
shared probability of matching a certain group and that some of these objects are only a good match
and would fail this test if I had a more reliable distance constraint.
51Data accessed from http://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/k2-fields.html
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Figure. 6.4: Figure showing the current and planned coverage of the Kepler K2
mission51. Campaign 8 ran from January to March 2016, Campaign 9, 10, and 11
will start in April, July and September 2016.
sample of late M dwarfs join the ranks of interesting targets for RV planet hunting
using red-optical and/or NIR spectrographs.
6.1.5 Confirmation of wide companions
The next step with the wide companions (i.e. Section 5.4 and Section 5.5) would be
to verify the distances to the primary and companion. This is because the weakest
constraint on the common proper motion criteria is the distance.
Gaia (see Section 6.3) will provide these distances later this year for all the Tycho-2
stars and for all my M dwarfs a few years later. The other follow-up would be to confirm
the spectral types of the primary and companion stars and thus start to characterise
both the primary and companion. I am currently observing the brightest primaries with
the High Efficiency and Resolution Mercator Echelle Spectrograph (HERMES) on the
1.2 m Mercator telescope (Raskin et al., 2011, Roque de los Muchachos Observatory on
La Palma, Canary Islands, Spain), and spectra will enable better distance constraints
(compared to the current photometric distances) thus verifying the nature of these
common proper motion pairs, through, in particular, metallicity measurements of the
primaries.
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6.2 Model fitting the LAMOST spectra
As mentioned in Section 4.3 and Section 5.2.1 through the internal LAMOST data
releases 10,591 of my M dwarfs have optical spectra. With the addition of the DR3
and DR4 releases this number could double. In Section 3.3.1 I used a Bayesian ap-
proach to fit a model (a polynomial fit) to photometric data (using emcee52 and the
fitting routine used by Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013 and Hogg et al. 2010). This method
could also be used to characterise the stellar properties of my M dwarfs with LAM-
OST spectra. Using model spectra (CIFIST2011 2015, BT-Settl models Baraffe et al.,
2015) I can analyse both the LAMOST data and a spectral energy distribution (SED)
created from the eight photometric points I have (g, r, i, J , H, KS, W1, W2). By
using a grid in temperature, surface gravity, metallicity, limb-darkening, rotation ve-
locity I can fit sections of the LAMOST spectrum to their statistically optimal values.
Using the photometry, additional constraints on distance (without needing a parallax
measurement) and radius would be possible (through scaling the SED and LAMOST
spectra to the same distance as the models, natively defined at the stellar surface of
the object). There are several ways one could achieve these fits, I could independently
fit the spectrum and the SED leading to two sets of parameters and thus compare
them, or combine the Bayesian probabilities to find a combined best fit solution. One
should be wary of using the LAMOST spectra (as mentioned in Section 1.4.4) as they
should only be considered useful between 6,000 and 8,000 A˚ and initial experimentation
has shown that splitting the spectrum into small chunks and combining the best fit
probabilities may be better than fitting models to a single spectrum (this may be due
to the nature of the LAMOST spectra with regards to the fitting of the continuum,
wavelength calibration and flux calibration in the pipeline process).
Figure 6.5 shows my initial experimentation fitting BT-Settl models to M dwarfs
with LAMOST spectra. The BT-Settl models currently in use are only for solar metal-
licity hence in these preliminary fits I only fit for temperature, surface gravity and
rotational velocity. The initial fits have varying success fitting extremely well in some
places (i.e. around 7,000 A˚) and poorly in others (i.e. 6,500 A˚ and 7,500 A˚). This could
be due to the lack of metallicity variation or due to the normalisation I impose to do
these initial fits (or a combination of both), this is my basis for future experimenta-
tion into splitting up and fitting smaller bands of spectral features and combining the
probabilities to find the best fitting BT-Settl model. Extending my fit to use models
that vary in metallicity would also make the fit better.
52pure-python implementation of Goodman & Weare (2010) affine invariant MCMC ensemble
sampler
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Figure. 6.5: Initial experimentation fitting BT-Settl models to M dwarfs with LAMOST
spectra. The BT-Settl models currently in use are only for solar metallicity hence in
these preliminary fits I only fit for temperature, surface gravity and rotational velocity.
The initial fits have varying success fitting extremely well in some places (i.e. around
7,000 A˚) and poorly in others (i.e. 6,500 A˚ and 7,500 A˚.
6.3 Upcoming surveys and missions
There are some important new and future surveys and missions that will greatly benefit
this research. The GPI on Gemini South (Macintosh et al. 2006) and NIRISS on the
JWST (Gardner et al. 2006) will allow high contrast imaging and as such could lead
to direct detection and possible measurement of orbital parameters. MEarth (Char-
bonneau et al., 2008), TESS(Ricker et al., 2014) PLATO 2(Rauer et al., 2014) as well
as NIR ground-based surveys such as the HPF(Mahadevan et al., 2010), CARMENES
(Quirrenbach et al., 2010), SPIRou (Artigau et al., 2014), IRD (Kotani et al., 2014) iLo-
cator (Crepp et al., 2014) will also be very beneficial to following up these rare objects.
SPIRou, for example, should allow me to measure mass constraints for my companions.
SPIRou could also be used to measure magnetic activity amongst my young M dwarf
sample. New transit programs (i.e. TESS, LSST) will allow me to identify transits and
measure transit timing variations amongst my M+UCD candidates.
6.3.1 Extension to the Southern Hemisphere
My current catalogue covers the northern Sloan sky, and I would like to expand to the
south using a full southern sky survey such as SkyMapper Southern Sky Survey (Keller
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et al., 2007). The Southern Sky Survey is expected to reach depths of 21.7 in g and
r, and 20.7 in i and is currently nearly eight per cent complete53. This will give my
catalogue all-sky coverage (with the Southern Sky Survey used in the place of SDSS),
and should double the number of excess M dwarfs through the implementation of my
method on additional M dwarfs, and allow a more optimal use of telescope facilities in
the southern hemisphere.
6.3.2 Gaia parallaxes
Gaia is a billion pixel space-based telescope and was launched in December 2013 (Eyer
et al., 2013). It is currently accurately measuring positions, parallaxes and proper
motions as well as obtaining information on double and multiple systems, photometry,
variability and planetary systems (McCaughrean, 2012). It should be able to detect 26
million sources for V<15 magnitudes, 250 million sources for V<18 magnitudes, and an
estimated billion sources at the magnitude limit of V∼20 magnitudes (McCaughrean,
2012; Perryman et al., 1997). This puts the effective distance limit of Gaia at 1 Mpc
with an accuracy of up to 7 µ arcsec for a V at 10 magnitudes, 12-25 µ arcsec a V at
15 magnitudes, and 100-300 µ arcsec for a V at ∼20 magnitudes (McCaughrean, 2012).
The first data release is set for mid 2016 and will provide parallaxes and accurate
positions for all Tycho-2 stars. With intermediate catalogues releases following this,
every source in my M dwarf catalogue should have accurate positions, distances and
proper motions.
As discussed by Sarro et al. (2013) the numbers of UCDs and M dwarfs one should
expect to find is shown in Figure 6.6. Although the number of UCDs is low, any UCD
as companions to brighter stars (including M dwarfs) will have a primary star with
accurate positions, distances and proper motions and thus can be inferred for their
companions.
New moving groups will also be found by Gaia (i.e. exploiting Bayesian analysis
such as those used by Malo et al. 2013, Gagne´ et al. 2014) and possible astrometry and
RV for confirming my companions.
53Information from http://rsaa.anu.edu.au/research/projects/
skymapper-southern-sky-survey
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Figure. 6.6: Figure from Sarro et al. (2013) showing the predicted number of counts
per spectral type bin for Gaia, the black line represents the data from Caballero et al.
(2008), where a spectral type and an I-band relationship is used. The blue line repre-
sents the data from the BT-Settl model (Allard et al., 2012). Dashed lines indicate 1
and 10 detection counts. For further details see Sarro et al. (2013).
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6.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, I have used the cross-match between WISE, 2MASS and SDSS to iden-
tify a large sample of M dwarfs (full M dwarf candidate catalogue of 440,694 M dwarfs).
I have identified a subset of these M dwarfs which are of sufficiently high quality to
look for colour excess, through a strict set of quality control and photometric cuts (the
excess sample of 36,898 M dwarfs). From the colour excess sample I selected those ob-
jects which show sufficient colour excess in (J −W2) (through the use of improvement
contours) to be possible unresolved M+UCD systems. These form my 1,082 M+UCD
candidates.
I considered the different types of possible contamination in my sample and thus
showed that I should not be finding any M+UCD candidates that are just chance
alignments between other M dwarfs, UCDs or giant stars. Some contamination will
come from the primary stars being non M dwarfs or early M dwarfs. Through my use
of the LAMOST spectra I believe this contamination should be minimal. However, the
most common type of contamination is likely to come from chance alignments with
red galaxies, in the worst case scenario around ∼100 of my M+UCD candidates, and a
best case scenario around ∼35 may be chance alignments with sufficiently red galaxies
within the 6 arcsec WISE PSF, this still means that over 90 per cent of my M dwarfs
should not be chance aligned with galaxies. I discuss possible follow-up in the form
of a set of low resolution spectral differences between my M+UCD candidates and
non-M+UCD candidate (control stars). Currently I am in the process of observing
some of my M+UCD candidates (and control stars) with SpeX on the IRTF (Cook
et al., 2016b), and plan follow-on AO and RV measurements for the most interesting
M+UCD candidates.
I also use my full M dwarf candidate catalogue to select other rare objects. I select
young and late M dwarf candidates, candidates for possible exoplanet searches. Using
common proper motion I also select wide Tycho-2 companions and select M+M binaries
from my full M dwarf candidate catalogue.
The products of this thesis (the catalogues and sub-samples presented above) are
summarised in Table 6.2.
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Description of Sample
Number of
objects
Section
Full M dwarf candidate catalogue 440 694 Section 2.6
Excess sample 36 898 Section 3.2.4
M+UCD candidates 1 082 Section 3.5.3
M dwarfs with LAMOST spectra (dr1 or dr2) 10 591 Section 4.3
M+UCD candidates with LAMOST spectra 47 Section 4.3
M+UCD candidates with LAMOST spectra
and consistent spectral types
38 Section 4.3
M+UCD candidates observed54 with SpeX 43 Section 4.3
M dwarfs with EWHα < -3 and EW > 3σEW 577 Section 5.2.1
M dwarfs with K2C0 light curves 44 Section 5.2.2
M dwarfs with K2C1 light curves 1093 Section 5.2.2
M dwarfs with K2C2 light curves 12 Section 5.2.2
M dwarfs with similar Kepler 2 rotation periods 379 Section 5.2.2
M dwarfs with similar Kepler 2 rotation periods
and < 10days
10 Section 5.2.2
Late M dwarfs (photometrically selected) 3 013 Section 5.3.1
Late M dwarfs (spectroscopically selected) 257 Section 5.3.2
Tycho-2 common proper motion pairs 87 Section 5.4
Tycho-2 common proper motion pairs (P>0.25) 14 Section 5.4
M+M common proper motion pairs 871 Section 5.4.2
M+M common proper motion (P>0.25) 251 Section 5.4.2
Table 6.2: Summary of my M dwarf samples produced in this work.
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Glossary
2MASS The Two (2) Micron All Sky Survey (implied
point source catalogue) is an all-sky near-
infrared (J , H, KS) catalogue of 470 992 970
objects from Skrutskie et al. (2006)
BANYAN Bayesian Analysis for Nearby Young
AssociatioNs I and II are bayesian analysis
tools designed to determine the membership
probability of candidate stars to nearby young
kinematic groups (from Malo et al. 2013 and
Gagne´ et al. 2014 respectively).
CARMENES The Calar Alto high-Resolution search for
M dwarfs with Exo-earths with Near-infrared
and optical Echelle Spectrographs is a next-
generation instrument under construction for
the 3.5 m telescope at the Calar Alto Obser-
vatory (Quirrenbach et al., 2010).
CS colour Companion Sensitive Primary Insensitive
colours are the colour chosen to be sensitive
to changes in primary (M dwarf) spectral type
and insensitive to companion (UCD) spectral
type when looking at the colour of an unre-
solved M+UCD system.
DSS2 The Digitized Sky Survey 2 is a digitized cat-
alogue of images from archival plates. Images
of these surveys are based on photographic
data obtained using the Oschin Schmidt Tele-
scope on Palomar Mountain and the UK
Schmidt Telescope.
EPIC Ecliptic Plane Input Catalog is a catalogue
of stars located near the ecliptic plane (estab-
lished for the Kepler K2 mission by NASA).
FWHM The Full Width Half Maximum is the width
of the independent variable at which the inde-
pendent variable is half of its maximum value.
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GUMS-10 The 10th version of the Gaia Universe Model
Snapshot is a simulation of the expected con-
tents of the Gaia catalogue, and was created
using the MareNostrum supercomputer.
HERMES The High Efficiency and Resolution Mercator
Echelle Spectrograph is a high-resolution
fibre-fed spectrograph for the Mercator tele-
scope (Raskin et al., 2011).
HPF The Habitable-zone Planet Finder is a pro-
posed high resolution NIR spectrograph for
the Hobby Eberly telescope to discover low
mass exoplanets around M stars (Mahadevan
et al., 2010).
IAU The International Astronomical Union is a
collection of professional astronomers, at the
PhD level and beyond, active in professional
research and education in astronomy (Statutes
of the IAU, VII General Assembly, 1948, ss.
1315).
iLocator iLocator is an ultra-precise spectrometer that
is being built and will go on the Large Binocu-
lar Telescope at Mount Graham, Arizona, U.S.
(Crepp et al., 2014).
IRD The Infrared Doppler instrument is the near-
infrared high-precision radial velocity instru-
ment for the Subaru 8.2-m telescope, located
at the summit of Mauna Key, Hawai’i, U.S.
(Kotani et al., 2014).
IRTF The InfraRed Telescope Facility is a 3.0 me-
ter telescope, optimised for infrared observa-
tions, located at the summit of Mauna Kea,
Hawai’i, U.S.
K2C0 Kepler 2 Campaign 0 is the preliminary data
release for the re-purposed Kepler satellite.
K2C1 Kepler 2 Campaign 1 is the first full data re-
lease for the re-purposed Kepler satellite.
K2C2 Kepler 2 Campaign 2 is the second full data
release for the re-purposed Kepler satellite.
LAMOST The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre
Spectroscopic Telescope (also known as the
Guo Shoujing Telescope) is a multi-object fi-
bre telescope, located at the Xinglong Station,
Hebei Province, China (Cui et al., 2012).
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MAST The Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes
provides a variety of astronomical data
archives with the primary focus on scientifi-
cally related data sets in the optical, ultravio-
let, and near-infrared parts of the spectrum.
MCMC The Markov Chain Monte Carlos methods
are a class of algorithms for sampling from a
probability distribution.
MIR The Mid Infrared Red is the wavelength re-
gion from ∼2µm to sim 20 µm in the electro-
magnetic spectrum.
MoVeRS The Motion Verified Red Stars catalogue is
a photometric catalog of 8,735,004 proper mo-
tion selected low-mass stars (KML-spectral
types) within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) footprint (Theissen et al., 2016).
NIR The Near Infrared Red is the wavelength re-
gion from ∼0.7/0.8 to 2.5µm in the electro-
magnetic spectrum.
PLATO 2 The PLAnetary Transits and Oscillation of
stars mission is a transit survey mission with
the goal of detecting and charactering new
planets and planetary systemsa round bright
stars (Rauer et al., 2014).
PPMXL The Positions and Proper Motions on the
ICRS eXtended-L catalogue is a catalogue of
positions and proper motions on the ICRS,
combining USNO-B1.0 and 2MASS (Roeser
et al., 2010).
PS colour The Primary Sensitive Companion Insensitive
colours are the colour chosen to be sensitive
to companion (UCD) spectral type and insen-
sitive to changes in primary (M dwarf) spec-
tral type when looking at the colour of an un-
resolved M+UCD system.
PSF The Point Spread Function describes the re-
sponse of an imaging system to a point source.
SDSS The Sloan Digital Sky Survey is a multi-filter
imaging and spectroscopic redshift survey us-
ing a dedicated 2.5 m optical telescope at
Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico, U.S.
(York et al., 2000).
SED The Spectral Energy Distribution is a plot of
the brightness or flux density as a function of
frequency or wavelength.
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SIMBAD The Set of Identifications, Measurements,
and Bibliography for Astronomical Data,
is an astronomical database providing basic
data, cross-identifications, bibliography and
measurements for astronomical objects out-
side the solar system.
SNR The Signal to Noise Ratio, or S/N is a mea-
sure of quality of some data compared to its
uncertainties.
SPIRou Spectro-Polarimetre Infra-Rouge is a near-IR
echelle spectropolarimeter and high-precision
velocimeter under construction as a next-
generation instrument for the Canada-France-
Hawaii-Telescope (Artigau et al., 2014).
TESS The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite is
a space telescope whose primary mission is to
survey the brightest stars for transiting exo-
planets, currently scheduled for launch in 2017
(Ricker et al., 2014).
UKIDSS The United Kingdom Infrared Digital Sky
Survey is a near-infrared sky survey (the suc-
cessor to 2MASS) that observed 7 500 square
degrees of the northern sky in J , H and K
(Lawrence et al., 2007).
UKIRT United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, is the
former U.K. 3.8 m infrared telescope, located
at the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawai’i, U.S.
USNO-A2.0 The United States Naval Observatory Cata-
logue A2.0, is a catalogue of 526 280 881 stars
based on a re-reduction of the Precision Mea-
suring Machine scans and USNO-A1.0 cata-
logue (Monet, 1998).
VISTA The Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for
Astronomy is a 4 m class wide field survey
telescope in the southern hemisphere (Z, Y ,
J , H, KS), located at ESO’s Cerro Paranal
Observatory in Chile (Emerson & Sutherland,
2002)
WISE The Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer
is a space based near-to-mid infrared tele-
scope (3.4, 4.6, 12 and 22 µm ), the all-sky
source catalogue contains 563 921 584 objects
(Wright et al., 2010).
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Artistic representation of a M dwarf + UCD system by Neil James Cook with
background from WISE ‘PIA14881: Jabbah and Associates’
NASA/JPL-Caltech/UCLA.
